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Relation between the temperature gradient and concentration gradient in superfluid
3He– 4He mixtures
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The temperature and concentration gradients¹T and¹x created by a heat flow in a superfluid
3He–4He mixture with a concentration of 9.8%3He are measured in the steady state in
the temperature rangeT570– 500 mK. It is found that the ratio¹x/¹T obtained in the experiment
can be described on the basis of a dependence of the osmotic pressure on the temperature
and concentration. The data are used to find the thermodiffusion ratio and, hence, the
thermodiffusion coefficient of this mixture. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542466#
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the distinctive features of superfluid mixtures
3He in 4He in comparison with the properties of pure He II
the possibility of simultaneous creation of temperature a
concentration gradients at constant pressure. A steady
perature gradient can exist in pure superfluid4He only in the
presence of a supergap impermeable to the normal com
nent. Then a thermomechanical pressure arises which ca
interpreted as an osmotic pressure of the ther
excitations—phonons and rotons.

In superfluid3He–4He mixtures at normal pressure the
are not only the thermal but also impurity excitations, whi
are 3He quasiparticles. Here the expression for the impu
flux has the form

i 52rDF¹c1
kT

T
¹T1

kP

P
¹PG , ~1!

wherer is the density of the liquid,D is the diffusion coef-
ficient, kTD is the thermodiffusion coefficient,kPD is the
barodiffusion coefficient, andc is the mass concentration o
3He in the mixture.

Under steady-state conditions, when the pressure gr
ent is equal to zero and one can neglect the nondissipa
flow of impurities, as was shown by Khalatnikov,1 one ob-
tains the following relation between the temperature a
concentration gradients:

¹c52
kT

T
¹T. ~2!

This means that steady temperature and concentration g
ents can arise in superfluid mixtures even in the absence
supergap.

The appearance of steady-state conditions in super
mixtures of3He and4He under different conditions was in
vestigated theoretically in Refs. 2 and 3 with allowance
the interaction between quasiparticles. At low enough te
2751063-777X/2003/29(4)/6/$24.00
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peratures, such that one can neglect the influence of ro
and phonons, the ratio of the temperature and concentra
gradients in the mixture is determined solely by the par
pressurePf of impurity excitations in the mixture:3

¹x

¹T
52

~]Pf /]T!xP

~]Pf /]x!TP
, ~3!

where x, the molar concentration of3He in the mixture,
is related to the mass concentrationc by the relation
x54c/(31c).

Experimental study of the ratio between¹T and¹x in
3He–4He mixtures has been done only at high temperatu
in highly concentrated mixtures.4 In the present study we
investigate steady-state temperature and concentration g
ents under conditions such that the thermodynamic and
netic properties of the3He–4He mixture are determined b
impuritons (3He quasiparticles!.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Simultaneous measurements of the gradients of temp
ture and concentration were made in the cell shown sc
matically in Fig. 1. The upper flange1 is in constant therma
contact with the plate of the mixing chamber, and a silv
heat exchanger2 is used to reduce the boundary therm
resistance with the liquid. The cell has a 0.1-mm thick sta
less steel body3 with a diameter of 2.4 cm and a height o
4.7 cm. The heat flux was created by a planar heater4 placed
in the liquid in the lower part of the cell. The filling capillar
5 passes through the lower flange6 of the cell.

For measurement of the temperature distribution alo
the height of the cell we used two thermometers8 mounted a
fixed distance~10 mm! apart in the middle region of the cel
The concentration of the mixture could be determined fr
the change in its dielectric permittivity~see Refs. 5 and 6!,
measured by means of two capacitive concentration sen
9 in the form of cylindrical capacitors~0.5 cm in height! with
helically wound electrodes having gaps between turns of
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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and 0.2 mm for the upper and lower sensors, respectiv
The nominal capacitances of the upper and lower sen
were 300 and 750 pF, respectively, corresponding to a c
bility of determining the3He concentration to an error o
0.1% for the upper sensor and 0.05% for the lower. T
thermometers were identical RuO2 resistance thermometer
with a nominal resistance of 1000V at room temperature
The resistance of the thermometers was measured by m
of a bridge~CryoBridge R441!, and the error of determina
tion of the temperature was60.2 mK at 230 mK and de-
creases with decreasing temperature.

The power of the heat flux created by the heater w
determined to within less than 1% with the aid of a milliam
meter. The cold plate of the dilution refrigerator, which w
in plane-to-plane thermal contact with the flange1, was
equipped with its own heater and resistance thermomete
permit stabilization of its temperature. The surface of
heat exchanger2, made from ultradisperse silver powde
had an area of;1.5 m2. Also mounted on the plate was
3He melting-curve thermometer, which was used to calibr
the resistance thermometers.

The 9.8% 3He mixture used was prepared by mixin
known portions of gaseous helium isotopes. Below 235 m
the liquid mixture separates, but both concentration senso9
and both thermometers8 were located in the lower superflui
phase, the equilibrium concentration of which as a funct
of temperature is well known. The calibration of the the
mometers and concentration sensors was carried out in
absence of heat fluxes, when the temperature and conce
tion were uniform throughout the cell.

3. PHASE SEPARATION OF SUPERFLUID MIXTURES IN
THE PRESENCE OF HEAT FLUX

Measurements of the steady-state temperature grad
¹T and concentration gradient¹x were made at various
temperatures and heat flux powersQ̇. Two types of experi-
ments were done:

FIG. 1. Diagram of the measurement cell:1—top flange,2—sintered heat
exchanger,3—wall of cell, 4—heater,5—bottom flange,6—filling capil-
lary, 7—pressure sensor,8—resistance thermometer,9—capacitive concen-
tration sensor.
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— Experiment A: The temperature dependence of¹T
and ¹x in the mixture was measured at a constant pow
radiated by the heater, while the temperature of the liquid
the cell was varied by changing the temperature of the p
of the dilution refrigerator.

— Experiment B: The temperature of the dilution cham
ber was held constant while the temperature dependenc
the gradients¹T and¹x were recorded as the heater pow
Q̇ was varied.

The relative error of measurement of¹T and ¹x de-
pends on the power deposition; forQ̇54.5 mW/cm2 it
amounts to;2.5% for ¹T and ;10% for ¹x. This error
decreases with increasingQ̇.

The typical temperature dependence of the concentra
of the mixture as registered by the lower sensor in exp
ment A is shown in Fig. 2, where the average temperatur
the liquid measured by the two thermometers is plotted
the vertical axis. Curve1 corresponds to zero power, and th
kink on it is due to phase separation of the initial mixture.
the temperature is decreased further, the concentration
sors register the concentration of the lower of the separa
phases; this is in good accord with the known experimen
data concerning the phase separation line,7,8 as can be seen in
Fig. 2.

Curves2–5 in Fig. 2 were obtained for different constan
values of the input powerQ̇, which produced steady tem
perature gradients along the length of the cell. According
the two-fluid model of superfluid helium, this initiates
counterflow of the normal and superconducting compone
and the3He atoms taking part in the normal motion wi
move in the direction of lower temperatures. As a result
steady concentration gradient which depends on the in
power Q̇ is established along the length of the cell. If it
assumed that the distributions of the temperature and c
centration over the length of the cell are of a linear charac
then estimates forQ̇54.5 mW/cm2 give a valuextop;11%
3He for the concentration of the mixture in the upper part
the cell and a valuexbot;9% 3He for the lower part; forQ̇
513.5mW/cm2 the values arex top;13.5%3He andxbot

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the concentration of the mixtur

experiment A at different constant values of the heat flux powerQ̇
@mW/cm2#: 0 ~1!, 2.25~2!, 4.5~3!, 9 ~4!, 13.5~5!; the solid curve shows the
data of Ref. 7.
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;8.5% 3He. Since the separation of the mixture begins
the upper, colder part of the cell, the corresponding ph
separation temperatures, according to Ref. 7, will beTs

5290 mK for Q̇54.5 mW/cm2 and Ts5330 mK for Q̇
513.5mW/cm2. These values correlate well with the pos
tion of the kinks on curves2 and4 in Fig. 2; similar agree-
ment is also observed for the other values ofQ̇. We note
only that with increasingQ̇ the kink corresponding to phas
separation becomes less sharp.

Figure 3 shows typical results for experiment B, whe
the measurements were made at a constant valueTmc of the
mixing-chamber temperature while the heat flux was vari
As in Fig. 2, here the concentration registered by the low
sensor is given, and the temperature corresponds to the
erage of the values indicated on the two thermometers.
comparison, Fig. 3 also shows the results obtained in exp
ment A for the caseQ̇50 ~curve 1!. Curves2–4 in Fig. 3
were obtained as follows. The initial point for each curve
the corresponding point lying on the phase separation line
Q̇50. Then the mixture-chamber temperatureTm corre-
sponding to that point was stabilized, and the powerQ̇ de-
livered to the heater was gradually increased at a cons
value ofTm . The value ofQ̇ reached 11.2mW/cm2 for Tm

5105 mK and 18mW/cm2 for Tm5195 mK. In this case
steady temperature and concentration gradients arose in
mixture. A comparison of the experimental curves given
Figs. 2 and 3 showed that for the same average tempera
and the same input power, the values of the concentra
registered in experiments A and B were in good agreem

4. STEADY TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION
GRADIENTS IN THE MIXTURES. COMPARISON WITH
THEORY

From the differencesDT andDx of the temperatures an
concentrations measured by the sensors at the different
we determined the gradients¹T and ¹x. For correct com-
parison of the values obtained for¹T and¹x these gradients

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the isotopic concentration registere
the lower sensor in experiment B for the following values of the mixin
chamber temperatureTm @mK#: 195 ~2!, 165 ~3!, 105 ~4!. The data of ex-

periment A forQ̇50 ~1!; the solid curve was plotted according to the resu
of Ref. 7.
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were determined at the same site of the cell. Here we t
into consideration that the height of a sensorl 55 mm is
comparable to the distanceL between thermometers. In ad
dition, the heat flux propagating in the liquid inside a capa
tive concentration sensor was different from the flux betwe
sensors, since an appreciable part of the cross section
sensor is occupied by the metal electrode. IfS is the cross-
sectional area of the cell in the absence of a concentra
sensor andS1 is the cross-sectional area of the liquid throu
which the heat is flowing in the presence of a sensor, then
desired concentration gradient is expressed as follows:

¹x5
Dx

LS 11
Sl

SlL
D . ~4!

The difference in the value ofS1 for the two concentration
sensors was in the 5% range, and it was not taken into
count in deriving formula~4!.

In calculating the temperature gradients we neglected
size of the thermometers in comparison with the dista
between them, and we also neglected the heat released b
resistance thermometers and capacitive concentration se
during the measurements.

Figures 4 and 5 show typical curves of the temperat

by
FIG. 4. Temperature gradient versus the power of the heat flux for diffe
average cell temperaturesT @mK#: 200 ~h!, 300 ~s!, 400 ~n!.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the concentration gradient on the power of the
flux for different average cell temperaturesT @mK#: 200 ~h!, 300~s!, 400
~n!.
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and concentration gradients as functions of the power of
injected heat flux. The errors of determination of¹T and¹x
are mainly due to the errors of measurement of the differe
of the temperatures and concentrations between the se
and were 0.5 mK and 0.07%3He. As can be seen in th
plots, the gradients¹T and¹x depend linearly onQ̇ at small
values of Q̇ and begin to deviate from linearity a
Q̇.5.6 mW/cm2. The deviation from linearity is apparentl
due to the onset of convection in the mixture under stu
The problem of convection under the conditions of this e
periment will be discussed in a separate paper.

It is also seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the temperat
and concentration gradients are only weakly temperature
pendent. This may be seen most transparently in Figs. 6
7, which give the temperature dependence of¹T and¹x for
different Q̇.

For comparison of the experimental data on the ste
temperature gradients and concentration gradients in su
conducting3He–4He mixtures with the theory it is conve
nient to consider the ratio¹x/¹T, which is plotted in Figs. 8
and 9.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the temperature gradient for diffe

values of the injected powerQ̇ @mW/cm2#: 1.8 ~1!, 3.37~2!, 4.5 ~3!, 9 ~4!,
13.5 ~5!.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the concentration gradient for diffe

values of the input powerQ̇ @mW/cm2#: 1.8 ~1!, 3.37~2!, 4.5~3!, 9 ~4!, 13.5
~5!.
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According to the theory of Khalatnikov,1 the ratio be-
tween¹c and ¹T can be obtained by proceeding from e
pression~2!, where the parameterkT has the general form

rDkT5aT
]

]T S Z

rTD1
b

T
. ~5!

The first term in~4! corresponds to the contribution of im
purity excitations, and the second corresponds to the pho
contribution to the weight factorsa andb. The potentialZ is
expressed in terms of the difference of the chemical pot
tials of 3He and4He in the mixture:

Z5r~m32m4!. ~6!

If the phonon contribution is neglected, Eqs.~2!, ~5!, and~6!
lead to the the following relation for the concentration a
temperature gradients:

nt

nt

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the ratio¹x/¹T obtained in experiment
B for the following values of the temperature of the top flange@mK#: 105
~h!, 160 ~,!; 195 ~n!, 260 ~s!. The solid line is calculated according t
formula ~12! for a concentration of 9.8%3He, and the dashed curve is for
variable concentration corresponding to the lower phase of the sepa
mixture. The arrow corresponds to the phase separation temperature.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the ratio¹x/¹T obtained in experiment
A for the following values of the input power@mW/cm2#: 1.35~h!, 4.5~s!,
5.62 ~L!, 9 ~,!, 13.5 ~n!. The solid curve is calculated according to fo
mula ~12! for a concentration of 9.8%3He; the dashed curve is calculate
for a variable concentration corresponding to the lower phase of the s
rated mixture. The arrow corresponds to the phase separation tempera
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¹c

¹T
52

]

]T S m32m4

T D
]

]c S m32m4

T D . ~7!

To use relation~7! one needs to know the chemical potentia
m3 andm4 , which are usually9,10 calculated from experimen
tal data on the heat capacity and osmotic pressure. Bec
of the lack of experimental data for them over the ent
range of temperatures and concentrations investigated, it
difficult to use Eq.~6! for comparing with the data on¹T
and¹x.

In this sense it is more convenient for analysis to ta
the approach developed in Refs. 2 and 3, where the aut
obtained a general expression describing the steady stat
a 3He–4He superfluid mixture. With it any thermodynam
quantity can be expressed in terms of three other thermo
namic quantities chosen as independent variables:T, x, and
m4 . Then the total pressure of the mixture can be written
the form of a sum:

P5P4~m4,0,0!1PT~m4 ,T,0!1P3~m4 ,T,x!, ~8!

where P4(m4 ,T,0) is the contribution to the pressure fro
the superfluid background atT50 andx50; PT(m4 ,T,0) is
the thermodynamic pressure due to thermal excitations,
P3(m4 ,T,0) is the osmotic pressure due to impurity exci
tions.

In the steady state, whenm45const, and in the absenc
of a supergap (P5const), expression~8! simplifies to

PT~T!1P3~T,x!5const. ~9!

SincePT(T),P3(T,x) under the given experimental cond
tions, Eq.~9! simplifies further:

P3~T,x!5const, ~10!

which means that

S ]P3~T,x!

]x D
T

dx1S ]P3~T,x!

]T D
x

dT50. ~11!

Hence

¹x

¹T
52

@]P3~T,x!/]T#x

@]P3~T,x!/]x#T
, ~12!

i.e., Eq. ~12! is the limiting case of Eq.~3! for the low-
temperature region, where one can neglect thermal ex
tions and assume that the3He partial pressure in the supe
fluid mixture is the osmotic pressure of impurity excitation
P3(T,x).

The osmotic pressure of3He–4He superconducting mix
tures was measured previously in Refs. 11–14, and the
sults of those measurements were analyzed in Ref. 10, w
their smoothed values were given. There is what can be c
sidered to be a complete set of experimental data on
osmotic pressure in the temperature range of interest, an
data are mutually consistent within the total error limits.

The ratios of the concentration gradients to the tempe
ture gradients calculated according to formula~12! are given
in Fig. 8 along with the experimental data obtained in expe
ment B. The solid curve in Fig. 8 corresponds to a calcu
tion for the initial concentration of the mixture, and th
se
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dashed curve is calculated for the concentration of the lo
superfluid phase of the separated mixture, the value of wh
varies with temperature. The concentration gradient alo
the height in the lower phase was not taken into account.
deviation of the average temperatureTm between the sensor
is plotted along the horizontal axis in Fig. 8. It is seen fro
the plot that the experimental data obtained here are in
isfactory agreement with a theoretical model based on
osmotic-pressure dependence of the gradients of the
perature and concentration.

The analogous results obtained in experiment A are p
sented in Fig. 9 for different constant values of the injec
heat flux. The agreement between experiment and theo
about the same as for experiment B. Here one can noti
decrease in¹x/¹T with increasingQ̇.

The values obtained for the ratios¹x/¹T can be used to
determine an important parameter of the theory of superfl
mixtures—the thermodiffusion ratiokT , which appears in
formulas ~1! and ~2!. The temperature dependence of th
parameter is shown in Fig. 10. An appreciable decrease
the calculated value ofkT ~the solid curve in Fig. 10! is
observed only below 300 mK, where the concentration of
superfluid phase of the separated mixture varies.

CONCLUSION

Simultaneous measurements of the temperature and
centration gradients arising in a3He–4He superfluid mixture
when a heat flux is turned on have been made for the
time in the region below 1 K. Two types of experiments we
used: the temperature of the upper flange of the cell w
measured at a constant value of the injected power, or
power was measured at a constant temperature of the fla
The two experiments gave mutually consistent values of
steady-state gradients of the temperature and concentra

A study of the the phase diagram for separation of
mixture in the presence of a heat flux was carried out, a
the results of the two experiments were in agreement.
temperature and concentration corresponding to phase s
ration ~the kink on theT(x) curve! agree with the corre-

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the thermodiffusion ratio for a mix
with an initial concentration of 9.8%3He. The solid curve was calculate
according to formulas~2! and~12! with the use of the osmotic pressure da
of Ref. 9. The arrow corresponds to the phase separation temperature
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sponding values obtained in a calculation of the steady-s
temperature and concentration distributions along the len
of the cell after injection of a heat flux.

We have shown that the ratio of the steady-state conc
tration and temperature gradients observed in experiment
be explained from the condition of constancy of the par
pressure of3He impurity quasiparticles in the mixture. In th
experiment the role of thermal excitations is negligible, a
the ratio¹x/¹T is determined solely by the behavior of th
osmotic pressure of the impuritons. In such an approach
can achieve satisfactory agreement with experiment and
termine the thermodiffusion ratiokT , which in the Khalatni-
kov theory describes the relation between the diffusion co
ficient and the thermodynamic properties of the superfl
mixture and determines the thermodiffusion coefficient.

In closing, let us mention the questions that might
studied under the conditions of this experiment but wh
have not been discussed in this paper. First among the
the kinetics of the variation of the temperature and conc
tration when the heat flux is switched on or off, which can
described by the corresponding relaxation times. Another
portant problem, which was mentioned previously, is
convective stability of3He–4He superfluid mixtures in the
presence of a heat flux. This problem can be describe
terms of an effective thermal conductivity of the liqui
which is determined in experiment from both relaxati
measurements and the steady temperature gradients. We
discuss all these interesting question in separate papers

The authors thank V. N. Grigor’ev, I. N. Adamenko, an
K. É. Nemchenko for a helpful discussion of the results
this study.
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Magnetoelectric effect in thin films and layered toroidal structures
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A calculation of the magnetoelectric and dielectric susceptibilities is carried out for a layered
structure in which thin toroidal layers alternate with dielectric layers not found in a
state of spontaneous toroidal ordering. The toroic considered is nickel iodine boracite. It is
shown that an anomalous increase of the magnetoelectric and dielectric susceptibilities can occur
in the vicinity of the temperature of the induced toroidal phase transition. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542467#
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The magnetoelectric effect, which consists in the ind
tion of an electric polarizationP by a magnetic fieldH and in
the appearance of a magnetizationM under the influence o
an electric fieldE, is characterized by the magnetoelect
susceptibility tensora ik5]Pi /]Hk5]Mk /]Ei . A substance
in which the linear magnetoelectric~ME! tensor has nonzero
antisymmetric components admits the existence of a third~in
addition to P and M ! dipole momentT, which is called
toroidal.1 A substance having a phase transition at whic
spontaneous toroidal moment appears is called a toro2

Toroics include several ferroelectric magnetic compoun
nickel iodine boracite, Ni3B7O13I, in particular.3 In that com-
pound the appearance of a toroidal moment at temperat
below Q'64 K is accompanied by a spontaneous elec
polarization and a weak magnetization. The off-diago
components of the magnetoelectric susceptibility have
value a235a32'331024 ~Ref. 4!. It is known5 that the
value of the magnetoelectric response is proportional to
magnetic and dielectric susceptibilities of the system. Gi
values of the dielectric susceptibility have been observed
cently in layered structures with thin ferroelectric layers ha
ing a weak interlayer interaction in the neighborhood of
so-called thickness-induced ferroelectric phase transition6

It is of interest to study the magnetoelectric effect
films and in systems containing thin toroidal layers in t
vicinity of the thickness-induced toroidal phase transitio
This is done below for the case of the toroic nickel iodi
boracite. It is shown that in the vicinity of the thicknes
induced phase transition to the toroidal state, the critical
havior of the magnetoelectric and dielectric susceptibilit
can be different from that for a bulk sample, and these s
ceptibilities can become anomalously large.

We consider a layered structure consisting of toroi
layers A alternating with dielectric layers B which are n
found in a state of spontaneous toroidal or any other kind
dipolar ordering. We assume that all the layers are of ide
cal thicknessl , so that the period of the structure along thez
axis is equal to 2l and the thickness of the multilayer stru
ture is L52Nl, where N is the number of periods, an
2811063-777X/2003/29(4)/4/$24.00
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2L/2<z<L/2. The free energy of the system is written
the form

F5 (
j 50

N21

~FA j1FB j!. ~1!

In Eq. ~1! we have omitted the interaction between laye
since the giant values of the susceptibility in Ref. 6 we
observed in the case of a weak interlayer interaction~see also
Refs. 7 and 8!.

There is no spontaneous toroidal moment in layers
only the toroidal moment induced by the external elect
and magnetic fields. We shall assume below that the elec
field is applied perpendicular to the layers, along thez axis
(E5Ez), and that the magnetic field lies in the plane of t
layers,xy.

In a thin toroidal layer the toroidal moment is nonun
form over the thickness of the layer, and therefore

FA j5
1

l EZ1

Z2
FA j~z!dz,

Z152
L

2
12 j l ; Z252

L

2
1~2 j 11!l . ~2!

Above the toroidal ordering temperatureQ, nickel iodine
boracite has cubic symmetry 43̄m, and in the ordered phas
the electric polarizationP is directed along the fourfold axis
z, while the toroidal moment and magnetization lie in thexy
plane. The free energy of nickel iodine boracite is given
Ref. 3 for the case of a uniform distribution of dipoles~a
bulk sample!. When the gradients along thez axis are taken
into account, the free energy densityFA j(z)5 f (z) in the
toroidal layer 0<z< l is written

f ~z!5a~Tx
21Ty

2!1b1Tx
2Ty

21b2~Tx
41Ty

4!2aTxTyEz

2bTxTy~HxTy2HyTx!2cEz~HxTy2TxHy!

2
1

2x
Ez

22
1

2k
~Hx

21Hy
2!1lF S ]Tx

]z D 2

1S ]Ty

]z D 2G

© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1l1S Hy

]Tx

]z
2Hx

]Ty

]z D . ~3!

The components of the electric polarization and magnet
tion are given by the expressions3

Pz5aTxTy1
1

x
Ez1c~TyHx2TxHy!;

Mx5bTx~Ty
22Tx

2!1
1

k
Hx1cTyEz ;

M y5bTy~Tx
22Ty

2!1
1

k
Hy2cTxE2 . ~4!

The equilibrium values ofTx,y are determined by the Euler
Lagrange equations

] f

]Ti
2

d

dz

] f

S ]Ti

]z D 50 i 5x,y,

i.e., by the equations

2aTx14b2Tx
312b1TxTy

22aTyEz2b

3~HxTy
222TxTyHy!1cEzHy22lTx950;

2aTy14b2Ty
312b1TyTx

22aTxEz1b

3~HyTx
222TxTyHx!2cEzHx22lTy950. ~5!

From Eqs.~5! we see that in a fieldHx5Hy5H there exists
a solutionTx52Ty5T satisfying the equation

2aT14bT322lT91aEzT23bHT21cEzH50. ~6!

where 2b52b21b1 .
In the absence of external fields, assumingT50 at the

boundaries of the toroidal layer, we obtain from~6! the spon-
taneous toroidal momentTs :

Ts5T0A 2m

11m
snS z

l 0A11m
,mD , ~7!

where sn(u,m) is the Jacobi elliptic sine,m5k2 ~Ref. 9!;
T05(2a/2b)1/2 is the spontaneous toroidal moment of
bulk sample,l 05(2l/a)1/2 is the correlation length. The
parameterm is given by the relation

l 52l 0A11mK~m!, ~8!

whereK(m) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
and the parameterm varies from 0 to 1. Form→1 the value
of K diverges logarithmically, in which case, as follows fro
~8!, l @ l 0 . Consequently, the limitm51 corresponds to the
bulk sample~thick layer!. On the other hand, form→0 we
haveK→p/2, andl approaches a minimum~critical! value
l c5p l , at which the spontaneous toroidal moment equ
zero. For values of the thicknessl , l c a spontaneous toroida
moment does not exist. This means that the phase trans
from the toroidal state (TÞ0) to the paratoroidal (T50)
state can occur without a change in temperature throug
decrease in the layer thickness~the so-called thickness
induced phase transition6,7,10!. For l . l c the phase transition
temperature depends on the thickness of the layer. Assum
a-

ls

on

a

ng

in ~3! a constanta5a0(t2Q) ~where t is the temperature
andQ is the transition temperature in a thick layer!, from the
condition l 5 l c5p l 0 (t5Q l) we find

Q l5QF12S l c0

l D 2G , l c05pA l

a0Q
, ~9!

where l c0 is the critical thickness of the layer at zero tem
perature. Forl< l c0 we haveQ l<0, i.e., the phase transitio
to the toroidal state cannot occur at any temperature. We
from ~9! that the temperature of the transition to the toroid
state in a layer,Q l , is less than the phase transition tempe
ture Q in a bulk sample.

We are interested in the magnetoelectric susceptibility
the system, i.e., the quantities

azx5
]Pz

]Hx
, azy5

]Pz

]Hy
. ~10!

From Eqs.~4! we obtain

azx5a
]

]Hx
~TxTy!1cTy ,

azy5a
]

]Hy
~TxTy!2cTx . ~11!

For the solution under discussion,Ty52Tx52T, the mag-
netoelectric susceptibility of the linear effect in the ca
Hx5Hy5H is

azx5azy5a~z!52cTs22aTst, t5S ]T

]H D
E,H50

.

~12!

Differentiating Eq. ~6! with respect toH and making a
change of variables tou5z/ l 0A11m, we obtain the follow-
ing equation for determiningt:

tu91~11m26msn2~u,m!!t5Rsn2~u,m!,

R52
3mb

2b
. ~13!

The magnetoelectric susceptibility of the investigat
multilayer structure with noninteracting layers is

ā5
1

L (
j 50

j 5N21 E
Z1

Z2
@aA j~z!1aB j~z!#dz,

Z152L/212 j l , Z252L/21~2 j 11!l . ~14!

Since there is no spontaneous toroidal moment in a B layer,
we have:

ā5
1

l E0

l

a~z!dz5
1

2K E
0

2K

a~u!du. ~15!

The solution of equation~13! for t has the form11

t~u!5c1t11c2t21t3 ,

t15cn~u,m!dn~u,m!,
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t25S u2
11m

12m
E~amu,m! D cn~u,m!dn~u,m!

1
sn~u,m!@dn2~u,m!1m2cn2~u,m!#

12m
,

t35
R

3~m21!2 @22~11m!sn2~u,m!#, ~16!

whereE(amu,m) is an elliptic integral of the second kind
and cn(u,m) and dn(u,m) are the elliptic cosine and delt
amplitudes, respectively.

With the aid of the boundary conditions

t~u50!5t~u52K !5ts ~17!

we find the constantsc1 andc2 :

c15ts2
2R

3~12m!2 ,

c25
2R23ts~12m!2

3~12m!@K~12m!2E~11m!#
. ~18!

Using Eqs.~7!, ~12!, ~16!, and~18!, we obtain the following
expression for the susceptibilityā ~15! of the system:

ā52
T0

KA2~11m!
H S c1

ab

2b D ln
11Am

12Am

1
aAm@b~E2K !22tsb~2E1K~m21!!#

b@K~12m!2E~11m!# J . ~19!

For a thick film, whenm→1, K→`, E→1, andK(1
2m)→0, we obtain in the limit from~19!

a t52T0S c1
3ab

4b D . ~20!

This same value fora t can be obtained by dropping th
spatial derivatives in~6!.

For a thin film nearQ l for m→0

E2K>2pm/4, K~0!5E~0!5p/2,

K~12m!2E~11m!>23pm/4, ln
11Am

12Am
>2Am .

When these relations are taken into account, we obtain
following expression for the magnetoelectric susceptibi
of a layered toroidal structure near the thickness-indu
phase transition temperatureQ l :

ā'2T0

2A2m

p Fc1
2ab

3b
1

2ats

3m G . ~21!

For small values ofm Eq. ~8! implies the following re-
lation for films having thicknesses close to the critical va
l c :

l >p l 0S 11
3

4
mD , m5

4

3 S l

l c
21D , l 2 l c! l c . ~22!

On the other hand, for such films near the temperature t
peratureQ l we use the temperature dependence ofl 0 and
relation ~9! to obtain
he

d

-

m>
2

3

l 2

l c0
2

Q l2t

Q
. ~23!

If ]T/]H5ts50 on the surface of the film, then

ā}Al 2 l c, ā} lAQ l2t, ~24!

i.e., the magnetoelectric susceptibility has the usual~in the
framework of Landau theory! square-root temperature de
pendence, but with a coefficient proportional to the thickn
of the film.

On the other hand, iftsÞ0 on the surface, then, as ca
be seen from Eq.~21!, the critical dependence of the magn
toelectric susceptibility becomes stronger:

ā>
2&

p)
tsaT0A l c

l 2 l c
,

ā>2
4atsT0

p)

l c0

l
A Q

Q l2t
. ~25!

This enhancement of the magnetoelectric effect in thin to
dal films nearQ l is possible only in the case of a nonze
value of ts on the surface. Since there is no spontane
toroidal moment in the layers, a contribution tots can only
come from the induced toroidal moment created by
crossed electric and magnetic fields,t}EzHx,y . During
measurement of the magnetoelectric susceptibility an ex
nal magnetic field is applied to the system, while the elec
field Ez can be of an external or internal origin. In the a
sence of external field, there may be a fieldEzÞ0 at the
contacts between layers as a result of the imperfection of
surfaces and depolarization—the contact potential differen
An external electric field also induces atsÞ0, and the cor-
responding magnetoelectric susceptibility is related to
nonlinear magnetoelectric effect.

In thin-film toroidal structures in the vicinity of the tem
perature of the thickness-induced toroidal phase transitio
is possible also to have anomalous enhancement of the
electric permittivity in comparison with a bulk sample,
which it has a slight jump at the toroidal transition. Indee
from Eqs.~4! and ~6! we obtain

xe5
]Pz

]Ez
5x2122a f Ts , f 5

]t

]Ez
,

f u91 f ~11m26msn2~u,m!!5Asn~u,m!,

A5
a~11m!

2
A2

m

2b
. ~26!

Solving Eq.~26! for f in analogy to the previous case wit
the boundary conditionsf (u50.2 K)5 f s , we obtain for the
average value of the dielectric susceptibility nearQ l ~for
small m)

x̄e>x t2
4&a fsT0

3pAm
'2

4a fsT0

p)

l c0

l
A Q

Q l2t
. ~27!

Herex t is the dielectric susceptibility of a bulk sample. Th
value of f s5(]t/]E)s on the surface of the film can be non
zero in the presence of a static external magnetic field ly
in the plane of the layers.
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Thus the thickness-induced phase transition to the to
dal state can be accompanied by anomalous enhanceme
both the magnetoelectric susceptibility and the dielectric p
mittivity.

Since the interaction of the layers was not taken i
account, the results obtained here pertain both to multila
thin-film systems and to individual thin films of toroics und
conditions such that there is no spontaneous toroidal mom
on the two boundary surfaces of the toroidal layer. In laye
structures this condition can be realized owing to the con
of the toroidal layers A with the nontoroidal~or paratoroidal!
layers B.
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Anomalous hysteresis in magnetoresistive ceramic and film samples
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A study is made of the external structure, magnetization, and magnetoresistive effect in ceramic
samples of (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 annealed at 1150 and 1500 °C. It is shown that the
additional annealing at 1500 °C leads to significant changes in the magnetization and increases
the magnetoresistive effect by a factor of 2–3, depending onx. An ‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic
hysteresis is observed on the initial parts of the magnetization curves in both ceramic and laser-
deposited film samples. It is found that the value of the ‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis
depends on the composition of the samples~on x) and their annealing temperature. A mechanism
for the appearance of the ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresis is proposed, involving the presence and
interaction of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542468#
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been an upsurge in intere
the perovskitelike rare-earth magnets R12xAxMnO3 (R
5La, Pr, Nd, or other rare-earth element, and A is a dival
ion of Ca, Sr, Ba, or Pb! in connection with the colossa
magnetoresistive effect observed in them and the promi
outlook for their practical application.1–7 Manganites are
solid solutions with a peculiar interrelationship of the ele
tronic, magnetic, and structural properties, which can
regulated by varying the technology of their preparation a
their chemical composition, including as a result
doping.1–7 The question of whether manganites have co
isting ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases, hav
metallic and insulating~or semiconducting! properties, and
the question of the existence of inhomogeneous lo
dimensional phases of a phase-separation or planar-cl
type are matters of discussion at the present time.7–12

Since the magnetic and transport properties in these
terials are determined primarily by the manganese ions,
of interest to study the magnetic and electric properties
lanthanum-manganite perovskites containing excess sup
toichiometric manganese relative to the other cations.12–15

The main goal of the present study was to compare the m
netic and electrical properties of manganites with an exc
of manganese in their composition and to elucidate the p
sibility of having a coexistence of several magnetic pha
and their phase separation with cluster formation.
2851063-777X/2003/29(4)/5/$24.00
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METHOD OF OBTAINING AND STUDYING THE SAMPLES

The objects of study were samples of strontium-dop
lanthanum-manganite perovskites, (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3

(0<x<0.4). A feature of the compositions was the presen
of excess manganese with no change in the ratio La:Sr54.
The samples were prepared by the standard ceramic tech
ogy. The initial mixtures of powders of definite compositio
were obtained from ChDA-grade oxides La2O3, SrCO3, and
Mn3O4 after their careful mixing and a synthesizing anne
at at 900 °C for 20 hours. After being ground and press
into tablets, the samples were baked in two stages: at t
peratures of 1150 and 1500 °C for 21 and 2 hours, resp
tively. After each anneal we carried out a comprehens
investigation of the structural, magnetic, and transport pr
erties of the samples.

An x-ray analysis was done on a DRON-2 diffractome
in FeKa radiation. The magnetic properties of the samp
were measured in a vibration magnetometer and
inductive–frequency apparatus, and the electrical conduc
ity and magnetoresistance were determined by the stan
four-contact method atH50 and 5 kOe.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

According to the x-ray data, the samples of all comp
sitions (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 contained a main perovskite
like rhombohedrally distorted (R3̄c) phase with lattice
parameters which, depending onx, lay in the ranges:
a57.784–7.787 Å,a590.41–90.45°~annealing at 1150 °C)
and a57.792– 7.782 Å, a590.55– 90.48° ~annealing at
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1500 °C). Forx50 and 0.1 the samples are single-pha
and for x50.2– 0.4 they are heterophase: in addition to
main perovskite phase, there are small amounts o
g-Mn2O3 or Mn3O4 phase.

According to the magnetic measurements the sam
of all compositions (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 in the interval
0<x<0.4 are magnetically soft ferromagnets, since
magnetic saturation curve obtained on the vibration mag
tometer in fieldsH56 kOe has a characteristic hystere
loop of width '30 Oe. Figures 1 and 2 show the values
the saturation magnetization and the Curie temperatureTC ,
respectively, for ceramic samples obtained at temperature
1150 °C~curves1! and 1500 °C~curves2!. For the samples
annealed at 1150 °C, the saturation magnetizationMs re-
mains practically unchanged asx increases from 0 to 0.3. I
the excess manganese oxide were not dissolved but form
second phase Mn3O4 or Mn2O3, then with increasing man
ganese oxide content the value ofMs should have decrease
by approximately 20%, which was not observed in the
periment~curve1 in Fig. 1!. The noticeable decrease ofMs

for the sample withx50.4 can be explained by the insolu
bility of the excess manganese in the main perovskite ph
However, this decrease (;12%) is also less than the calcu
lated value (;23%), especially at a temperature of 290

FIG. 1. Influence of the composition on the saturation magnetization
ceramic samples of (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 at temperatures of 78 and 29
K for different annealing temperatures: 1150 °C~1!, 1500 °C~2!.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the Curie temperature (TC) on the compositionx for
ceramic samples of (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 obtained at different annealing
temperatures: 1150 °C~1!, 1500 °C~2!.
,
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For samples annealed at 1500 °C there is a noticeable
crease ofMs with increasingx at both 78 K and 290 K. One
notices that only forx50 are the values ofMs larger for the
samples annealed at 1500 °C~for x50.1 the values ofMs

are close for samples annealed at 1150 and 1500 °C). Fo
remaining compositionsMs is larger in the samples obtaine
at 1150 °C. This is apparently evidence of an increase in
number of oxygen vacancies and a change in the comp
tion and density of lattice defects in the manganite phase
the lanthanum-manganite perovskite, with possible ph
separation and formation of planar clusters with differe
composition, structural, magnetic, and transport propert
We note the correlation of the decrease of the magnetiza
and Curie temperature for the samples withx50.4 annealed
at 1150 and 1500 °C.

Studies of the temperature dependence of the magne
tion in low ~less than 150 Oe! and high~4 kOe! magnetic
fields for samples of (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 with composi-
tions in the interval 0<x<0.4 and sintered at temperature
of 1150 and 1500 °C showed different behavior ofMs : a
weak variation of the magnetization over a wide temperat
interval in low fields, and a rather significant dependence
the magnetization throughout the entire temperature inte
in high fields. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the temperat
dependence of the magnetization for a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3

sample (x50, sintering temperature 1500 °C) in differe
magnetic fields. This difference is possibly due to the pr
ence of magnetic nonuniformities—phases16–22 or
clusters.12–14 In low fields a more uniform ordered~ferro-
magnetic! phase apparently forms, and in high fields oth
less uniform and ordered, magnetic phases~the boundary
region between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic pha!
or clusters appear. According to x-ray structural studies,
excess manganese oxide is found in the form of a phas
cluster with a composition close to Mn3O4 ~for x50) or
Mn2O3 ~for x.0). When the valence states of the mang
nese ions and their superposition are taken into account
compositions of the clustered solid solutions is most pr
ably of the following form:

Mn3O4→Mn1
21Mn2

31O4
22→Mn1.5

21Mn1
31Mn0.5

41O4
22 ;

f

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of a ceramic sa
of La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 in various magnetic fields: 80 Oe~1!, 150 Oe~2!, 500 Oe
~3!, 4 kOe~4!.
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Mn2O3→Mn2
31O3

22→Mn0.5
21Mn1

31Mn0.5
41O3

22 .

The temperature dependence of the transport prope
of the manganites are presented in Fig. 4 for annealing t
peratures of 1150 and 1500 °C. The value of the magnet
sistive effectDR/R05(R02RH)/R0 , whereR0 and RH are
the resistance of the samples atH50 and 5 kOe, respec
tively, is 4–6% for the samples annealed at 1150 °C, and
magnetoresistance peak is observed at a temperature 1
K below the Curie temperature~Fig. 4a!. The curves of the
temperature dependence of the resistance for all valuesx
have a resistance peak (Tms) nearTC . The low-temperature
side of the peak corresponds to a ‘‘metallic’’ type of condu
tion, and the high-temperature side to a semiconductor t
After annealing of the samples at 1500 °C the magnetore
tive effect increased to 10–13% for the different values ofx,
and the maximum of the magnetoresistance was shifted
temperature 7–15 K belowTC ~Fig. 4b!. We note that for
x50 the magnetoresistive effect is essentially not obser
in the case of annealing at 1150 °C~Fig. 4a!, whereas after
annealing at 1500 °C forx50 it has a value of 12.5%~Fig.
4b!. Analysis of Fig. 4 shows that after annealing at 1500
the magnetoresistive effect increases by a factor of 2–3
the differentx. The resistivity of the samples increased by
factor of 2–3, and the temperature dependence of the re

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistive effect in sam
of the lanthanum-manganite ceramic (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 annealed at
1150 °C~a! and 1500 °C~b! for x50 ~1!, 0.2 ~2!, and 0.4~3!.
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tivity for T<TC also exhibits a ‘‘metallic’’ type of conduc-
tion ~against a semiconducting background!. However, the
resistivity maximum is not clearly manifested, since t
semiconducting branch has a weak temperature depende
Annealing of the samples at 1500 °C lead to a decreas
the Curie temperature by'12 K and to a shift of the mag
netoresistance maximumTr by '10 K ~the average value
for the differentx). We note that the maximum differences
TC andTr are observed for samples withx50.4.

The decrease of the spontaneous magnetization and
Curie temperature and the increase of the resistance an
value of the magnetoresistive effect after annealing
1500 °C can be explained by an increase in the numbe
oxygen vacancies23,24 and by cluster formation and the ap
pearance of ag-Mn2O3 or Mn3O4 phase.12–14

The magnetization curves and the magnetic hysteres
ceramic and film samples were investigated on an inductiv
frequency apparatus.25 The manganite sample was placed
an external inductor of a measuring oscillator, the natu
frequency of which wasf 55 MHz. The application of an
external magnetic field of various orientations caused
change in the magnetic state of the manganite film or
ramic sample, which led to an inductance changeDL of the
measuring coil and, as a consequence, to a changeD f in the
resonance frequency of the oscillator.

Investigation of the magnetic properties of these co
pounds on the inductive–frequency apparatus revealed
‘‘anomalous’’ trend of the magnetization curves for ceram
and film samples under the influence of an external qu
static magnetic field perpendicular (H') or parallel (H i) to
the plane of the sample. Figures 5 and 6 show the chang
the frequency of the measuring oscillator circuit with t
manganite ceramic or film sample in place. The trend of
D f 5 f (H) and M (H) curves are equivalent, since the fr
quency shift is proportional to the value of the magnetizat
of the sample or to the change in energy of the magnet
magnetic field. The direction of change of the magnetic fi
in the sample is indicated by arrows in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig
5 shows the initial parts of the magnetization curves
(La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 ceramic samples in a magnetic fie
perpendicular to the plane of the sample forx50, 0.2, and
0.4 after annealing at temperatures of 1150 °C~a! and
1500 °C ~b!. The curves forx50.1 and 0.3 are approxi
mately the same as the curve forx50.2. In a magnetic field
parallel to the plane of the ceramic samples (H i) the mag-
netization curves are less graphic and are not shown in
5. The upper part of theD f 5 f (H) curves demonstrates th
presence of the ‘‘normal’’ hysteresis typical of magnetica
soft materials: the magnetizing curve passes below the
magnetizing curve. The lower part of theD f 5 f (H) curve
~in low fields! manifests an ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresis where
the demagnetizing curve passes below the magneti
curve, and the minimum of the energy of the magnet
reached in a magnetic field of this sign. The value of t
‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis of the manganites stud
depends on the manganese excess (0<x<0.4). The maxi-
mum values of the hysteresis are observed forx50.1, 0.2,
and 0.3.

The influence of high-temperature annealing (1500 °
on the value of the ‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis is

les
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FIG. 5. Shift of the resonance frequency (D f }DM ) of the measuring circuit with a ceramic sample of the manganite (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 (x50, 0.2, 0.4!
after annealing at 1150 °C~a! and 1500 °C~b! upon variation of the magnetic fieldH' perpendicular to the plane of the sample.
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lustrated in Fig. 5b. It is seen that for thex50 case the
‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis has grown considera
and is practically the same as forx50.1, 0.2, and 0.3, while
for the x50.4 case it has changed insignificantly. We a
note a slight increase in the ‘‘normal’’ magnetic hysteresis
the (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3 samples after the high
temperature annealing at 1500 °C.

FIG. 6. Shift of the resonance frequency (D f }DM ) of the measuring cir-
cuit with a single-crystal sample of La0.6Sr0.2Mn1.2O3 upon variation of the
magnetic field parallel (H i) and perpendicular (H') to the film plane.
y

f

It is of interest to establish whether the ‘‘anomalou
magnetic hysteresis appears in thin-film single-crys
samples. Figure 6 shows the analogous magnetization cu
for a La0.6Sr0.2Mn1.2O3 film sample obtained by laser depo
sition on a substrate. It is seen in the figure that the mag
tization of the film is significantly different for fields paralle
and perpendicular to the plane. When the external magn
field is applied parallel to the film plane (H i) a rapid satura-
tion in low magnetic fields~500 Oe! occurs, and hysteresis i
not observed. When the film is magnetized in a magne
field perpendicular to its surface (H') the magnetization re-
mains nearly unchanged up to valuesH51500 Oe~see Fig.
6! and then changes sharply~by rotation of the magnetic
moments! and goes to saturation. In the magnetizing a
demagnetizing of the film only ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresis
observed: the demagnetizing curve passes below the ma
tizing curve and reaches a minimum value for this sign of
magnetic field.

We note that after synthesis of the ceramic samples
temperature of 900 °C~before annealing at 1150 an
1500 °C) only ‘‘normal’’ magnetic hysteresis is observe
The maximum change~shift! of the frequency~upon com-
plete magnetization reversal! for the ceramic samples is ap
proximately 25 kHz, while for the film sample it is 0.5 kHz
The ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresis~frequency shiftD f ) is a rela-
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tively small part of the total change in frequency and is a
proximately 2.5–6% for the ceramic and 8.5–16% for t
film samples.

In analyzing the experimental data it can be conjectu
that the manganite samples contain magnetic nonunifo
ties in the form of magnetic phases with different magne
zation directions, corresponding to the ‘‘normal’’ an
‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis. A possible mechanism
this sort of behavior is apparently an interaction between
phases characterizing the state of the manganites—a f
magnetic and an antiferromagnetic phase.7,16–22

The coexistence of these phases and their interac
~exchange anisotropy! in the boundary region separating th
two phases leads to a shift of the hysteresis loop in the m
netization of these materials.21,26 We assume that it is this
sort of interaction that is responsible for the ‘‘anomalou
hysteresis and its observation at room temperature~300 K! in
magnetic fields of different polarity. This effect is apparen
a manifestation of the different magnetic susceptibility of t
ferromagnetic and ‘‘canted’’~the boundary zone separatin
the two phases in the external magnetic field! magnetic
phases. This may be confirmed by the following experim
tal facts:

— The value of the ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresis increas
with increasing value of the quasistatic magnetizing field;
experimental curves are symmetric only when the satura
fields of different polarity have the same value.

— For a number of samples, including the ceram
samples synthesized at a temperature of 900 °C, one
serves only normal hysteresis; this is evidently due to
absence of ordering in the antiferromagnetic phase (TN,T
5300 K).

The antiferromagnetic phase may be in the form of cl
ters in the crystallites and in the interlayers between the

All of what we have said above applies also to the fi
samples: the presence of magnetically and electric
‘‘dead’’ layers of various thicknesses in manganite thin film
was revealed in Ref. 27, and it was shown in Ref. 28 t
films of this type can have a ‘‘block’’ structure.

CONCLUSION

1. The main phase of the investigated ceramic sam
of the lanthanum-manganite system (La0.8Sr0.2)12xMn11xO3

with ‘‘excess’’ superstoichiometric manganese (0,x,0.4),
annealed at 1150 and 1500 °C, is a perovskitelike rhom
hedrally distorted (R3̄c) phase.

2. Additional annealing of the samples at 1500 °C lea
to significant changes in the saturation magnetization, to
increase in the magnetoresistive effect by a factor of 2
and to a decrease of the Curie temperature and temper
of the magnetoresistance peak for different values ofx.

3. An ‘‘anomalous’’ magnetic hysteresis is observed
the initial parts of the magnetization curves for the ceram
and film samples. It was shown that the value of the ‘‘anom
lous’’ magnetic hysteresis depends onx and on the annealing
temperature. A mechanism for the ‘‘anomalous’’ hysteresi
proposed, involving the presence and interaction of a fe
magnetic phase and an antiferromagnetic phase or clu
having a different composition and defect structure.
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4. The changes of the saturation magnetization, mag
toresistive effect, and value of the ‘‘anomalous’’ hystere
are due to changes in the concentration of manganese io
different valence, Mn31, Mn41, and Mn21, cation and anion
vacancies, and mesoscopic inhomogeneities of the clu
type, which depend onx and the annealing temperature.
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The spectrum of weakly damped eigenmodes of the electromagnetic field in metals in a
quantizing magnetic field are determined under conditions such that a magnetic domain structure
exists. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542469#
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At low temperatures the thermodynamic and kine
characteristics of a metal placed in a quantizing magn
field H5(0,0,H0) have an oscillatory dependence on t
inverse magnetic field. The cause of these oscillations is
presence of features of the density of states of the ch
carriers due to the energy quantization in the magnetic fi
Here the charges are actually acted upon by a field avera
over regions of the order of the Larmor radius, i.e., a m
netic inductionB. As long as the magnetic susceptibilityx is
small, the difference betweenB andH can be neglected. I
the distance between energy levelsD«>\V of the charge
carriers in the magnetic field is much larger than the car
temperatureT and the level width\/t but much smaller than
the Fermi energy«F , i.e.,\/t, T!\V!«F , the oscillatory
part of the magnetic susceptibility can reach values of
order of unity, and the magnetizationM ~B! and the magnetic
field H5B24pM (B) become functions of the magnetic in
duction. Here\, V, andt are Planck’s constant, the cyclo
tron frequency, and the mean free time of the conduct
electrons, respectively. In this case the problem of taking
magnetism of the medium into account is a self-consis
problem even in conductors that do not have magnetic or
ing. If x.1/4p the state of the system becomes unstab
and the sample separates into alternating domains with
ferent values of the magnetic induction.1,2

In this paper we investigate the weakly damped eig
modes of the electromagnetic field in uncompensated me
under conditions such that the distribution of the magne
induction has a stationary domain structure. The alterna
electromagnetic field in the metal is determined by the s
tem of Maxwell’s equations

curl B5
4p

c
J, curl E52

1

c

]B

]t
, div B50, ~1!

wherec is the speed of light in vacuum,J5 j1 j 8 is the total
current density, consisting of the conduction current densj
due to the electric fieldE and the magnetization current de
sity j 85c curlM induced by the magnetic field.

In the case of weak temporal and spatial dispersion

v!V, kr0!1, kzvFt!1,
2901063-777X/2003/29(4)/4/$24.00
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k2[u124px~B0!u!1, ~2!

wherer 0 is the radius of curvature of the orbit of the char
carriers in the uniform fieldB05(0,0,B0), vF is their Fermi
velocity, andv andk are the frequency and wave vector
the alternating fieldB(y,z,t). The integral expressions fo
the current density and magnetization can be reduced to l
form, i.e., they can be written in the form of an expansion
powers of the alternating electric and magnetic fields a
their derivatives. Fork2[u124px(B0)u!1 the linear term
of the expansion of the magnetic fieldH in powers ofB(r ,t)
can turn out to be of the same order of magnitude as
nonlinear terms, and the wave processes become sub
tially nonlinear. For small-amplitude waves it is sufficient
take into account only the nonlinear correction to the m
netization, which is proportional to the third power ofB.3,4 In
the expression for the current density one can stop at
linear approximation in the electric fieldE and neglect the
gradient terms, which are proportional to powers of the sm
parameter (kr0)2, and the quantum oscillatory correctio
which is proportional to (\V/«F)1/2. The current densityj 8
induced by the magnetic field is determined by the magn
zation componentMz , since the vectorM is directed pre-
dominantly alongB0 . The expression forj 85( j x8,0,0) can be
written in the form3–5

j x85c~curl M !x5c
]Mz

]y
5cx~B0!

]Bz

]y
24pcb

]Bz
3

]y

14pacr0
2 ]3Bz

]y3 , ~3!

whereb5z(«F /\VB0)2, anda andz are numerical coeffi-
cients of the order of unity which depend on the concr
form of the dispersion relation for the charge carriers.

In the stationary case in the absence of electric field
solution of system~1! for x(B0).1/4p has the form

B1~y!5b0

m

A11m2
snS y

dA11m2
, m D ~4!
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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and describes a periodic domain structure with periodY
54dA11m2K(m) and domain-wall thickness d
5A4par 0 /k. Here

b05~k2/2pb!1/2'kB0~\V/«F!,

K~m!5E
0

1

dt@~12t2!~12m2t2!#21/2[K

is a complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The modul
m of the Jacobi elliptic function sn determines the periodY
and is found from the condition that the total thermodynam
potential, including the surface energy at the boundaries
the domains, be minimized with respect toY. In a case of
more practical importance, when the linear dimensionsL of
the sample are significantly larger than the Larmor radius
the electron, the estimateY;Ak2r 0L is valid.6 Without loss
of generality one can assume that the domain sizes are
compared tod, i.e., Y@d, or

K@p. ~5!

Then it is easily noted thatm is close to unity, since the
asymptotic expressionK'22 ln(12m2) holds forK@1.

We set Bz(y,z,t)5B1(y)1B;(y,z,t), where
B;(y,z,t)5b(y)e2 ivt1 ikzz is a small space–time perturba
tion. Linearizing the system of Maxwell’s equations~1! with
respect toB;(y,z,t) and eliminating the electric fieldE, we
obtain the following equation for the time-dependent fie
B;(y,z,t):

]B;

]t
52

c2

4p
curl ~ r̂ curl H;!. ~6!

Here

~ r̂ curl H;! i5r i j ~curl H;! j , Hx
;5Bx

; , Hy
;5By

; ,

Hz
;52k2Bz

;112pbB1
2~y!Bz

;24par 0
2

]2Bz
;

]y2 .

The resistivity tensor can be written in the form of a sum
symmetric and antisymmetric parts:r i j [r i j

(s)1r i j
(a) . The

componentsr i j
(s) are of the same order of magnitude and te

toward constant values forB0→`. We shall assume that th
tensorr i j

(s) is reduced to its principal axes. Generally spea
ing, this is valid only in the case when the magnetic field
directed along an axis of symmetry of the crystal. Howev
taking the off-diagonal components of the resistivity ten
into account does not lead to a qualitative change in the w
spectrum but only gives rise to additional terms in the wa
damping decrement which do not alter its order of mag
tude.

In the leading approximation in powers of the small p
rameter (Vt)21 the diagonal components of the resistivi
tensor have the valuesrxx5b1r0(12 ivt), ryy5b2r0(1
2 ivt), andrzz5b3r0 . Herer05s0

21, s0>vp
2t/4p is the

static electrical conductivity of the metal in the absence
magnetic field,vp is the frequency of plasma oscillations
the charge carriers, andb1 , b2 , and b3 are dimensionless
coefficients of the order of unity which depend on the co
crete form of the dispersion relation of the charge carri
and for simplicity will be assumed equal to unity. In th
expression for the antisymmetric part of the resistivity ten
c
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r i j
(a) it is sufficient to keep only the leading, Hall componen

rxy52ryx5B0 /ce(ne2nh), wherene andnh are the elec-
tron and hole densities, ande is the absolute value of the
electron charge.

Under these conditions the system of equations~6! takes
the form

]Bx
;

]t
52

c2rxy

4p

]

]z S ]Hz
;

]y
2

]By
;

]z D
1

c2r0

4p S ]2

]y2 1~12 ivt!
]2

]z2DBx
; ,

]By
;

]t
52

c2rxy

4p

]2Bx
;

]z2 2
c2r0

4p
~12 ivt!

]

]z S ]Hz
;

]y
2

]By
;

]z D ,

]Bz
;

]t
5

c2rxy

4p

]2Bx
;

]z]y
1

c2r0

4p
~12 ivt!

]

]y S ]Hz
;

]y
2

]By
;

]z D .

~7!

EliminatingBx
; andBy

; from these equations and neglectin
terms proportional to (Vt)22, we obtain the following equa-
tion for b(y):

Fkz
22 ig~12 ivt!vS 4p

c2urxyu
D GFk2

]2b~y!

]y2

212pb
]2

]y2 ~b~y!B1
2~y!!14par 0

2 ]4b~y!

]y4 G
52 igvS 4p

c2urxyu
D ]2b~y!

]y2 1F S 4p

c2urxyu
D 2

v22kz
4

12ig~12 ivt!vkz
2S 4p

c2urxyu
D Gb~y!. ~8!

Here

g5~s0urxyu!21'Une2nh

ne1nh
U~Vt!21;~Vt!21!1.

This equation determines the amplitude and frequenc
the eigenmodes of the electromagnetic field in the prese
of a periodic domain structure.

The case when the expression in square brackets on
right-hand side of Eq.~8! equals zero corresponds to a wa
with frequency

v5
k2cB0

4peune2nhu ~12 ig!, ~9!

propagating along the direction of the external magne
field. In this case Eq.~8! goes over to a Lame´ equation, and
its solution is expressed in theta functions.7

In the limiting caseg!k2 the solution of this equation
has the form

b~y!5L cnS y

dA11m2
, m D dnS y

dA11m2
,m D , ~10!

where cn and dn are Jacobi elliptic functions. By virtue
inequality~5! the functionb(y) is substantially nonzero only
in the region of a domain wall, i.e., in the vicinity of th
points yn52nKdA11m2, wheren is an integer. In the re-
gion uy5ynu@d the time-dependent fieldB;(r ,t) is a heli-
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coid wave propagating along the direction ofB0 . If dissipa-
tive effects are neglected, the remaining components of
magnetic field have the values

S Bx
;

By
;D 52kdA~11m2!S 1

i D snS y

dA11m2
,m D e2 ivt1 ikz.

~11!

We consider the case of arbitrary propagation direct
of the wave. We introduce a new unknown functionu(y)
such thatb(y)5d2u(y)/dy2. The equation for this function
can be written as

u~4!~j !1F26m2sn2~j,m!1~11m2!S 11 i
g

k2

V

hz
2D G

3u9~j!5~11m2!2Wu~j!, ~12!

where

W5H V22hz
4

hz
2 F11 ig~12 iv0tV!

V

hz
2G

12ig~12 iv0tV!VJ ,

hz5
kzd

k
, V5

v

v0
, v05

cB0k2

4peune2nhud2 ;
c2Vk2

vp
2d2 .

When condition~5! holds and the variablej lies in the inter-
val

~2m21!K<j<~2m11!K

the elliptic sine can be replaced by the hyperbolic tange
sn(j,1)5tanhj. Assumingm51 in Eq. ~12!, we obtain

um
~4!~jm!1S 6

cosh2 jm
2412in Dum9 ~jm!54Wum~jm!.

~13!

Here jm[j22mK, where m is an integer,2K<jm<K,
andn5(g/k2)(V/hz

2).
In the region2K<jm<0 the solution of this equation

can be sought in the form of a series in powers of e2jm:

um
~2 !~jm ,l!5e2ljm(

n50

`

an~l!e2njm, ~14!

wherel is a parameter which is not a negative integer.
Substituting expression~14! into Eq. ~13! and collecting

the coefficients of equal powers of e2jm, we obtain an infinite
system of linear equations for the unknownsan(l):

F~0!a050,

2C~0!a01F~1!a150,

F~0!a012C~1!a11F~2!a250,

F~n22!an2212C~n21!an211F~n!an50, n>2,
~15!

where

F~n![~n1l!42S 12
in

2 D ~n1l!22
W

4
,

e

n

t:

C~n![~n1l!412S 12
in

4 D ~n1l!22
W

4
.

In the case 0<jm<K the solution of equation~13! can
be written in the form of a series in powers of e2jm:

um
~1 !~jm ,l!5e22ljm(

n50

`

an~l!e22njm ~16!

with the same coefficientsan(l) that satisfy the system o
equations~15!, wherea0 can be specified arbitrarily and th
remaining coefficients are found from the recursion relatio

a1522a0

C~0!

F~1!
, a2522a1

C~1!

F~2!
,...

an52
an22F~n22!12an21C~n21!

F~n!
. ~17!

A simple numerical analysis shows that forn→` the coef-
ficientsan have the following properties:

an→0,Uan11

an
U→120, sgn Re

an11

an
521,

sgn Im
an11

an
521.

The first equation of system~15! implies a discrete rela-
tion betweenl andV andhz :

F~0![l42S 12
in

2 Dl22
W

4
50. ~18!

The four roots of this equation,

l1,256A1

2 S 12
in

2
2AS 12

in

2 D 2

1WD 1/2

,

~19!

l3,456A1

2S 12
in

2
1AS 12

in

2 D 2

1WD 1/2

together with expressions~14! and ~16! determine the four
linearly independent solutions of equation~13!:

um~jm!55 (
i 51

4

Aium
~2 !~jm ,l i !, 2K<jm<0,

(
i 51

4

Cium
~1 !~jm ,l i !, 0<jm<K,

~20!

where

um
~2 !~jm ,l i !5e2l ijmS 11 (

n51

`

an~l i !e
2njmD ,

~21!

um
~1 !~jm ,l i !5e22l ijmS 11 (

n51

`

an~l i !e
22njmD ,

a0(l i)51, and Ai and Ci are constants. Series~21! con-
verges absolutely in the entire domain of definition excep
the pointjm50, where it converges conditionally. It follow
from formulas~21! that um

(1)(0,l i)5um
(2)(0,l i).
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The functions~20! form a fundamental system of solu
tions of the differential equation~13!. In the interval (2m
11)K<j<(2m13)K ~or 2K<jm11<K) the solution of
equation~13! should be sought in the form

um11~jm11 ,l i !5Cum~jm22K,l i !, ~22!

whereC is a constant.
If dissipative effects are neglected completely, i.e.,

g→0, the real valuesW.0 correspond to imaginaryl1 , l2

and reall3 , l4 . The wave processes correspond to the
lutions u(jm ,l1) and u(jm ,l2). Assumingl1,256 ihy/2,
wherehy is real, we find from Eq.~21! in the limit g→0 that
the frequency of the eigenmodes of the electromagnetic fi
has the value

v5v0hzAhz
21hy

21
hy

4

4
. ~23!

Let us construct a solution of equation~12! in the interval
0<jm<2K in the form a traveling wave. In a neighborhoo
of the pointjm5K the sum in expressions~21! has order of
magnitudeO(e22K). Splicing the asymptotic expression
um

(1)(jm ,2 ihy) andum11
(2) (jm11 ,ihy) for jm→K and using

relation ~22!, we obtain

u~jm!5um
~1 !~jm ,2 ihy!5C2eihyjm5um11

~2 ! ~jm11 ,ihy!

5Cum
~2 !~jm22K,ihy!5CA1eihy~jm22K !. ~24!

Equating the coefficients of eihyjm, we find C2

5CA1e22ihyK. Summing the two asymptotic expressio
um

(1)(jm) and um11
(2) (jm11) and then subtracting off thei

common part~24!, we obtain a solution of equation~12!
which is valid on the interval 0<jm<2K:

u~jm!5C2eihyjmS 11 (
n51

`

an~2 ihy!e22njm

1 (
n51

`

an~ ihy!e2n~jm22K !D . ~25!

It follows from relation~22! that the multiplicative factorC
has the value

C5
u~2K !

u~0!
5expF2i argS11(

n51

`

an~ ihy!D12ihyKG[e2iKs.

~26!

The solution of equation~12! can be written in the form
r

-

ld

u~j!5eisjF~j!, ~27!

whereF(j) is a periodic function with period 2K, and the
dimensionless wave numbers[&kyd has the value

s5hy1
arg~11(n51

` an~ ihy!!

K
. ~28!

The complex conjugate of function~25! is also a solution of
equation~12!.

Relation~23! implies the folowing dispersion relation o
the traveling wave:

v5
cB0

4peune2nhu FkzAkz
21

k2hy
2~ky!

d2 S 11
hy

2~ky!

4 D G ,

~29!

where hy is determined as a function ofky by expression
~28!.

In the case of weak spatial dispersionkzvF!t21, the
damping is due solely to the scattering of electrons, Imv
;gv. When the opposite inequality holds,t21!kzvF!V,
the eigenmode spectrum remains the same, while the exp
sion for the damping decrement acquires additional te
due to Čerenkov absorption of the electromagnetic field
electrons moving in-phase with the wave. In that case
quantization of the energy levels of the electrons has a s
stantial influence on the damping of the wave.8
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Antiferromagnetic resonance spectrum in LaMnO 3
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The substantially noncollinear magnetic structure realized in LaMnO3 in an external magnetic
field is investigated, and the frequency–field diagram of the magnetic eigenmodes of the
system is obtained. It is shown that neglect of the Dzyaloshinskii interaction, a measure which a
number of authors contend is justified because the corresponding constants of the spin
Hamiltonian are small compared to the anisotropy, leads to an incorrect description of the
dynamics of the system. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542470#
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Neutron diffraction studies1,2 have laid the groundwork
for the study of the magnetic structure of lanthanum man
nite. It was found that LaMnO3 is a type-A layered antifer-
romagnet with a weak ferromagnetic moment. This we
ferromagnetism has since been studied in detail and is at
uted to the presence of a Dzyaloshinskii interaction in
crystal.3 This substance has seen a recent upsurge in inte
in connection with the discovery of colossal magnetore
tance and the growing prospects for its practical applicat
The complex interplay of the magnetic, charge, orbital, a
structural ordering in this substance requires a compreh
sive study of its properties—in particular, its fundamen
magnetic properties—in order to understand the behavio
this crystal.

One of the most powerful modern tools for studying t
dynamic properties of magnetically ordered substances is
magnetic resonance method. The study of the resona
properties of lanthanum manganite4–9 is complicated by the
presence of a large energy gap in its spectrum. The large
in the antiferromagnetic resonance~AFMR! spectrum, the
presence of which is confirmed by neutron scatter
experiments,10 is due to the large value of the uniaxial a
isotropy of this substance, as a result of which the relati
ship between the constants of its spin Hamiltonian is unus
for a multisublattice antiferromagnet:Ha@HD , whereHD is
the field of the Dzyaloshinskii interaction andHa is the
uniaxial anisotropy field.

LaMnO3 was studied in a four-sublattice model in Re
7 and 8 from the standpoint of the interaction of the orb
and magnetic structures, but the antisymmetric exchangeHD

was excluded from consideration in those studies. The
glect of this interaction is contrary to general symmetry pr
ciples and, as will be shown below, distorts the behavior
the magnetic structure of the crystal in an external magn
field.

In this paper the noncollinear magnetic structure reali
in LaMnO3 in a magnetic field parallel both to the axis of i
weak ferromagnetism and to the easy axis of the crysta
studied in the framework of a four-sublattice model. T
ground state of LaMnO3 is analyzed, and the field depen
dence of the frequencies of the magnetic eigenmodes o
system is determined.

1. The LaMnO3 crystal is known1–3,11 ~see also the
2941063-777X/2003/29(4)/3/$24.00
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works cited in Refs. 12 and 13! to have a distorted perovskit
structure with the crystallographic groupPmna (D2h

16). At
TN;140 K there is a phase transition from the paramagn
to an antiferromagnetic~AFM! phase with type-A ordering
where the magnetic moments within a layer are ordered
romagnetically while the magnetic ordering between lay
is of an antiferromagnetic character. The unit cell of LaMn3

contains four Mn31 ions, located at the sites 1~0,0,0!, 2 ~1/2,
0, 1/2!, 3 ~0, 1/2, 0!, and 4~1/2, 1/2, 1/2!. We associate a
magnetic moment with each ion and introduce linear com
nations of sublattice magnetizations~in the notation of Ref.
14!:

which, respectively, represent the total magnetization and
three possible collinear types of AFM ordering: C, A, and
A classification of the vectors with respect to irreducible re
resentations of the groupD2h

16 can be found in Refs. 14 an
15, for example.

Proceeding from symmetry considerations, we can w
an invariant expansion of the Hamiltonian in irreducible sp
operators of the magnetic group. We have

1

4M0
H52

1

2
He2l2

21
1

2
He0m21

1

2
He1l1

21
1

2
He3l3

2

1
1

2 (
i

Hayil iy
2 1

1

2 (
i

Hazil iz
2 1HDy~mxl 1z

2mzl 1x!1HDz~mxl 2y2myl 2x!1HDx~myl 3z

2mzl 3y!2H"m, ~1!

whereHei is the effective exchange interaction field,Hai is
the anisotropy field,HD is the Dzyaloshinskii field, andH is
the external magnetic field,i 51, 2, 3.

It has been established experimentally3,10 that in the ab-
sence of an external magnetic field the magnetic mome
are directed along thea (x) axis. In accordance with the
type-A AFM ordering this leads to a ground state charac
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ized by vectors (my , l 2x , l 3z). By minimizing the magnetic
energy in model~1!, one can determine the ground-state ve
tor:

l 2x'1, my'
HDx

~He21He0!
,

~2!

l 3z'
2HDxHDz

~He21He0!~He31He2!
.

In accordance with Refs. 3 and 10, the magnetic str
ture is a four-sublattice type-A structure with weak ferroma
netism (my;HD /He) and G-type antiferromagnetism. I
view of the smallness of the componentsl 3z ( l 3z

;(HD /He)
2), the ground state obtained from symmet

considerations is in good agreement with experiment.1,3,12,13

2. Let us consider the case when the external magn
field is directed along theb (y) axis, i.e., parallel to the wea
ferromagnetic~FM! moment and perpendicular to the F
layers. Here the ground state is contained by the same s
principal vectors (l 2x , my , l 3z) as in the absence of extern
magnetic field, and their field dependence forH!He is de-
scribed by the expressions

l 2x'1, my'
HDz1Hy

~He21He0!
,

~3!

l 3z'
2HDx~HDz1Hy!

~He21He0!~He31He2!
.

With increasing external magnetic field the magne
moments rotate smoothly along along the field.

The dynamic properties of the system are described
the Landau–Lifshitz equations for the irreducible vectors16

Linearizing them, we find the eigenfrequencies of the m
netic excitations of four-sublattice LaMnO3 in an external
magnetic field parallel to the axis of weak ferromagnetis
With accuracy to terms of orderHD

2 we have

vak1
2 g22'~He01He2!Ha2y1Hy~HDz1Hy!;

vak2
2 g22'~He01He2!~Ha2z1HDzmy!; ~4!

vopt1
2 g22'@~He11He21Ha1z1HDzmy!~He31He2

1Ha3y1HDzmy!1my
2~He11He2!2#;

vopt2
2 g22'@~He11He21Ha1y1HDzmy!~He31He2

1Ha3z1HDzmy!1my
2~He31He2!2#.

In accordance with the accepted classification~see, e.g.,
Ref. 17!, two of the AFMR frequencies are acoustic (vak1,
vak2) and the other two (vopt1, vopt2) are exchange modes
We note that the frequenciesvak1 andvopt1 are excited by a
magnetic field parallel to the axes of weak magnetization
weak ferromagnetism (Hia (x axis! andHib (y axis!!, and
the frequenciesvak2 and vopt2 by a field perpendicular to
these two axes@Hic (z axis!#.

For a quantitative description of the resonance proper
we adopt the following values for the parameters of the s
Hamiltonian:4 Hei'He533.9 T, Hai'Ha55.3 T, HDx

'HDy'HDz'HD50.2 T. Using these constants of th
Hamiltonian, we constructed the dependence of the AF
frequencies on an external magnetic field directed along
-

-
-

tic

of

y

-

.

d

s
n

R
e

axis of weak ferromagnetism. The results are presente
Fig. 1. The two lower branches are acoustic frequencies,
the upper curve shows the dependence on the external m
netic field for the two optical branches, which coincide wi
each other in the approximation used for the parameter
the Hamiltonian.

3. A more complex ground state is obtained in the ca
when the external magnetic field is directed along the e
axis a of the crystal~the x axis!. Now the field induces a
component of the ferromagnetism vector parallel to the fi
direction. As a result, the ground state of the crystal is ch
acterized by a set of six principal vecto
(my ,l 2x ,l 3z ,l 2y ,mx ,l 1z). Minimization of the magnetic en-
ergy gives the following values for the ground-state vecto

l 2x'1, my'
HDzHa2y

Ha2y~He21He0!2Hx
2 ;

l 3z'
2HDxHDzHa2y

@Ha2y~He21He0!2Hx
2#~He31He2!

;

l 2y'
2HDzHx

Ha2y~He21He0!2Hx
2 ;

mx'
2HxHDz

2

@Ha2y~He21He0!2Hx
2#~He01He2!

;

l 1z'
2HxHDz

2 HDy

@Ha2y~He21He0!2Hx
2#~He11He2!~He31He2!

.

~5!

The moduli of the ground-state vectors satisfy the relatio
l 2x@my@ l 3z and l 2y@mx@ l 1z . The components of the
ground-state vectors~5! remain practically unchanged up t

FIG. 1. Frequency–field diagram of LaMnO3 in an external magnetic field
along the axis of weak ferromagnetism.
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a certain critical fieldHs f , at which the magnetic sublattice
topple over to an orientation perpendicular to the magn
field—the so-called spin-flop transition. The fieldHC.Hs f

at which the antiferromagnetic phase becomes absolutely
stable is given by the expression

HC5
1

2
@HDz1AHDz

2 14~He01He1!Ha2y#. ~6!

A numerical analysis of the behavior of the ground-st
vectors~5! in an external magnetic field shows that the pr
cipal antiferromagnetic vectorl2 is directed along thex axis
up to fields close to the spin-flop transition. In the vicinity
the first-order transition the componentl 2x→0 and the prin-
cipal antiferromagnetic vector is reoriented in the direct
of the y axis (l 2y→1). In the fieldHC one of the acoustic
frequencies should go to zero~see below!.

The substantially noncollinear magnetic structure
scribed by the six components of the irreducible vectors~5!
leads to nontrivial dynamics of the system, in which all fo
branches of the AFMR are coupled and are excited by
alternating magnetic field along all the principal directions
the crystal. The expressions for the AFMR frequencies in
case have the form

vak1
2 g22'@~He01He2!Ha2y1Hx

2#~12 l 2y
2 !;

vak2
2 g22'~He11He0!Ha2z1Hx

21HDz
2 ~11 l 2y

2 !;

vopt1
2 g22'@~He11He21Ha1z!~He31He21Ha3y!

1Hx
21~He11He22Ha2y1Ha1z!~He31He2

2Ha2y!l 2y
2 #; ~7!

vopt2
2 g22'@~He11He21Ha1y!~He31He21Ha3z!

1Hx
21~He11He22Ha2y!~He31He22Ha2y

1Ha3z!I 2y
2 #.

We see from expressions~5! and~6! that forH→HC the
componentl 2y→1, and the magnetic eigenmode frequen
vak1 ~7! goes to zero. Using the same values of the para
eters of the system as were used in constructing Fig. 1,
constructed the dependence of the AFMR frequencies
LaMnO3 on an external magnetic field parallel to the ea
axis of the crystal~see Fig. 2!. The upper curve is the
frequency–field dependence of two nearby optical branc
@see Eq.~7!#, and the two lower branches reflect the behav
of acoustic frequencies as a function of an external magn
field along the easy axis of the crystal. As can be seen in
figure, as the field approaches the valueHC a sharp decreas
in the mode frequencyvak1 is observed, due to the approac
to the boundary of absolute instability of the AFM phase

The main result of the foregoing analysis is that a loss
stability of the AFM phase (vak1→0) does not occur if the
Dzyaloshinskii interaction is neglected. In that case
AFMR frequency increases monotonically with increasi
external magnetic field, and the features characteristic for
spin-flop transition are not reflected in the frequency–fi
diagram. Thus, neglect of the Dzyaloshinskii interactio
which some authors argue is justified by the fact that
constants of the spin Hamiltonian are small compared to
ic
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anisotropy constants, may lead to incorrect results in
analysis of the dynamics of lanthanum manganite.

The authors thank Yu. G. Pashkevich for a helpful d
cussion of this study.
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the resonance frequencies of four-sublattice la
num manganite on an external magnetic field along the easy axis of
crystal. The arrow indicates the field valueHC519 T.
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Anisotropy of the magnetoresistance in the case of trapping of magnetic fields
in granular bismuth-containing high- Tc superconductors
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A study is made of the features of the magnetoresistance in ceramic Bi~Pb!-HTSCs containing
trapped magnetic fields. It is found that upon trapping of magnetic flux in these granular
HTSCs their magnetoresistance becomes anisotropic. For magnetic fieldsH parallel to the field
H i that has initiated the trapping and for currents perpendicular toH i , the field dependence
of the magnetoresistanceDR(H) is nonmonotonic, and the magnetoresistance at low magnetic
fields H,H inv is negative. The influence onDR(H) of the values and orientation of the
trapped field and the transport current is investigated. In particular, it is found that the fieldH inv

at which inversion of the sign of the magnetoresistance occurs increases in a practically
linear manner with increasing effective trapped magnetic fields, decreases to zero as the angle
between the directions of the fieldsH andH i increases top/2, and decreases weakly
with increasing transport current. The results are explained in the framework of a model of
magnetic flux trapping in superconducting granules or superconducting ‘‘rings’’ embedded in a
matrix of weak links. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542471#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic flux trapping affects not only the magne
properties of a high-Tc superconductor~HTSC!, altering, for
example, the characteristics of the penetration and scree
of the magnetic field, the magnetic susceptibility, and
magnetic moment,1,2 but also the transport properties, givin
rise, in particular, to an excess~frozen! resistance in the re
gion of the resistive superconducting transition.3,4 Therefore,
the study of the properties of HTSCs with trapped magn
fields not only holds independent interest but can also p
vide useful information about the nature of the magnetic fl
trapping in granular HTSCs, in particular.

In the present study we have investigated the magnet
sistance in granular Bi-HTSCs with trapped magnetic fie
and have for the first time observed a negative magnetore
tance effect in such systems.

2. EXPERIMENT

We have investigated samples of ceramic HTSCs
nominal composition Pb0.5Bi2Sr3Ca4Cu5O16 with a tempera-
ture of the start of the transition to the superconducting s
Tc5107– 110 K and a width of the resistive transitionDTc

'8 – 12 K.
The value of DTc of the ceramics studied depend

strongly on the current and magnetic field, increas
to 20–30 K at a current densityj 50.1 A/cm2 and field
H520 Oe.

The width of the resistive transition also increases s
stantially as a result of magnetic flux trapping and the
pearance of an additional resistance—the so-called fro
magnetoresistance. The value of the frozen magnetore
tance here reaches the values of the magnetoresistan
magnetic fieldsH520– 30 Oe. At the same time, the ave
2971063-777X/2003/29(4)/3/$24.00
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age trapped magnetic fields measured by Hall sensors is
than 0.1 Oe. This means that in the temperature region
Tc the trapped fields are highly nonuniform an
sign-varying.4

After the trapping of a magnetic flux, which was usua
initiated by a field pulse with a duration of 30 s and a heig
of Hi530– 200 Oe, we measured the field dependence
the magnetoresistance for different values and mutual or
tations of the static fieldH, the initiating fieldHi , and the
transport currentJ.

3. RESULTS

It was found that, despite the absence of average trap
magnetic fields, the magnetoresistance of the ceramics
comes highly anisotropic after the trapping of a magne
flux.

In the caseHiH i'J the field dependence of the magn
toresistance DR(H)5R(H)2R(0) of granular HTSC
samples containing trapped magnetic fields turns out to
nonmonotonic: the value ofDR is negative at low fields
H,H inv and changes to positive atH.H inv .

Figure 1 shows the normalized field dependence of
magnetoresistance forHiH i , measured for different value
of the pulsed fieldHi which initiates trapping. It is seen tha
the negative magnetoresistance effect become more
nounced as the initiating field and, hence, the trapped m
netic field increase.

In the region of the resistive transition of granul
HTSCs the magnetic fields trapped in the superconduc
regions are closed through the normal regions of the HT
As a result of this, they are sign-varying in the plane of t
sample. These sign-varying trapped fields can be chara
ized by their effective valueHt eff , which is equal to the
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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external magnetic field that would lead to the same resista
as the trapped field.4

It was found that the fieldH inv at which the inversion of
the sign of the magnetoresistance occurs is a practically
ear increasing function of the effective value of the trapp
magnetic fieldHt eff ~Fig. 2!. With increasingHt eff the mini-
mum on theDR(H) curve is shifted to higher fields an
becomes deeper.

The field curves of the magnetoresistance of Bi~Pb! ce-
ramics, measured for different orientations of the static fi
H relative to the pulsed fieldH i initiating the trapping, are
shown in Fig. 3.

It is important that the fieldH inv at which inversion of
the sign of the magnetoresistance occurs and the maxim
absolute value of the negative magnetoresistance decr
with increasing anglea between the directions of the field
H and H i , and the negative magnetoresistance effect v
ishes fora→p/2.

Figure 4 shows the angular dependence of the mag
toresistance for magnetic fields of different magnitudeH. It
is seen that increasingH leads to a decrease of the critic
angle at which the magnetoresistance changes sign.

We note that negative magnetoresistance is absen
HiH i iJ.

FIG. 1. Normalized field dependence of the magnetoresistance aT
577.4 K for different initiating fieldsHi @Oe#: 80 ~1!, 100~2!, 130~3!, 200
~4!.

FIG. 2. Field at which the magnetoresistance changes sign versus the
tive value of the trapped field.
ce

n-
d

d

m
ase

n-

e-

or

The fieldH inv at which inversion of the sign of the mag
netoresistance occurs and the maximum absolute value o
negative magnetoresistance decrease weakly with increa
transport current~by approximately 15% forj 50.3 A/cm2).

We emphasize the following:
1! Because the magnetoresistance measurements

made using comparatively low fields,H,Hi , which had
practically no effect on the trapped magnetic fields, the
sults were reproducible and the functionsR(H,a) invertible.

2! We also observed the negative magnetoresistance
fect in magnetron films of Bi-HTSC, and it appears to be
characteristic property of all granular HTSCs.

4. DISCUSSION

It is well known that HTSC ceramics have a highly no
uniform granular structure in which the individual superco
ducting granules are connected by weak links. The conc
of such a system as a Josephson medium with a wide sc
of the parameters of the weak links is now genera
accepted.5

The resistive properties of such a medium are de
mined by the weak links of the conducting channels; in p
ticular, the magnetoresistance is due to the destruction of
superconductivity of the weak links by the external magne
field.

ec-

FIG. 3. Normalized field dependence of the magnetoresistance of a H
ceramic with trapped magnetic fields for different anglesa between the field
H and the initiating fieldH i (T577.4 K): a50 ~1!, p/4 ~2!, p/2 ~3!, p ~4!.

FIG. 4. Normalized angular dependence of the magnetoresistance
HTSC sample with trapped magnetic fields forHt eff56 Oe andT577.4 K
for different fieldsH @Oe#: 1 ~1!, 2 ~2!, 4 ~3!.
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The trapping of magnetic flux in the resistive state
such a Josephson medium occurs in the grains~granules! or
in the closed superconducting loops made up of the gran
and the weak links between them. The local trapped m
netic fields that arise in this case are highly nonuniform a
sign-varying,4 and so they cannot be observed by the us
methods~Hall sensors, Josephson interferometers!. At the
same time, these sign-varying trapped magnetic fields
stroy the superconductivity of the weak links of the condu
ing channels and thus give rise to the well-known froz
magnetoresistance effect.

Near the weak links of the current channels the trap
fields are mainly directed counter to the fields in the trapp
regions~granules, loops! and are consequently antiparallel
the field H i that initiates the trapping. Therefore, the app
cation of an external fieldHiH i leads, on the one hand, to
decrease of the local resultant magnetic fieldsHr5uHt2Hu
in the regions with strong trapped fieldsHt (Hr5Ht2H for
Ht.H) and, on the other, to an increase ofHr in regions
with weak trapped fields (Hr5H2Ht for Ht,H). With in-
creasingH the first factor leads to a transition of the we
links having critical fieldsHc.Ht2H to the superconduct
ing state, while the second factor causes a transition of
weak links withHc,H2Ht to the normal state.

When the effective trapped fields are large, the first is
determining factor at low fieldsH, and it leads to a drop in
the resistance of the network of weak links and to the on
of negative magnetoresistance, while at high fieldsH the
second factor becomes dominant and leads to an increa
resistance and to a change in sign of the magnetoresistan
H;Ht eff . The combination of these two tendencies f
HiH i , in accordance with the experimental results, leads
the appearance of negative magnetoresistance and to a
monotonic field dependence of the magnetoresistance.

The arguments given above are confirmed by a mo
calculation. Indeed, it is clear that the resistance of the c
rent channels is determined by the distribution function
the weak links with respect to critical fields,g(Hc), and by
the distribution function of the trapped fields near the we
links, f (Ht). Since the weak links pass into the normal st
when their critical fieldsHc become less than the local re
sultant fieldsHr5uHt2Hu (J'H and J'Ht), we write the
magnetoresistance of the medium in the form

DR~H !5R~H !2R~0!, ~1!

where
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R~H !5E
0

Hi
f ~Ht!E

0

Hr
g~Hc!dHcdHt .

For comparison with the experimental data in a nume
cal calculation we used a normal distribution of weak lin
over critical fields and an exponential distribution of th
trapped fields:

g~Hc!;expF2S Hc2Hcm

&DHc
D 2G ,

f ~Ht!;expS 2
Ht

Ht eff
D ,

whereHcm is the mean critical field, andDHc is the half-
width of the distribution function.

The solid curves in Figs. 3 and 4 show the results o
model calculation of the field dependence and angular
pendence of the magnetoresistance of a sample conta
trapped magnetic fields with the use of Eq.~1!. The param-
eter values used,Ht eff56.1 Oe, Hcm55 Oe, and DHc

54 Oe, were close to those found from measurements of
frozen magnetoresistance and the field dependence of
magnetoresistance in the absence of trapped magnetic fi

The results of the calculation are in reasonable agr
ment with the experimental data.

Thus we have found that magnetic flux trapping
granular HTSCs leads to anisotropy and nonmonotonic fi
and angular dependence of the magnetoresistance. Thes
sults can be explained consistently in a Josephson med
model in which the magnetic flux trapping occurs in granu
or superconducting loops, and the trapped magnetic fields
highly nonuniform and sign-varying.
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Anisotropy of the hopping magnetoresistance of antiferromagnetic La 2CuO4¿d single
crystals
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The anisotropy of the hopping conductivity of antiferromagnetic La2CuO41d single crystals with
TN'188 K is investigated in the temperature range 5–295 K and the anisotropy of their
magnetoresistance, in the temperature range 5–55 K. The resistance is measured by the
Montgomery method for different combinations of directions of the transport current
and magnetic field relative to the crystallographic axes. For the case when the field and transport
current are directed parallel to the CuO2 layers, a transition from negative to positive
magnetoresistance is observed when the temperature is raised toT'20 K. For fields perpendicular
to the CuO2 layers, only negative magnetoresistance is observed. The nature of the positive
magnetoresistance is discussed. It is shown that the effect is most likely due not to the interaction
of the spin of the charge carriers with the surrounding magnetic medium but to the orbital
motion of these carriers. The corresponding values of the positive magnetoresistance and its
behavior as a function of magnetic field and temperature are found using the well-known
model of Shklovskii and Efros, which is based on taking into account the compression of the
impurity wave functions of the charge carriers in the magnetic field. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542472#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The unique magnetic and conducting properties
La2CuO41d oxides with an excess of oxygen have been
tracting considerable attention in the last 15 years, since
discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in pero
skite copper oxides. The stoichiometric oxide La2CuO4 (d
50) is an antiferromagnetic~AF! insulator with a Ne´el tem-
peratureTN of around 300–320 K.1–3 Saturation with excess
oxygen (d.0) gives rise to charge carriers~oxygen holes!
and leads to suppression of the AF order~lowering of TN).
At a sufficiently high value ofd (.0.05) the system be
comes a metal and, below 35–40 K, a superconductor.
crystal lattice of La2CuO41d belongs to the family of layered
perovskite lattices. ForT,530 K the lattice is orthorhombic
In the symmetry groupBmab the c axis is perpendicular to
the CuO2 layers, while thea andb axes are parallel to them.3

The excess oxygen is found in the interstices between C2

layers. The conductivity of the system is governed by ho
in the CuO2 layers, and the magnetic state is determined
the spin of the copper ions Cu21 (S51/2). At a sufficiently
low value ofd ~i.e., in the insulating state! antiferromagnetic
ordering is observed within the CuO2 layers. The magnetic
interaction between layers is extremely weak. It has b
established that all of the spins in the CuO2 layers are rotated
by a small angle from the plane of the layer ('0.17°).1 The
CuO2 layers therefore have small ferromagnetic momen
which undergo AF ordering in the direction perpendicular
the layers forT,TN ~Ref. 1!.
3001063-777X/2003/29(4)/5/$24.00
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For layered perovskite compounds one might expect!
quasi-two-dimensional behavior of the conductivity~includ-
ing the hopping conductivity!; 2! substantial anisotropy o
the conductivity for directions perpendicular to and para
to the CuO2 planes. The first of these expectations is n
confirmed by experiment. It has been found4,5 that for insu-
lating La2CuO41d crystals at sufficiently low temperature
the resistance has a temperature dependence of the form

R~T!}exp@~T0 /T!1/4#, ~1!

corresponding to the case of three-dimensional hopping c
ductivity with a variable hopping length~VHLC!. This
means that the charge carriers execute hops not only w
the CuO2 layers but also between them. In addition, a s
nificant anisotropy of the hopping conductivity has been o
served in high-quality samples:2,6 the conductivitysab in the
direction parallel to the CuO2 layers is one to two orders o
magnitude higher than the conductivitysc in the direction
perpendicular to the layers.

The known studies of the magnetoresistance
La2CuO41d in the hopping conductivity regime cannot b
considered exhaustive.1,7,8 A positive magnetoresistanc
should be expected for VHLC.9 However, only negative
magnetoresistance has been observed for La2CuO41d . The
case when the magnetic fieldH and transport currentJ are
perpendicular to the CuO2 layers~i.e.,Hic andJic) has been
studied in detail. Under such conditions one observe
rather sharp decrease of the resistance in the vicinity of
tain characteristic fieldsHc , which depend on the
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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temperature.1,7,8 For fields far from the valueHc the magne-
toresistance is negligible~for H!Hc) or has a quite large
constant value~for H@Hc). The value ofHc is maximum
~around 50 kOe! for T→0. With increasing temperature th
value of Hc decreases, and the decrease is especially r
nearTN . This effect is absent aboveTN . All of this indicates
that the magnetoresistive effect in this case is due to cha
of the magnetic state of La2CuO41d under the influence o
the external field. Indeed, it has been shown1,10 that a suffi-
ciently high magnetic field leads to a transition
La2CuO41d from the AF to a weak ferromagnetic~WF!
state, in which the ferromagnetic moments of the CuO2 lay-
ers are parallel. Possible magnetoresistance models invo
this transition are considered in Refs. 7 and 10.

The information available on the behavior of the magn
toresistance for other combinations of magnetic-field a
transport-current directions is extremely spotty and of
contradictory. It was found in Ref. 1 that the magnetores
tance is close to zero for fields parallel to the CuO2 layers
~i.e., for H'c) for T.20 K ~for transport currents both par
allel and perpendicular to the CuO2 layers!. At the same
time, in Ref. 7 a rather significant negative magnetore
tance was observed forH'c ~for currents perpendicular to
the CuO2 layers!, which can be attributed to a spin-flop~SF!
transition at sufficiently high fields (H.100 kOe).7,10 Since
the spin-flop transition that occurs with increasing field p
allel to the CuO2 layers is continuous~with no jump in mag-
netoresistance at the transition!, it can have a noticeable in
fluence on the magnetoresistance even in fields be
50 kOe.7 We note that in the published studies known to
only a negative magnetoresistance is observed, and only
mechanisms of hopping magnetoresistance have been
voked to explain it.10 On the whole it can be stated that th
features and mechanisms of the magnetoresistance
La2CuO41d crystals in the hopping conductivity region hav
not been studied in sufficient detail, and it therefore see
that further studies are urgently needed.

In this paper we present the results of a study of
anisotropy of the hopping conductivity and magnetores
tance of La2CuO41d single crystals. The samples were an
ferromagnetic, withTN'188 K. The conductivity in zero
magnetic field was measured in the interval 5–295 K, a
the magnetoresistance was measured in the interval 5–5
The magnetoresistance was measured for different comb
tions of directions of the magnetic field and transport curr
relative to the principal crystallographic axes. For the c
when both the field and the transport current are direc
parallel to the CuO2 layers, one observes a transition fro
negative to positive magnetoresistance with increasing t
perature. For fields perpendicular to the CuO2 layers one
observes only negative magnetoresistance. We know o
previous published reports of positive magnetoresistanc
La2CuO41d crystals in the AF state. These results sugg
that this effect is due not to spin but to orbital proces
~compression of the wave functions of the charge carrier
a magnetic field, in accordance with the model of Ref. 9!.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The initial material for preparing the samples was
La2CuO41d single crystal~with TN'230 K), the conducting
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properties of which are described in Ref. 5. Two samples
the form of parallelepipeds with dimensions of 1.330.3
30.39 mm~sample No. 1! and 0.7530.330.29 mm~sample
No. 2! were cut from it. The crystallographic orientation o
the samples was determined by an x-ray method. T
samples were subjected to a prolonged homogenizing an
in an oxygen atmosphere (400 °C, 7 days!. As a result of the
annealing the oxygen content increased somewhat, so
the resistivityr of the samples decreased by approximat
two orders of magnitude, and the Ne´el temperatureTN ~de-
termined from measurements of the temperature depend
of the magnetic susceptibility! decreased to 188 K. Here th
samples remained in an insulating state and possessed
ping conductivity. Measurements showed that the t
samples had essentially the same resistive and magneto
tive characteristics. The resistivity was measured by
Montgomery method,11 which permits a more reliable stud
of the anisotropy of the conductivity than does to usual fo
contact method. Contacts between the measuring wires
samples were made using a conducting silver paste wi
subsequent high-temperature annealing of the samples
the contacts. The following directions of the measuring c
rent were used:Jia andJic ~sample No. 1! andJia andJib
~sample No. 2!. The magnetic fields were directed parallel
the b or c axis and always perpendicular to the current.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependencer(T) for sample No. 1~un-
der conditions such that Ohm’s law holds! is shown in Fig. 1
for different directions of the measuring currents relative
the crystallographic axes. It is seen that Mott’s law f
VHLC, i.e., Eq. ~1!, holds for T>20 K. No noticeable
change in the behavior ofr(T) near the Ne´el temperature

FIG. 1. Anisotropy of the hopping conductivity of the La2CuO41d crystal.
The measurements of the resistivitiesra andrc were done for directions of
the measuring current~100 mA! along the crystallographic axesa andc.
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~188 K! was observed. Ther(T) curves, as expected, ar
highly anisotropic, i.e., the values ofrc in the direction per-
pendicular to the CuO2 layers is much greater than the valu
ra in a direction parallel to these layers~Fig. 1!. In the in-
vestigated temperature interval~5–295 K! the anisotropy of
the resistivity is minimum in the region of helium temper
tures, whererc /ra'10 ~Fig. 2!. With increasing temperatur
the ratio rc /ra increases, reaching a value of'62 at T
'20 K. Further warming all the way up to room temperatu
did not lead to any substantial change inrc /ra ~Fig. 2!. The
large values ofrc /ra attest to the high crystalline perfectio
of the samples. In our studies we did not observe str
anisotropy ofr in the crystal planes parallel to the CuO2

layers ~Fig. 3!, primarily because of the unavoidable pre
ence of twins in La2CuO41d crystals.

For T,20 K we observed a deviation from Mott’s law
This effect was investigated earlier5 and has been attribute
to the phenomenon of phase separation in La2CuO41d

crystals.12 At sufficiently low temperatures, phase separat
leads to the presence of small superconducting inclusion
the insulating matrix. This causes a deviation from Mot
law and leads to a negative magnetoresistance which
creases with decreasing temperature~see Ref. 5!.

Measurements showed that not only the magnitude
even the sign of the magnetoresistance depend on the d
tion of the transport current relative to the CuO2 layers. Fig-
ures 4–6 show data on the behavior of the magnetoresist
in fields parallel to the CuO2 layers. In the case when th
current is parallel to the CuO2 layers one observes a trans
tion from negative to positive magnetoresistance with
creasing temperature. The transition occurs nearT'18 K
~Fig. 5!. At the same time, when the current is perpendicu
to the CuO2 layers one observes only negative magnetore
tance, the value of which increases monotonically with
creasing temperature~Fig. 6!. In the case when both the cu

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the resistivitiesra and rc

obtained for measuring currents directed along the crystallographic axa
andc.
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rent and field are perpendicular to the CuO2 layers, one
observes the expected behavior of the magnetoresista
due to the AF–SF transition.1,7,8

TheR(H,T) curves shown in Figs. 4–6 demonstrate t
dependence of the absolute value and sign of the magne
sistance on the direction of the transport current for the sa
direction of the magnetic field~along the CuO2 layers!.
These results are new. In particular, the positive magnet
sistance of La2CuO41d crystals in the VHLC regime has

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivitiesra and rb measured
along the crystallographic axesa andb, which lie in the CuO2 planes. The
inset shows the temperature dependence of the ratio of these resistivit

FIG. 4. Field curves of the magnetoresistance for different temperature
the case when the measuring current is parallel to the CuO2 layers. The
magnetic field is directed parallel to these layers, along the crystallogra
axis b.
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been observed for the first time. The curves in Fig. 4 refl
the competition of at least two mechanisms for the mag
toresistances of different sign. BelowT'20 K the predomi-
nant contribution is the negative magnetoresistance du
the phase separation effect inherent to La2CuO41d , i.e., the
separation of the system into regions enriched with and
pleted of charge carriers~holes!.12 At a small value ofd the
hole-enriched regions are of the nature of isolated meta
inclusions in an insulating matrix. At high temperatures t
presence of these inclusions has a weak effect on the hop

FIG. 5. Change in sign of the magnetoresistance upon an increase in
perature for the case of a measuring current parallel to the CuO2 layers. The
magnetic field is directed parallel to these layers, along the crystallogra
axis b.

FIG. 6. Field dependence of the magnetoresistance at different tempera
in the case of a measuring current perpendicular to the CuO2 layers. The
magnetic field is directed parallel to these layers, along the crystallogra
axis b.
t
-

to

e-

ic
e
ing

conductivity of the system. The transition of these inclusio
to the superconducting state leads to a deviation of ther(T)
curve from Mott’s law~1! and to the appearance of a rath
strong negative magnetoresistance~see the detailed discus
sion in Ref. 5!.

An extremely probable cause of the positive magneto
sistance in the case of VHLC is the mechanism9 based on
compression of the impurity wave functions in a magne
field. For the case of a weak magnetic field (LH@Lc , where
LH5(\/2H)1/2 is the magnetic length andLc is the localiza-
tion length! the value of the magnetoresistance according
this mechanism is given by the expression9

ln
R~H !

R~0!
5t1S Lc

LH
D 4S T0

T D 3/4

, ~2!

wheret155/2016, andT0 is the quantity that appears in Eq
~1! for R(T) in the case of VHLC. Analysis of the data ha
shown that this mechanism is in qualitative~and even semi-
quantitative! agreement with the experimental results. I
deed, we have found that the field dependence of the pos
magnetoresistance is quadratic (ln@R(H)/R(0)#}H2; see Fig.
7!, in accordance with with formula~2!. The decrease of the
magnetoresistance at high temperatures~Fig. 5! also agrees
with this mechanism. Moreover, the measured values
DR(H)/R(0) correspond to formula~2! for Lc'2 nm. Esti-
mates ofLc in previous papers4,5 gave a value of around 1
nm. It should be noted, however, that the samples inve
gated in the present study were much less resistive than
samples in Ref. 5, for example. Therefore, the localizat
length in them may be somewhat larger. It is apparently t
circumstance~i.e., the rather large localization length in th
samples studied here! that has made it possible for us t
observe the positive magnetoresistance of La2CuO41d crys-
tals in the insulating state.

Thus the positive magnetoresistance observed in
present study corresponds in a number of respects to

m-

ic

res

ic

FIG. 7. Plot of ln@R(H)/R(0)# versusH2 at different temperatures. The mea
suring current and magnetic field are parallel to the CuO2 layers.
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mechanism proposed in Ref. 9. On the other hand, the c
petition between the two magnetoresistance mechanism
different sign in the samples studied here precludes a c
pletely reliable comparison of the results with the theory
the positive magnetoresistance in the case of VHLC.9 It also
cannot be ruled out that the positive magnetoresistance
be due to features of the magnetic structure of La2CuO41d ,
e.g., to AF domains and stripes.13 These possibilities are con
sidered in Ref. 14 for the AF crystal YBa2Cu3O6.32, where
for fields and currents parallel to the CuO2 layers a positive
magnetoresistance is observed forH'J and a negative mag
netoresistance forHiJ. Behavior of this sort can be ex
plained if it is assumed that the stripes are aligned along
applied magnetic field. Such an orientation of the stripes
the field is possible if they have a local ferromagne
moment.14 Of course, this explanation cannot be regarded
conclusive, and it must be verified by further experimen
checks. It follows from Ref. 14 that the AF cuprates can ha
anisotropy of the magnetoresistance related to the mu
orientation of the current and magnetic field. For the Cu2

layers this form of anisotropy can depend weakly on
crystallographic anisotropy within the layers. In the stud
described in the present paper, for La2CuO41d single crys-
tals, the magnetic field was always directed perpendicula
the current. We plan further investigations of La2CuO41d

crystals in which we intend to use other mutual orientatio
of the current and magnetic-field directions to elucidate
nature of the positive magnetoresistance in fields paralle
the CuO2 layers.
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Studies of the temperature dependence of the specific heatC in the temperature range 4.2–16 K
and of the magnetization polythermssH(T) in the ZFC and FC regimes forH5(1 – 25)
3102 Oe in the temperature range 4.2 K,T<180 K are carried out for two dilute frustrated
ferrimagnetic oxides BaFe122xInxO19 (x53.0 and 3.6!, in which the transition to
disordered states of the spin-glass type atT,90 K can be caused by destruction of a helicoidal
structure. For the sample withx53.6 it is found thatC(T)}T, while for x53.0 a
dependenceC(T)}T3/2 is found. Taken together with the results of a study of the magnetic
properties, this behavior allows one to identify the low-temperature state in the sample with
x53.6 as a spin glass. For the sample withx53.0, in which clearly expressed spin-glass properties
are seen in combination with a temperature dependenceC(T)}T3/2, the low-temperature
state requires further study. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542473#
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The goal of this study was to investigate the temperat
dependence of the low-temperature specific heatC(T) in the
range 4.2 K,T<16 K for two dilute frustrated ferrimag
netic oxides BaFe122xInxO19 (x53.0 and 3.6!, which have a
hexagonal crystal structure of the magnetoplumbite ty
These compounds exhibit typical spin-glass~SG! properties
in the temperature regionT,90 K: the trend of the magne
tization polythermssH(T) depends on the prehistory of th
samples, and the long-time relaxation of the nonequilibri
magnetizationsZFC(T,H) has a logarithmic character —
magnetic irreversibility and magnetic viscosity.1–4

In addition, judging from the results on the magne
properties, the low-temperature state is different for
samples withx53.0 andx53.6. At a concentration of the
nonmagnetic In31 ions x53.0 there exists a long-range fe
rimagnetic~FiM! order, with a Curie temperatureTC5213
63 K, the value of which is reliably determined both fro
the temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx(T) at low
fields and from analysis of the magnetization isother
sT(H) in the framework of mean field theory.5 This is done
by a standard procedure~see, e.g., Ref. 6! in which, in ac-
cordance with the mean-field magnetic equation of s
H/s5a(T2TC)1bs2, the experimentalsT(H) curves are
plotted in the coordinatesH/s versuss2. In this way one
can determine bothTC and the spontaneous magnetizati
sS . For the sample withx53.0 a nonzero spontaneous ma
netizationsSÞ0 exists in the temperature interval fromTC

to 4.2 K. In the standard terminology,1,2 states for which a
spontaneous magnetizationsSÞ0 coexists with the spin-
glass properties listed above are called mixed states or fe
ferrimagnetic spin-glass~FSG! states, and the region corre
sponding to them on the concentrationx–T diagram is
reentrant. For the sample withx53.6 thex(T) curves in low
3051063-777X/2003/29(4)/5/$24.00
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fields have the form of smeared bell-shaped curves, and
analysis of the magnetization isotherms carried out not o
in the framework of mean field theory but also with the u
of the scaling magnetic equation of state in the fo
(H/s)0.755a(T2TC)1bs2.5 shows the absence of spont
neous magnetization (sS50) at all temperatures above 4.
K.3 We note in this regard that such an approach, i.e., an
sis of the experimentalsT(H) curves with the use of the
magnetic equations of state given above has turned out t
very fruitful in the study of the Ga-substituted spinel spi
glass system Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 in the vicinity of the multi-
critical point x0 on thex–T diagram, where forx>x051.5
the long-range FiM order is destroyed, andsS50 at all tem-
peratures above 0 K.6

In recent years increasing attention has been devote
systems in which the SG properties listed above arise a
result of disordering of long-period structures of the helic
dal type.7,8 Here the structural units are no longer individu
spins but regions of mesoscopic size, extending from ten
hundreds of ångstroms, within which the initial ordering
preserved.7 The study of the properties of frustrated diso
dered magnets of this kind is only beginning: essentia
there are data only for itinerant magnets.7,8

The objects of study in this paper belong to the class
Heisenberg systems with a short-range exchange interac
and, according to neutron diffraction studies, have order
of the helicoidal type atT,120 K.9 The study of these ob
jects is undoubtedly of interest from the standpoint of elu
dating the nature and mechanisms of formation of the dis
dered long-period structures. Among the questions hav
fundamental significance for identification of magne
states, an important place is held by the question of the c
acter of the spectrum of magnetic excitations. As a first s
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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it is natural to turn to investigations of the specific he
C(T), a linear or quasilinear temperature dependence
which is regarded as one of the canonical hallmarks of st
of the spin-glass type.1,2 As compared to itinerant magnet
the use of ferrimagnetic oxides for this sort of research
more convenient, since the latter are insulators and, he
their specific heat does not contain an electronic contribu
linear in the temperature.

The specific heat measurements were made on sin
crystal (x53.0) and polycrystalline (x53.6) samples syn-
thesized by the same technique as in Refs. 3 and 5.
single-phase state of the samples was monitored by x
and, for the polycrystalline samples, metallographic me
ods. The concentration of nonmagnetic ions in the sing
phase polycrystals corresponded to the concentrations o
components involved in the solid-phase reaction of ferriti
tion in the temperature interval 1520–1570 K. Attestation
the cation composition of the single crystals was done
means of a comparison of their structural properties~the lat-
tice parameters! with the corresponding properties of singl
phase polycrystals.

Measurements ofC(T) on the single crystal (x53.0)
were made by a pulsed quasistatic method with the use o
calorimeter described in Ref. 10, at the Institute of Low Te
peratures and Structural Research of the Polish Academ
Sciences in Wroclaw, Poland. The measurements ofC(T) on
the polycrystalline samples (x53.6) were made by the
method of absolute calorimetry11 at the B. Verkin Institute
for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, Natio
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine in Kharkov. The measu
ment error is 1% or less in both cases.

In addition to the main results, i.e., the functionsC(T),
for illustration of the spin-glass behavior of the objects
study we present the magnetization polythermssH(T) for
different prehistories—sZFC(T) andsFC(T). Measurements
were made on a ballistic magnetometer with a sensitivity
1023 G•cm/g in the temperature range 4.2–180 K and m
netic fields from 102 to 2.53103 Oe. The experiments wer
done under identical conditions in the two cases~ZFC and
FC!: on heating at identical rates of temperature increa
The ZFC and FC regimes correspond to a pre-cooling of
samples to some temperatureT,Tf ~in our case 4.2 K! in
the absence of field~ZFC! or in a field of specified strength
~FC!. Tf is the temperature below which magnetic irreve
ibility and magnetic viscosity exist. For spin glassesTf is the
freezing temperature of the SG state and depends on
value of the magnetic fieldH.1–4,12According to the results
of a study of the lines of critical behavior ofTf(H), which
are determined in two ways, from the appearance of irrev
ibility ( sZFC(T,H)ÞsFC(T,H)) and magnetic viscosity
(sZFC(T,H);S ln t, wheret is the time,S is the coefficient
of viscosity!, the value ofTf(0) for the sample withx53.6
is equal to 8563 K.3,4 As we see from the data in Fig. 1
close to the same value ofTf(0) is obtained for the single
crystal sample (x53.0).

Figures 1 and 2 show the magnetization polyther
sH(T) in the ZFC and FC regimes for the samples withx
53.0 and 3.6, respectively. We note that these were the s
samples as in theC(T) measurements in Fig. 3. As we se
from the data in Fig. 1, for the sample withx53.0 thesH(T)
t
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curves for fieldsH5100 and 300 Oe have the typical form
for the reentrant region of thex–T diagram.1,2,12 At suffi-
ciently high temperatures there is a plateau, and forT
<Tf(H) irreversibility appears: the nonequilibrium magn
tization sZFC(T) decreases, tending to zero forT→0 K,
while sFC(T), as before, is independent of temperature.

In a field H5103 Oe the trend of thesH(t) polytherms
changes, and a maximum is formed atT;150 K. This maxi-
mum is most pronounced forsFC(T), which in a first ap-
proximation is usually assumed1,2 to be the equilibrium mag-
netization. Moreover, in addition to the ‘‘spin-glas
irreversibility’’ for T→0 K ~the region T,40 K), where
sFC(T).sZFC(T), there exists a temperature hysteresis
the magnetization at higher temperatures (40 K,T
,150 K), where the curves are situated in the opposite
der:sZFC(T).sFC(T). It is necessary to note that, owing t

FIG. 1. The magnetization polythermssH(T) of the BaFe9In3O19 single
crystal in the ZFC and FC regimes~see text!.

FIG. 2. The magnetization polythermssH(T) of a polycrystalline sample of
BaFe8.4In3.6O19 and the ZFC and FC regimes~see text!.
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the high sensitivity of the apparatus (1023 G•cm3/g) the
relative trend of thesH(T) curves in the ZFC and FC re
gimes is determined to rather high accuracy, as may
judged by the good reproducibility of the results. Tempe
ture hysteresis has also been observed for the indi
substituted single crystals withx.3.0, the experiments hav
ing been done in a heating–cooling scheme in
temperature interval 77–300 K in fields up to 173103 Oe.13

On the whole this behavior is apparently due to a first-or
phase transition to helicoidal ordering at a temperatureT
;120 K, which was reported in Ref. 9. We note that a th
first-order phase transition quite likely exists in reentra
magnets in the temperature regionTf,T,TC , as we ob-
served previously14,15 in the the spin-glass system
Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4.

The trend of the magnetization polytherms of the po
crystalline sample withx53.6 ~Fig. 2! is in rather good
agreement with the results obtained previously for the sin
crystal.3 Unlike the case of the single crystal (x53.0), how-
ever, the character of the behavior is similar to that which
observed in the vicinity of the multicritical pointx0 of the
x–T phase diagram of the aforementioned spin-glass sys
of Li–Ga spinels.12 In the concentration regionx;x0 the
character of the trend of thesH(T) polytherms at low fields
~the absence of a sharp spin-glass maximum! is largely de-
termined by the pronounced spatial inhomogeneity of
types of magnetic states, which is due to the presenc
regions~clusters! with FiM ordering.5,12 For the sample with
x53.6 the short-range FiM order persists up toT5300 K,
and it is only at higher temperatures that the tempera
dependence of the inverse paramagnetic susceptibilityx21

obeys the characteristic hyperbolic law inherent
ferrimagnetism.5 Thus the results shown in Figs. 1 and
clearly illustrate the difference of the magnetic states reali
in the samples withx53.0 andx53.6 at low temperatures

The temperature dependence of the specific heat of
samples is presented in Fig. 3. Unfortunately, the stand
procedure of separating out the magnetic contributionCm(T)
by means of an independent determination of the lattice s
cific heat of the nonmagnetic analog, as done in Ref.
cannot be used in the present case. It is establis
experimentally5 that the limiting content of the large In31

ions (r 50.92 Å) in a structure of the magnetoplumbite ty
is not more thanx54.0. For this reason the mathematic
processing of the experimental results was done on the b
of the following considerations. Clearly the phonon cont
bution to the specific heat has about the same value in
samples and in the temperature interval under study is p
ably proportional toT3. At low temperatures the magnet
contribution is ordinarily larger than the lattic
contribution;8,14,16 the magnetic contributions in sample
with different In31 concentrations can in principle have n
only different values but also different temperature tren
For a qualitative check of this, Fig. 4 shows the experimen
C(T) curves plotted in the coordinatesC/T versusT. First,
it is seen from the data in Fig. 4 that for 4 K<T<10 K,
where, by assumption, the magnetic contributions to the s
cific heat should be dominant, theC/T–T plots for the
samples withx53.0 andx53.6 are different. It is seen tha
for neither sample is there a pronounced plateau below 1
e
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which would indicate a predominant linear trend ofC(T). At
the same time, for the sample withx53.6 the extrapolation
of this part toT50 K intercepts the horizontal axis at a pos
tive value ofC(T), a circumstance that may imply the exi
tence of a linear contribution to the total specific heat. F
T.10 K the trends of theC/T versusT curves of the two
samples are very close, most probably because the dom
contributions to the two curves forT.10 K are the practi-
cally identical phonon contributions.

Keeping in mind the qualitative arguments set for
above, we can describe the experimentalC(T) curves by
approximate expressions of the form

C~T!5AT1BT3, ~1!

C~T!5AT3/21BT3, ~2!

C~T!5A1T1A2T3/21BT3, ~3!

C~T!5ATn1BT3. ~4!

From the standpoint of the concepts developed abo
the best agreement with the experimental results w
achieved either with the use of relation~4! for both samples,
with a simultaneous determination of the three parameterA,
B, andn, or with the use of different approximations: Eq.~1!
for x53.6 and Eq.~2! for x53.0, in which case only the
coefficientsA andB are subject to determination. The valu
of these quantities are given in Table I.

The decomposition of the experimentalC(T) curves into
magnetic (ATn) and phonon (BT3) contributions in accor-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of BaFe122xInxO19

samples. The dotted curves show the decomposition of the experim
C(T) curve into a phonon contributionBT3 and a magnetic contribution
ATn. ~a! x53, n51.3860.2; ~b! x53.6, n51.1160.05.
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dance with Eq.~4! is shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 3
The decompositions of theC(T) curves look practically the
same when the magnetic contributions are described by
functionsAT3/2 for x53.0 andAT for x53.6. It is seen that
in the approximation used the phonon contribution prop
tional to BT3 is indeed close in magnitude for the sampl
with x53.0 and 3.6 and at low temperatures is less than
magnetic contribution in them, but it becomes predomin
starting at temperatures;10 K. A different picture is ob-
served if the same equation,~1!, ~2!, or ~3!, is used to ap-
proximate C(T) for both concentrations of nonmagnet
In31 ions. For example, if the monotonic partCm(T) has the
form AT3/2 in both samples, then the photon contributio
BT3 at T516 K is only about half as large as the magne
contribution and also only half as large as for the sam
with x53.0.

FIG. 4. Experimental curves ofC(T) for BaFe122xInxO19 samples in the
coordinatesC/T versusT. ~a! x53; ~b! x53.6.

TABLE I. Values of the parameters of Eqs.~1!, ~2!, and ~4! used for ap-
proximation of the experimentalC(T) curves in Fig. 3; the correlation co
efficient is 0.99.
he
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e
t
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Thus there are sufficient grounds for assuming that
the sample withx53.6 the magnetic part of the specific he
Cm(T) at low temperatures obeys a linear~or quasilinear!
law. In accordance with the generally accepted phenome
logical indicators,1,2 including the specific magnetic prope
ties ~see Fig. 2 and Refs. 3 and 4! and the behavior of the
specific heat~Fig. 3b!, it must be concluded that the low
temperature state realized in this sample is a spin-glass s

For the sample withx53.0 the situation is not so unam
biguous, since the temperature dependence of the mag
part of the specific heat is described by a Bloch la
Cm}T3/2 or, possibly, by some more complicated modific
tion of it.17–19 This last question requires further study
T,4 K, but the very fact that the temperature behavior
the magnetic contributions to the specific heat is differen
the spin-glass sample withx53.6 and the sample withx
53.0 can be considered as firmly established. This resu
of no little importance, since there exists the opinion that
objects whose magnetic properties correspond to the
state and whose magnetic specific heatCm}T3/2, the depen-
dence of this type is due to the predominance of magn
excitations of spin waves localized in regions of mesosco
size in which the FiM ordering is preserved.20 However, the
results obtained in the present study do not confirm that
pothesis.

In the objects studied here the formation of a helicoid
structure and its subsequent destruction with a transition
SG state (x53.6) are due to the selective substitution of t
large nonmagnetic ions In31 in the crystal lattice and to the
formation of weakly magnetic interlayers in the planes p
pendicular to the hexagonal axisc. This has been discusse
in detail in Ref. 3. We surmise from the data of the magne
studies~the presence or absence of spontaneous magne
tion! that increasing the concentration of In31 ions from
x53.0 tox53.6 leads to an increase of the concentration
frustrated bonds to the critical value for the existence
long-range FiM order in the crystal. Meanwhile, this do
not noticeably affect the statistics of the distribution of siz
~along thec axis! of the regions separated by the weak
magnetic interlayers. Forx53.0 the In31 ions occupy
;70% of the pentahedral positions in the lattice, which a
of fundamental importance from the standpoint of formati
of a macroscopic magnetic structure.3,9 These positions lie in
planes widely separated from each other, by half the lat
period (c/2). It is clear that for destruction of the helicoid
is necessary to increase the concentration of frustrations
ther in these weakly magnetic planes or in their near
neighbors. Consequently, the increase of the concentratio
the nonmagnetic In31 ions from x53.0 to x53.6 cannot
have an appreciable influence on the character of the m
scopic inhomogeneities in these samples. It follows that
change in type of theCm(T) curves when the concentratio
of In31 ions is increased fromx53.0 to x53.6 is due to a
change in the exchange in the weakly magnetic interlay
via which the mesoscopic regions interact with each oth
The fact that these regions exist is not in itself decisive.

This conclusion is in good agreement with the expe
mental results obtained in Refs. 1, 2, 12, 14, and 16.
example, in the Li–Ga spinel system, which was mention
earlier, the pronounced spatial inhomogeneity of the m
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netic states in the vicinity of the multicritical point of th
x–T diagram, one hasCm}T both in the SG and in the FSG
states.14,16 Moreover, in the context of the question und
discussion it is appropriate to recall another example~they
are not yet numerous!20,21 in which a dependenceCm}T3/2 is
observed simultaneously with pronounced spin-glass pro
ties. In the dilute spinels Li0.5Fe1.6Ga0.9O4 the linear depen-
denceCm}(T) gives way to aT3/2 law if ;2 mole% Co21

is added to its composition.21 There is a simultaneous in
crease by almost an order of magnitude in the temperatur
the phase transition to the state of the FSG type, and
T5Tf(0) the hallmarks of a first-order phase transiti
appear.21,22 It cannot be ruled out that in Li–Ga spine
doped with Co21 ions a state similar to the low-temperatu
state in BaFe9In3O19 is formed, since, according t
Dzyaloshinskii,23 long-period magnetic structures can for
in the presence of anisotropic exchange~the Co21 ions!.

In connection with this we can assume that the com
nation of spin-glass magnetic properties~irreversibility and
viscosity! and a temperature dependence of the specific
of the form Cm}T3/2 is directly due to the nature of th
frustrated state that is realized. It is interesting to note t
such behavior can be observed in two fundamentally dif
ent situations: i!, a large role in the formation of the spectru
of magnetic excitations is played by the structure of the F
states, and the dependenceCm}T3/2 is due to the presence o
long-range FiM order with helicoidal ordering; ii! magnets
with such a combination of properties do not belong to
spin glasses~their ground state is nondegenerate24! but form
a new variety of frustrated disordered systems. Thus the
ther theoretical and experimental study of disordered heli
dal structures in different kinds of magnets may give a n
impetus to the development of the concepts of frustra
states.

*E-mail: Alexander.V.Vankevich@univer.kharkov.ua
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Nonlinear conductivity of a compensated polycrystalline metal in high magnetic field
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The current–voltage~I–V! characteristics in a magnetic field are studied at helium temperatures
for thin polycrystalline samples of a metal~pure tin! embedded in a solid-state medium in
order to create reproducible experimental conditions. In these samples a nonlinear S-shaped I–V
characteristic is obtained for the first time with this type of heat sinking at the surface of
the metal. The conditions for the onset of a temperature–electric instability in a metal with an
S-shaped I–V characteristic are investigated in relation to the reactive parameters of the
circuit. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542474#
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The nonlinear phenomena that can arise in metallic c
duction in the case of Joule heating of samples1 remain little
studied because of the specific conditions for their obse
tion, viz., in order for the nonlinear regime to be realized
a given experiment it is necessary to have quasiadiab
conditions for the electron–phonon system of the metal,
which reason it is necessary to use samples that are no
thick, deliver current densities of the order of 105 A/cm2 to
the sample, and at the same time maintain a constant
perature in the thermostat without allowing a boiling cris
for the liquid helium.

In experiments with direct contact of metal samples w
a low-temperature liquid coolant, N- and S-shaped I–V ch
acteristics in the case of Joule heating of the sample are
in the majority of cases, to nonlinearity of the heat remo
in these media.

In the case of liquid helium such a regime arises at h
flux densitiesq through the metal surface in the range fro
q;0.1 W/cm2 ~‘‘bubble’’ boiling ! to q>0.5 W/cm2 ~‘‘film’’
boiling characterized by the formation of a gas film arou
the sample!, which correspond to considerable amounts
power delivered to the cryostat~1–10 W! and to a large
expenditure of cryogenic liquid.

However, the use of the boiling crisis is not the only w
of realizing a nonlinear conduction regime. In our previo
studies it became clear that such a possibility also arise
the absence of direct contact of the samples with
liquid.2,3 Here one eliminates the instability of the heat r
moval via the liquid coolant, which is due to convective flo
and the boiling crisis, making it possible to study the ch
acteristics of a metal in a reproducible nonlinear regim
which includes effects due to the temperature-electric in
bility. At low temperatures the heat flux through the diele
tric heat-removal medium is a monotonically increasi
function of temperature, and there exists a region of temp
tures in which the rate of growth of the resistivityr(T) is
higher than the rate of growth of the heat fluxq(T) as the
temperature is increased.
3101063-777X/2003/29(4)/4/$24.00
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Indeed, the heat conduction equations at thermal bala
between the specific Joule power released in the sample
the specific heat flux from the surface of the sample im
the following expression for the differential conductivity o
the metal:1,4

d j

dE
5

r~T!@q~T!/r~T!#T8

@q~T!r~T!#T8
. ~1!

Thus it follows from Eq.~1! that in order to obtain an N-
or S-shaped form of the nonlinear I–V characteristics
behavior of the functionsq(T) andr(T) should be such as
to bring about a change of sign of this expression. It
known5 that for many heat-removal media the heat fluxq(T)
from the sample to the thermostat can be approximated
the a function of the formq(T)'aTm(T), wherea andm are
positive numbers. As a result, one can write for a metal
approximate expressionrH50(T)5r01bTn(T)5r01rT ,
where b and n are also positive, (qr)T8 is an everywhere
positive function, and the sign of expression~1! for different
parts of the I–V characteristics can be determined from
relationship of the following parameters:

d j

dE
5$mr01@m2n#rT%F1~T!, ~2!

whereF1(T) is a positive function.
It follows from expression~1! that in the case of an

inverted temperature dependence of the resistivity, e.g.,
r(T)}@rT(H50)#21, we obtain for the differential resistiv
ity an expression analogous to Eq.~2!:

dE

d j
5$mr01@m2n#rT%F2~T!, ~3!

where the functionF2(T) is positive definite.
Thus the I–V characteristic of the sample can assum

nonlinear form characterized by the presence of segmen
negative differential conductivity~N- or S-shaped I–V char-
acteristics! only when several conditions hold simulta
neously. First,rT@r0 if @n2m#rT.mr0 , and, second,
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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m2n,0, which requires that the temperature dependenc
q(T) be weaker than that ofr(T), and that is possible whe
the electron temperature coincides with the temperature
the crystal lattice. This corresponds to the regime of qua
diabatic heating of the sample, i.e., when the relaxation t
of the electrons is much shorter than the thermal times. A
result, the temperature region in which negative differen
conductivity ~resistivity! can exist in a metallic sample i
bounded both below and above, and that makes for an N
S-shaped form of the I–V characteristic of such samples

As follows from Eq.~1!, for r(T)}rT , i.e., for tempera-
ture dependence of the resistivity like that of the metal in
absence of magnetic field, the differential conductivity d
creases with increasing temperature, passes through ze
negative values, and then rises again: such an I–V chara
istic has an N-shaped form. The presence of an inverted t
perature dependence of the resistivity in comparison with
r(T) curve forH50 leads to a lowering of the differentia
resistivity with increasing temperature, and upon reach
negative values it leads to an S-shaped I–V characteri
This sort of dependence ofr(T) can be obtained by applyin
a strong magnetic field, in which for some~compensated!
metals the behavior is close torH(T)}H2/rT(H50) even at
those temperatures where satisfaction of the necessar
equalitiesrT@r0 and @m2n#,0 takes place under cond
tions for whichvt (H50) is not too different from 1. Herev
andt (H50) are the cyclotron frequency and relaxation tim

It is known that for suitable geometric parameters of
metallic samples under the conditions of the nonlinear
gimes considered, it is possible for spatially inhomogene
distributions of the temperature, electric field, and curren
arise.1,4 For N-shaped I–V characteristics the nonuniform
is along the length of the sample, in the form a temperatu
electric domain, while for S-shaped I–V characteristics
nonuniformity is over the width of the sample, in the form
a current pinch.

In view of the many restrictions listed above for realiz
tion of a nonlinear regime for metallic samples, the pheno
ena associated with negative differential resistivity in met
remain insufficiently well studied at the present time. In p
ticular, it has not been possible to observe S-type I–V ch
acteristics in thin metallic slabs.

In the present study we have for the first time inves
gated a nonlinear regime with an S-shaped I–V characte
tic, obtained in a polycrystalline metal~tin! in the absence o
a boiling crisis on its surface and in the cryogenic system
the whole, and we have observed an instability of the volt
across the sample due to its temperature-electric instab
~without the formation of a current pinch!. We have investi-
gated the possibility of realizing a stable regime with ne
tive differential resistance through the use of different kin
of heat-removal media—glass-reinforced plastic, a dielec
with high thermal conductivity~Araldite!, and a crystalline
medium.

The indicated regime was studied in samples of p
polycrystalline tin in the form stripes with dimensionsL
3W3d'10030.830.09 mm. The principle of the mea
surements and the technique used are analogous to thos
scribed in Ref. 3, and they are supplemented by equipm
that permits making measurements in an external transv
of
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magnetic field with an induction of up to 5 T. All of the
results presented were measured at a dc current throug
sample in the range from 0 to 80 A.

Figure 1 shows the I–V characteristic of a sample
rectly immersed in liquid helium in a magnetic field of 2 T.
is seen that in thin polycrystalline samples under conditio
of comparatively low values of@r(T,H)#T8'0.3V•m/K
(vt (H50) just barely greater than 1! at temperatures main
taining a boiling crisis of the helium at their surface, one c
observe a regime of negative differential resistance, wh
previously had not been successfully realized in su
samples in the same magnetic fields.6 However, it can be
seen in the figure that the effect is accompanied by hys
esis, as is confirmed by the temperature instability of
nonlinear regime under these conditions. Previously we
encountered instability in a study of the N-shaped regime
the I–V characteristic~in particular, see Ref. 7, where th
boiling crisis on the surface of a metallic sample significan
reduced the current necessary for obtaining a temperatu
electric domain and also led to hysteresis!.

Figures 2–4 show the results of studies of S-shaped
characteristics under conditions such that there is no boi
crisis of the liquid at the surface of the samples and in
cryogenic system as a whole. It is seen that under such
perimental conditions the S-shaped regime of nonlinea
obtained on heating of a sample with an inverted tempera
dependence ofr(T,H) in comparison with the temperatur
dependence ofr(T,H50) is manifested most distinctly with
the use of a crystalline heat-removal medium~Fig. 4!. This
case corresponds to temperature behavior of the funct
q(T) andR(T,H55 T) ~curves2 and3 in Fig. 5! calculated
from the data of measurements of the I–V characteristic w
the use of the heat balance equation

R~T!I 25q~T!A

~whereA is the surface area of the sample!. The temperature

FIG. 1. Current–voltage~I–V! characteristic of a polycrystalline tin slab in
a liquid helium medium.
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dependence of the function@qR#(T) ~curve1! gives an idea
of the temperature region of negative differential resistiv
of the sample under study.

As is known from the theory of nonlinear circuits,
circuit containing a dc current source, an energy store, an
element with negative differential resistance~NDR! can un-
dergo relaxation self-oscillations. It is known that f
samples with an S-shaped I–V characteristic the connec
of a sufficiently large capacitanceC in parallel with the
sample leads to a self-oscillatory instability, which was re
ized in an experiment on the part of the I–V characteris
having the greatest value of the NDR. When the I–V ch
acteristics were registered using a recording potentiom
the instability was manifested in the appearance of n
monotonicity at that place, as is seen in Fig. 4. The in
shows a measurement circuit employing a capacitance.

FIG. 2. I–V characteristic of a polycrystalline tin slab with a glas
reinforced plastic heat-removal medium;T054.2 K.

FIG. 3. I–V characteristics of a polycrystalline tin slab in a solid dielect
~Araldite! medium in various magnetic fieldsB @T#: 0 ~1!, 1 ~2!, 2 ~3!, 3 ~4!,
and 4~5!; T054.2 K.
an
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like the case of an N-shaped I–V characteristic, when
self-oscillatory process can be excited in a fixed-voltage
gime with a suitable inductance in the circuit,8 in the case of
an S-shaped I–V characteristic the self-oscillations can a
in a fixed-current regime and can be described by a system
equations including, in addition to the heat balance equat
the following differential equation of the circuit:

C
dU

dt
1

U

R~T,H !
5I 0 , R~T,H !5r~T,H !L/Wd. ~4!

The periodDt of the oscillations observed for a samp
with resistanceR(293 K)'0.16V equals'0.1 s, in agree-
ment with the following dependence on the parameters of
system:

Dt2R~T,H !C1cV~T!/q~T!,

wherecV(T) is the specific heat of the sample. The conditi
for the appearance of oscillations reduces to the requirem

FIG. 4. The I–V characteristic of a polycrystalline tin slab in a crystalli
sulfur medium.T054.2 K, B55 T. The inset shows a diagram of the co
nection of the capacitance in the circuit.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the functions@qR#(T) ~1!, q(T) ~2!,
and R(T) ~3! for the I–V characteristic of a polycrystalline tin slab in
medium of crystalline sulfur in a magnetic field of 5 T.
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that the relationsR,2dU/dI and RC.@cV(T)/q(T)# be
satisfied. The value ofcV(T)/q(T) does not exceed 1023 s.

Let us conclude with a summary of the results of th
study. We have for the first time obtained nonlinear curre
voltage characteristics of thin polycrystalline samples o
metal~pure tin! in a magnetic field at helium temperatures
the absence of a liquid boiling crisis at the boundary of
sample for different types of heat removal. It was found t
the use of a crystalline dielectric as the heat-removal med
makes it possible to realize a nonlinear conduction reg
corresponding to an S-shaped I–V characteristic in a p
compensated metal in a magnetic field of up to 5 T. In t
regime we studied the dynamics of the observ
temperature–electric instability in relation to the reactive
rameters of the circuit.
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Influence of magnetoelastic coupling on the formation of a spatially inhomogeneous
phase in two-dimensional ferromagnets
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The influence of magnetoelastic coupling on the existence region of a spatially inhomogeneous
state in a two-dimensional anisotropic ferromagnet is investigated. The phase transitions
to the spatially inhomogeneous state under the influence of magnetic field and upon a change in
the single-ion anisotropy constant are examined. It is shown that the magnetoelastic
coupling enlarges the existence region of this phase substantially and also increases the domain
width. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542475#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of ultrathin films have been
subject of many papers.1–12 Such systems are of interest
connection with their possible application in microelectro
ics, engineering, and laser physics. Because these objec
truly two-dimensional~the films are 1–10 atomic layer
thick!, their theoretical and experimental study can shed li
on some fundamental questions of the physics of magne
of low-dimensional systems.

Numerous studies have shown that bo
temperature-induced1,3–5 and magnetic-field-induced1 phase
transitions can occur in ultrathin magnetic films. Both sp
tially homogeneous states1–10 and an inhomogeneous phas1

can be realized. The inhomogeneous phase appears prim
as a result of dipole–dipole coupling. The role of dipole
dipole coupling in two-dimensional systems is discussed
detail in Ref. 11.

It is well known5,12,13 that in the vicinity of phase tran
sitions the dynamics of a system is influenced substanti
by the magnetoelastic coupling, which leads to both dyna
effects~softening of the corresponding branch of elastic e
citations! and static effects~the formation of a striction gap
in the spectrum of magnetic excitations!. However, in our
view the influence of magnetoelastic coupling on the ph
transitions mentioned above has not been studied sufficie

As the object of study we chose a monolayer magn
film not bonded to a substrate.12 The film has single-ion an
isotropy of the easy-axis type, with its axis of easy magn
zation perpendicular to the film plane. The system is in
uniform external magnetic field applied parallel to the fi
plane. In addition, we shall take the magnetoelastic coup
into account with the assumption that the strains are plan14

In this paper we consider phase transitions to a spati
inhomogeneous state under the influence of both magn
field and changes in the material constants. The latter me
that phase transitions can occur even in the absence of m
netic field, being induced, for example, by a change in
value of the single-ion anisotropy. Such a change may
brought about by an increase in temperature, for examp
3141063-777X/2003/29(4)/4/$24.00
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2. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN MAGNETIC FIELD

We assume that the magnetic field is parallel to theOY
axis and that the film plane isXOY. We consider a ferro-
magnet with single-ion anisotropy of the easy-axis type,
easy axis being perpendicular to the film plane. The Ham
tonian of such a system can be written in the form

H52
1

2 (
n,n8

i , j 5x,y,z

@J~n2n8!d i j 1Vi j ~n2n8!#Sn
i Sn8

j

2H(
n

Sn
y2

b

2 (
n

~Sn
z!21l (

n
i , j 5x,y

Sn
i Sn

j ui j

1
E

2~12s2! ( @uxx
2 1uyy

2 12suxxuyy

12~12s2!uxy
2 #, ~1!

whereSn
i is the i th component of the spin operator at siten;

J(n2n8) is the exchange interaction parameter,H is the
external magnetic field in energy units,b is the single-ion
anisotropy,l is the magnetoelastic coupling constant,ui j are
the components of the elastic strain tensor,E is Young’s
modulus,s is Poisson’s ratio, andVi j (n2n8) are the com-
ponents of the magnetic dipole interaction tensor, the Fou
transforms of which have the form11

Vxx~k!5
A0

3
2kV0 cos2 w,

Vyy~k!5
A0

3
2kV0 sin2 w,

Vzz~k!52
2A0

3
1kV0 ,

Vxy~k!52
kV0

2
sin 2w, Vxz~k!5Vyz~k!50,
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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A05
2

3
~gmB!2( R23, V05

2p~gmB!2

a2 .

Here we have introduced the following notation:g is the
gyromagnetic ratio,mB is the Bohr magneton,a2 is the ‘‘vol-
ume’’ of the two-dimensional unit cell, andw is the angle
between the direction of the wave vectork and theOX axis.
The two-dimensionality of the system is taken into acco
in the calculation of the components of the magnetic dip
interaction tensor. In addition, the wave vectork is a two-
component vector lying in the film plane.

In the case of low fieldsH,b the system will be found
in a canted phase, i.e., the magnetization vector make
angleu with the anisotropy axis.

We rotate the coordinate system so as to bring the qu
tization axis~the OZ axis! into coincidence with the direc
tion of the magnetic moment. The components of the str
tensor are written in the formui j 5ui j

(0)1ui j
(1) , whereui j

(0) are
the spontaneous strains andui j

(1) is the dynamic part of the
strain tensor, which describes the vibrations of the cry
lattice sites.

The spontaneous strains are determined from the co
tion that the free energy density be minimum and in
present case take the form

uxx
~0!5

lS2s

E
sin2 u,

uyy
~0!52

lS2

E
sin2 u, ~2!

uxy
~0!50,

whereS is the magnitude of the spin of the magnetic ion
The components of the tensorui j

(1) are related to the cre
ation operator bk,n

1 and annihilation operatorbk,n for
phonons of polarizationn by the following relation:15

ui j
~1!5

i

2 (
k,n

1

A2mvn~k!
@bk,neik"r2bk,n

1 e2 ik"r#

•@en
i kj1en

j ki #, ~3!

wherem is the mass of the magnetic ion,vn(k)5cvk is the
spectrum of noninteracting phonons, anden is the polariza-
tion unit vector of the phonons. In what follows we will b
considering a transversely polarized acoustic wave.

Using the Holstein–Primakoff transformation for th
spin operators16 and the representation~3! for the elastic vi-
brations, we write the Hamiltonian~1! in terms of the pho-
non and magnon creation and annihilation operators:

H5(
k

FA1kak
1ak1A2kbk

1bk1
1

2
~B1kak

1a2k
1

1B1k* a2kak!1Ck~bk
1a2k

1 1bk
1ak!

1Ck* ~ak
1bk1b2kak!G , ~4!

whereak
1 , ak , bk

1 , andbk are the Fourier transforms of th
magnon and phonon creation and annihilation operators
spectively,
t
e

an

n-

in

al

i-
e

e-

A1k5H sinu1
bS

2
~2 cos2 u2sin2 u!

2
S

2 S A0

3
1

A0

3
cos2 u1

4A0

3
cos 2u2kV0 cos 2u D

1
l2S3 sin2 u

E
~2 sin2 u2cos2 u1s!1aSk2,

A2k5v t~k!, ~5!

B1k5B1k* 5
bS

2
sin2 u2

S

2
~A0 sin2 u1kV0 cos 2u!

1
l2S3 sin2 u

E
~cos2 u1s!,

Ck52
ilSASksinu

2Amct

,

a5J0R0
2, R0 is the radius of the exchange interaction, andct

is the velocity of transverse sound.
In the general case the quantities appearing in Eq.~5!

depend on the direction of the wave vector, i.e., on the an
w. However, it can be shown that the lowest value of the fi
of the phase transition from the canted phase~and the highest
value of the field at the transition from the in-plane phase! is
obtained forw5p/2. This is the case that we shall consid
below.

In the Hamiltonian~4! we have taken into account tha
the coefficient of the terms linear in the creation and ann
lation operators is equal to zero:

H2S~b2A0!sinu1
2l2S3

E
sin3 u50. ~6!

The solution of this equation makes it possible to determ
the angleu as a function of the external field and the mater
constants. Solving this equation by perturbation theory,
obtain

sinu5
H

S~b2A0!
1

b0H3

S3~b2A0!4 , b05
2l2S2

E
. ~7!

The Hamiltonian~4! is reduced to diagonal form by the sta
dardu2v transformation:16

H ~2!5E01(
k

@v1~k!ak
1ak1v2~k!bk

1bk#, ~8!

whereE0 is the energy of the zero-point vibrations,v i(k) is
the energy of thei th branch of coupled magnetoelast
waves, which is determined from the equation

UA1k2v B1k Ck Ck

B1k A1k1v Ck* Ck*

Ck* Ck A2k2v 0

Ck* Ck 0 A2k1v

U50. ~9!
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Hence

v1,2
2 5

1

2
$A1k

2 2B1k
2 1v t

2

6A~A1k
2 2B1k

2 2v t
2!2116uCku2v t~A1k1B1k!%.

~10!

The plus sign corresponds to the quasimagnon branc
excitations, and the minus sign to the quasiphonon bra
Vanishing of the frequency~10! is a sign of a phase trans
tion. After a number of straightforward manipulations w
obtain the equation for the phase transition line:

v t~A1k2B1k!24uCku250. ~11!

Making use of the definition of the transverse sou
velocity14

ct
25

E

2m~11s!

we obtain from Eq.~11!

H sinu1S~b2A0!cos 2u2b0Ssin2 u~2 cos2 u1s!

1kV0Scos 2u1aSk250. ~12!
t

ou
th

1%
te

e
th
he
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of
h.

From Eq.~12! it is easy to find the value of the wave vect
that determines the domain width:

k1* 52
V0 cos 2u

2a
. ~13!

The transition from the canted to the inhomogeneous ph
occurs at an angleu close top/2, in which case cos2u,0
and k1* .0. Solving Eq.~12! using perturbation theory, we
obtain the field of the transition from the canted to the inh
mogeneous phase:

H15S~b2A0!2
b0S

2
~31s!2

V0
2S

8a
. ~14!

Since we are assuming that the energies of the single
anisotropy and external magnetic field are much larger t
the magnetic dipole and magnetoelastic coupling parame
we easily obtain from~10! the following expressions for the
quasiphonon spectrum:
v1
2~k!5v t

2~k!S 12
b0S~11s!sin2 u

H sinu1S~b2A0!cos 2u2b0Ssin2 u cos 2u1kV0Scos 2u1aSk2D ~15!
a
the

hat

ous
the

sti-

us
and quasimagnon spectrum

v2
2~k!5@H sinu1S~b2A0!cos 2u2b0Ssin2 u cos 2u

1kV0Scos 2u1aSk2#@H1S~b2A0!cos2 u

1b0Ssin2 u~sin2 u1s!1aSk2#. ~16!

From H5H1 the quasiphonon spectrum softens:

v1
2~k!5v t

2~k!
ak2

b0
,

while at the same time a magnetoelastic gap appears in
quasimagnon spectrum:

v2~0!5SAb0~b2A0!.

It should be noted that taking the magnetoelastic c
pling into account leads to a weak renormalization of
magnon velocity. The corresponding terms in Eq.~16! are
dropped, since the change in velocity is not more than 0.
For the same reason, we have neglected the analogous
in the denominator of Eq.~13!.

The value of 1/k1* determines the domain width.1 In our
case, for typical values of the parametersE, l, b, A0 , V0 ,
and s ~Refs. 1, 7, and 17!, an estimate givesk1* '3
3105 cm21 and 1/k1* '331026 cm.

Let us now consider the case when the external magn
field is large, and, as a result, the magnetic moment of
system lies along the field direction. We shall call this t
‘‘in-plane’’ phase, since the magnetic moment lies in the fi
plane. As the magnetic field is decreased, a phase trans
he

-
e

.
rm

tic
e

on

will occur. As was shown in Ref. 1, this transition is to
phase with a spatially inhomogeneous distribution of
magnetization.

Since in the in-plane phase the angleu5p/2, the tran-
sition field can be found from~12!:

H25S~b2A0!1b0Ss1
V0

2S

4a
. ~17!

Instability arises for

k2* 5
V0

2a
. ~18!

We note that the domain width in this geometry is somew
smaller than for the transition from the canted phase (k1*
'3.53105 cm21, and 1/k1* '2.8631026 cm, i.e., for the
transition from the easy-plane phase to the inhomogene
phase its value is 5% less than for the transition from
canted to the inhomogeneous phase!.

The quasiparticle spectra are easily obtained by sub
tuting u5p/2 into Eqs.~15! and ~16!.

The existence region of the spatially inhomogeneo
phase can be determined from Eqs.~14! and ~17!:

DH5H22H15
3

2 FV0
2S

4a
1b0S~11s!G . ~19!
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3. PHASE TRANSITIONS IN MATERIAL CONSTANTS

Let us examine the phase transitions that occur in a t
dimensional ferromagnet in the absence of external magn
field. The ferromagnet under consideration is assumed
have single-ion anisotropy of the easy-axis type, with
axis of anisotropy perpendicular to the film plane. Such
system can have phase transitions upon a change in th
isotropy: the presence of a magnetic dipole interaction gi
rise to an effective anisotropy of the easy-plane type, wh
can compete with the easy-axis anisotropy. The value of
latter can vary as a function of temperature, pressure, im
rity concentration, etc.18

Let us consider the region of values of the anisotro
constantb close to the magnetic dipole interaction parame
A0 . Let the easy-axis anisotropy be such that a phase
magnetization perpendicular to the film plane is realizedb
.A0). If the OZ axis is chosen along the magnetizati
vector (XOY is the film plane!, the Hamiltonian of the sys
tem is the same as~1! if H50.

It is easy to show that there are no spontaneous str
for such a system, and hybridization of the magnetic a
elastic excitations does not occur. The value of the ani
ropy at which the phase transition from the easy-axis ph
occurs is determined from the condition that the gap in
magnon spectrum vanish:

b15A0 . ~20!

Let us consider the question of the whether a canted ph
exists in such a model. In this case Eq.~6! takes the form

2S~b2A0!sinu1
2l2S3

E
sin3 u50. ~21!

It follows from Eq. ~21! that for b,A0 there is a single
solution u50. Thus a canted phase is not realized in
system~in the absence of magnetic field!.

We shall now find the value of the anisotropy at whi
the phase transition from the in-plane phase to the inho
geneous state occurs. For this it is clearly sufficient to
H50 in Eq. ~17!, and then

b25A02b0s2
V0

2

4a
. ~22!

The existence region of the inhomogeneous phase is d
mined from Eqs.~20! and ~22!:

Db5b0s1
V0

2

4a
. ~23!

4. INFLUENCE OF MAGNETOELASTIC COUPLING ON THE
FORMATION OF INHOMOGENEOUS STRUCTURES

As a result of the studies done we can state that
magnetoelastic coupling has a substantial influence on
formation of the spatially inhomogeneous phase. This in
-
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ence is manifested in two ways. First, in enhancement of
mass of the quasimagnons. This effect is reflected in a sl
decrease of the domain width~by less than 0.1%!.

In addition, hybridization of the magnon and phono
excitations has some substantial effects. It results in a ph
transition on the quasiphonon branch of excitations, and
existence region of the spatially inhomogeneous structur
enlarged. Numerical estimates for typical values of the
rametersE, l, b, A0 , V0 , ands ~Refs. 1, 7, and 17! give
Db'25 Oe andDH'40 Oe. Taking the magnetoelast
coupling into account leads to an increase ofDb by approxi-
mately 4% and ofDH by 10%. Such a change can be co
sidered unimportant if the value of the magnetoelastic ene
Hme is negligible compared to the anisotropy energyHa or
dipole energyHdd : we assume thatHme'3 Oe, whileHa

'100 kOe andHdd'14 kOe. It should be noted that in th
geometry considered here the magnetic subsystem inte
actively with the transversely polarized phonon mode a
practically not at all with the longitudinally polarized mod
~the magnetoelastic coupling only renormalizes the long
dinal sound velocity slightly!.

Thus, along with the dipole–dipole interaction, the ma
netoelastic coupling plays a substantial role in the format
of magnetic spatially inhomogeneous structures in tw
dimensional ferromagnets.
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Quantum interferometry and spin–orbit effects in a heterostructure with a 2D hole gas
in a Si 0.2Ge0.8 quantum well
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The magnetic-field dependence~up to 110 kOe! of the resistance of Si0.7Ge0.3/Si0.2Ge0.8/Si0.7Ge0.3

with a 2D hole gas in a Si0.2Ge0.8 quantum well is measured in the temperature range
0.335–10 K and in a range of variation of the currents from 100 nA to 50mA. Shubnikov–de
Haas oscillations are observed in the region of high magnetic fields, and in the low-field
region H<1 kOe a positive magnetoresistance is observed which gives way to a negative
magnetoresistance as the field is increased. This peculiarity is explained by effects of
weak localization of the 2D charge carriers under conditions when the spin–orbit scattering time
tso is close to the inelastic scattering timetw , and it is evidence of a splitting of the spin
states under the influence of a perturbing potential due to the formation of a two-dimensional
potential well~the Rashba mechanism!. Analysis of the weak localization effects gave the
values of the characteristic relaxation times astw57.2T21310212 s andtso51.36310212 s.
From these characteristics of the heterostructure studied, a value ofD52.97 meV was
obtained for the spin splitting. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542476#
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INTRODUCTION

The study of quantum interference and quantum osc
tion effects in heterojunctions yields information about t
characteristics of the charge carriers in two-dimensio
electron systems. In some cases the behavior of the ma
toresistance of inversion layers in heterostructures in w
magnetic fields1–4 attests to the existence of appreciab
spin–orbit scattering, which has been linked to a lifting
the spin degeneracy in zero magnetic field in the absenc
inversion symmetry in the crystal5 or under the influence o
an asymmetric electric field which forms a two-dimension
structure.6 The lifting of the spin degeneracy in zero ma
netic field leads to the formation of two electronic su
systems with nearly the same characteristic parameters.
existence of spin splitting in such objects has been confirm
by the finding of two effective masses for the charge carr
by the cyclotron resonance technique,7 and also by the ob-
servation of beats of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillation
different heterostructures.8–13 The concepts of spin splitting
have been used successfully to explain the positive ma
toresistance at low magnetic fields in the weak localizat
effect.2–4

In this paper we present the results of a study of we
localization effects and the interaction of charge carriers
Si0.7Ge0.3/Si0.2Ge0.8/Si0.7Ge0.3 heterostructure, which exhib
its spin–orbit effects~unlike the Si/Si12xGex /Si heterostruc-
tures withx50.13 and 0.36 studied previously,14,15for which
the spin–orbit effects could be neglected!. This study in-
cluded the investigation and analysis of the variation of
magnetoresistance at low and high magnetic fields~up to 110
3181063-777X/2003/29(4)/6/$24.00
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kOe! in the temperature range 0.335–10 K for transport c
rents varying from 100 nA to 50mA. The results made it
possible to determine the following:

— the values of the effective massm* and quantum
time tq of the charge carriers, on the basis of an analysis
the change in amplitude of the Shubnikov–de Haas osc
tions upon a change in magnetic field and temperature;

— the temperature dependence of the dephasing timtw

and the spin–orbit scattering timetso by extracting the quan-
tum corrections to the conduction, which are manifested
temperature and magnetic-field dependence of the condu
ity;

— the temperature dependence of the electron–pho
relaxation timeteph, with the use of the electron overheatin
effect;

— the splittingD of the spin states, on the basis of da
for the spin–orbit interaction time.

The simultaneous observation of Shubnikov–de H
oscillations ~which are ordinarily manifested only in pur
and perfect samples! and quantum interference effects~the
observation of which requires a rather high level of elas
scattering! in the same sample turns out to be entirely po
sible, as was noted in Refs. 14 and 15, since these effect
manifested at different values of the magnetic fields. T
weak localization effect and electron interaction effects
manifested at low magnetic fields, where the magnetic len
LH5(\c/2eH)1/2 should be larger than the mean free pathl .
~The lengthLH corresponds to the field value for which a
area 2pLH

2 is threaded by one magnetic flux quantumF0

5hc/2e.) As the magnetic field is increased, the inequal
LH, l comes to be satisfied, and magnetic quantization
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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fects such as Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations can appea
estimate of the mean free path in the sample gives a v
l'300 Å. This value ofl and, accordingly, ofLH , corre-
sponds to a magnetic fieldH53.6 kOe. Analysis of weak
localization effects can be carried out at fields less than
value.

1. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The object of study was a Si0.7Ge0.3/Si0.2Ge0.8/Si0.7Ge0.3

heterostructure obtained by molecular-beam epitaxy; a qu
tum well is formed in the Si0.2Ge0.8 region, which is 10 nm
wide.1!

The carriers~holes! appear in the quantum well from
boron-doped layer located a distance;10 nm from the well.
From a crystallographic standpoint such a structure i
stressed pseudomorphic heterostructure. The stressed s
due primarily to the 4% difference in the lattice constants
germanium and silicon~5.65 and 5.43 Å, respectively!. The
electronic properties of the heterostructure are determine
the two-dimensional electron gas filling the potential we
The conducting region had a ‘‘double cross’’ configuration
the form of a narrow strip;0.55 mm wide and;2.25 mm
long, with a distance of;1.22 mm between the two pairs o
narrow potential leads.

Figure 1 shows recordings of the magnetic-field-induc
variation of the diagonal component of the sheet resista
~resistance per square! of the sample at different tempera

FIG. 1. Magnetic-field curves of the resistanceRh at different temperatures
~a! and currents~b!. a — I 5100 nA, T @K#: 205, 1.738, 1.44, 0.754, 0.346
The inset shows the region of low magnetic fields for differentT @K#: 0.36
~1!, 0.754~2!, 1.44 ~3!, 1.738~4!. b — T'0.35 K, currents: 100 nA, 300
nA, 1 mA, 2 mA, 5 mA, 10 mA, 15 mA, 28 mA, 40 mA. In the inset
I 5100 nA ~1!, 300 nA~2!, 1 mA ~3!, 2 mA ~4!.
An
ue
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tures~Fig. 1a! and current values~Fig. 1b!. The amplitude of
the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations decreases with incr
ing temperature and current. In the low-field region posit
magnetoresistance is observed~see the inset to Fig. 1!, with
a characteristic initial segment of steep growth followed b
maximum and then a slow decline down to negative valu
This form of the magnetoresistance curves is character
for the weak localization effect16–20 under conditions such
that tw andtso are close in value. It is seen in the insets
Fig. 1 that the height of the maximum~above the zero-field
value of the resistance! decreases rapidly with increasin
temperature and current growth.

The temperature variation of the resistance of the sam
in zero magnetic field~Fig. 2! confirms the assumption tha
one is seeing a manifestation of effects of weak localizat
and quasiparticle interaction: the minimum and the incre
of the resistance with decreasing temperatureT are due to
the contribution of quantum corrections to the conductivi
which grow as the temperature is lowered.18,21

2. CALCULATION OF THE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
OF THE CHARGE CARRIERS

The heterostructure under study has a hole type of c
ductivity, and the structure of its valence band is theref
important. In pure silicon there are two degenerate max
in the valence band at the pointk50, where two bands with
different values of the curvature touch; the correspond
values of the effective massm* are 0.49m0 and 0.16m0 . The
valence bands in germanium have an analogous struc
with m* 50.28m0 and 0.04m0 .

The form of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations~Fig. 1!
attests to the fact that they are formed by a single domin
type of charge carrier. The proposed spin splitting of t
bands was not in any way reflected in the form of the os
lations. For this reason the analysis of the oscillatory cur
can be done in the standard way.

It is known that the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations a
described by the relation

Drxx

rxx
0 }

c

sinhc
expS 2

pa

vct
D cosS 2p«F

\vc
2F D , ~1!

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistanceRh . The solid curve
shows the experimental data; the data points are the calculated values
quantum correction due to the weak localization effect for the values otw

and tso obtained from an analysis of the magnetoresistance curves.
dashed curve is the assumed temperature dependence of the ‘‘clas
resistance.
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wherec52p2kT/(\vc), vc5eH/m* c is the cyclotron fre-
quency,a5t/tq , t is the transport time,tq is the quantum
scattering time, andF is the phase. If the Fermi energy fo
the two-dimensional electron gas is written in the form«F

5p\2n/m* (n is the concentration of electrons~holes!!,
then, knowing the change in amplitude of the oscillatio
upon changes of the temperature and magnetic field, we
determine the unknown parametersm* , n, andtq . For ex-
ample, having constructed the dependence
ln(@Dr(T)/r(0)#@sinhc(T)/c(T)#) on (vCt)215(mH)21

~wherem is the mobility!, by fitting the experimental data t
a single straight line we can finda and then determinetq ,
and having constructed the dependence of ln(Dr(H)/r(0)) on
ln(c(H)/sinhc(H))2(pa/mH) and plotting all the experimen
tal data on a single straight line, we can findm* . The result-
ing value m* 50.16m0 apparently corresponds to heav
holes in the heterostructure under study. This value will
used in the calculations below.

The carrier concentrationpSdH found in an analysis of
the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations equals 1
31012 cm22. It is close to the valuepH51.3631012 cm22

obtained from measurements of the Hall coefficient.
The valuesm* and pH can be used to find the elast

scattering time from the electrical conductivity of the cha
nel, which gives a valuet50.147310212 s, and the mean
free path of the holes,l 5310 Å, and also the Fermi velocit
vF , mobility m, diffusion coefficientD, and Fermi energy
«F , by making use of the relations for a two-dimension
system: vF5(\/m)(2pp2)1/2, D5vF

2t/2, «F5p\2p2 /m.
The following values are obtained:vF52.113107 cm/s,
m51590 cm2/(V•s), D532.7 cm2/s, and«F520.35 meV.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE QUANTUM CORRECTIONS

In a two-dimensional system the contribution of t
weak localization effect to the temperature dependence o
conductivity is described by the relation17,22

DsT52
e2

2p2\ F3

2
ln

tw*

t
2

1

2
ln

tw

t G , ~2!

wheret is the elastic relaxation time of the electrons,tw
21

5tw0
2112ts

21 , (tw* )215tw0
2114/3tso

2112/3ts
21 , tw0 is the

phase relaxation time due to inelastic scattering proces
tso is the spin–orbit scattering time, andts is the time for
spin–spin scattering on magnetic impurities~in the object
studied here there is no spin–spin scattering, so the timts

can be neglected, and in that casetw0[tw). One can go
from the resistance to the quantum corrections to the con
tivity with the aid of the relation 2DsT(T)
5@R(T)Rh(Tmin)#

21, whereRh is the resistance per squa
of the two-dimensional system, andTmin is the temperature
at which the minimum of the functionR(T) is observed and
the contribution of the corrections is negligible.

In a two-dimensional system in a perpendicular ma
netic field the change of conductivity due to the weak loc
ization effect is described by the relation23

DsH
L 5

e2

2p2\ F3

2
f 2S 4eHDtw*

\c D 2
1

2
f 2S 4eHDtw

\c D G , ~3!
s
an

f

e

6

-

l

he

es,

c-

-
-

where f 2(x)5 ln(x)1c(1/211/x), c is the logarithmic de-
rivative of theG function, andD5(1/2)vF

2t is the electron
~hole! diffusion coefficient. The characteristic fieldH0

L

5\c/4eDtw corresponds to a change of the form of t
function f 2(x) from quadratic to logarithmic. For analysis o
the variation of the quantum correction in the magnetic fi
one can use the relation2DsH(H)5@R(H)2R(0)#
3@R(H)Rh(0)#21; here2DsH(H) reflects the change in
the magnetoresistance.

A computer fitting of the theoretical dependence~3!,
which contains two unknown fitting parameters,tw andtw* ,
to the experimental data for the magnetoresistance all
one to find the values oftw andtw* and thentso . This sort of
fitting has turned out to be the most successful when
additional term proportional toH2 is introduced. We assum
that this term reflects the contribution of a correction due
the hole–hole interaction in the Cooper channel and co
sponds to a repulsion between quasiparticles. Such a co
tion to the conductivity has been identified for Si0.64Ge0.36

heterostructures with a quantum channel.14 The expression
for the correction in the Cooper channel is given in Refs.
22, and 23:

DsH
C52

e2

2p2\
lH

Cw2~a!; a5
2eDH

pckT
, ~4!

wherelH
C is the coupling constant. The characteristic fie

H0
C5pckT/2eD corresponds to a change in the function

dependence ofw2(l) from quadratic to logarithmic. This
allows us to use the quadratic approximation forDsH

C at low
magnetic fields (H,H0

C).
Taking the Cooper correction into account at the low

temperatures and at low currents can explain the tempera
behavior of the maximum that arises on theDs(H) curve in
the weak localization effect under conditions when the el
tic scattering timetw is close to the spin–orbit scatterin
time tso . The magnetic fieldHmax corresponding to the
maximum is somewhat higher than the characteristic fi
H0

L and should increase weakly with increasing temperat
~as a consequence of the decrease oftw andtw* with increas-
ing T). The weak decrease ofHmax observed in this study
~see Fig. 1! is due to fact that the Cooper correction falls o
with increasing temperature as 1/T2. A rough estimate of the
coupling constantlH

C at the lowest temperature of the expe
ment and at low current is 0.023. It follows from the calc
lations that the temperature dependencetw(T) at T.3 K is
described by the relationtw.7.2T21310212 s. This is close
to the analogous temperature dependencetw56.6T21

310212 s for p-Si/Si12xGex /Si heterostructures with
x50.13 and 0.36.14 A dependence of the formtw}T21 cor-
responds to the manifestation of electron–electron~in the
present case hole–hole! scattering processes in disorder
two-dimensional systems.21,22 For the spin–orbit interaction
time an average value oftso51.36310212 s is obtained.

Figure 3 shows the values obtained fortw and tso as
functions of temperature. The deviation oftw from the rela-
tion tw57.2T21310212 s atT,3 K is apparently due to the
influence of spin effects. The positive magnetoresistance
the initial parts of theRh(H) curve ~Fig. 1! vanishes when
the inequalitytso,tw changes to the opposite,tso.tw . Us-
ing the values found for the diffusion coefficientD and for
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tw(T), we can estimate the characteristic fieldsH0
L andH0

C :
at a temperature of 1 K they are 0.05 and 0.34 kOe, respe
tively. At magnetic fields exceeding these values by one
two orders of magnitude, the quantum corrections practic
vanish, and the anomalous temperature dependence o
resistance vanishes accordingly.

We have satisfied ourselves that the values found
tw(T) andts0 give a completely realistic description of th
anomalous temperature dependence of the resistance o
sample~Fig. 2!. The values calculated according to Eq.~2!
for the localized correctionDsT

L are shown by the data point
in Fig. 2. The dashed curve reflects the assumed temper
variation of the ‘‘classical’’ resistance of the sample. It w
obtained by extrapolating the functional dependence of
resistance on temperature from the region considera
above the minimum of the resistance. It is seen in Fig. 2
a quantum correction due to the interaction in the Coo
channel is present in addition to the localization correctio

FIG. 3. Values of the dephasing timetw (d) and spin–orbit scattering time
tso (s) at different temperatures. The solid curve is a plot oftw57.2T21

310212 s.
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4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE
ELECTRON–PHONON SCATTERING TIME OF THE CHARGE
CARRIERS

The electron–phonon interaction timeteph can be found
with the aid of the electron overheating effect.24 Under con-
ditions of overheating the electron temperatureTe is elevated
with respect to the phonon temperatureTph under the influ-
ence of an electric field~current!, and the transfer of exces
energy from the electron to the phonon system is gover
by the timeteph. A necessary condition for realization of th
electron overheating effect is the unimpeded escape
phonons from the conducting layer into the surround
crystal. This requirement is clearly met in the sample stud
here.

A comparison of the change in amplitude of th
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations upon an increase in t
perature and an increase in current~Fig. 4! allows one to find
the value ofTe at each specified value of the current~the
arrows in Fig. 4!.

The timeteph can be calculated with the aid of the he
balance equation, which implies the relation25

~kTe!
25~kTph!

21
6

p2 ~eE!2Dteph. ~5!

The electric fieldE is easily found from the values of th
currentI and resistance per squareRh : E5IRh /a ~wherea
is the width of the conducting channel!. The temperature of
the crystal is used forTph. The values found forteph with the
use of Eq.~5! are referred to electron–phonon interacti
temperaturesTeph under conditions of electron overheatin
where to a first approximation the estimateTeph5(1/2)(Tph

1Te) is valid.15,26

The observed temperature dependence observed ofteph

has the formteph51.1T2
•1028 and is close to the analo

gous dependence for Si/Si0.7Ge0.3/Si heterostructures.15 A
dependenceteph

21}T2 is characteristic for two-dimensiona
electron systems27 and is realized at low temperatures und
conditions such that the wave momentum of the thermal p
non is sufficient to change the electron wave vector by
maximum amount 2kF .
FIG. 4. Variation of the amplitude of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations as a function of temperature~a! and current~b!.
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It should be noted that it remains unclear why the res
tance of the sample decreases so noticeably as the curre
increased at zero magnetic field~see Fig. 1b!: increasing the
current from 100 nA to 10mA leads to a decrease ofRh

from 3150V to 2850V. The resistance remains unchang
as the current is increased further. It is seen in Fig. 4 tha
a current of 10mA the value of the overheating of the ele
tron temperature is 3 K, which, according to Fig. 2, cor
sponds to a decrease of the resistance only to 3080V. A
probable cause of this disagreement might be the direc
fluence of the electric field on the quantum corrections.
note that the in-plane electric field in the two-dimension
structure was extremely small in these experiments, rang
from 0.066 V/cm at 100 nA to 0.65 V/cm at 10mA.

The influence of electric field on the quantum localiz
tion correction has been considered in a number of theo
cal papers.25,28–32 According to Refs. 25, 31, and 32,
change in the value of the localization correction under
influence of electric field occurs only as a result of a chan
in the electron temperature~or the electron drift velocity!.
The absence of a direct influence of the electric field on
localization correction has been established in experim
on films of gold33 and bismuth.34 However, as was shown in
Ref. 35, an electric field~with a strength of 10–30 V/cm!
decreases the quantum correction due to the electr
electron interaction considerably, as a result of a decreas
the coupling constantl. This decrease inl is caused by a
feature of the scattering in a two-dimensional electron s
tem. In this conceptual framework the observed decreas
the resistance of the sample with increasing current in z
field, which is greater than the expected decrease of the
sistance due to the electron overheating effect, is yet ano
indication of the presence of a contribution to the conduc
ity from the quantum correction due to the hole–hole int
action.

5. SPIN SPLITTING AND SPIN–ORBIT RELAXATION

Our analysis of the magnetoresistance curves of
Si0.2Ge0.8 quantum-well heterostructure has made it poss
to determine the value of the spin splittingD on the basis of
the value obtained for the spin–orbit scattering timetso .

The possibility of lifting the spin degeneracy in semico
ductor crystals was first shown by Dresselhaus.5 The cause of
the lifting of the spin degeneracy in crystals lacking a cen
of inversion~in structures of the zinc blende, wurtzite, et
types! is the asymmetric crystalline field. When the spin
orbit interaction is taken into account, the symmetry w
respect to time inversion is broken. The value of the s
splitting is proportional to the cube of the wave vector,k3

~the cubic Dresselhaus term!. In Refs. 36–38 it was shown
that the formation of a symmetric quantum well in such
crystal leads to additional lowering of its symmetry and to
additive contribution to the spin splitting which has a line
dependence onk ~the linear Dresselhaus term!. Another
cause of lifting of the spin degeneracy was pointed out
Rashba.6,39,40 In considering the properties of a two
dimensional electron gas, Rashba noticed that the appear
of an asymmetric quantum well in a crystal is due to t
presence of a perturbing potential that acts along the nor
to the plane of the two-dimensional gas and leads to lifting
-
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the spin degeneracy. Spin splitting of this nature has a lin
dependence on the magnitude of the wave vector~the linear
Rashba term!. We note that in the Si0.2Ge0.8 quantum-well
heterostructure under study the spin splitting is due to
Rashba mechanism, since germanium and silicon are
trosymmetric crystals.

The spin–orbit scattering of electrons on impurities
the main mechanism for relaxation of the spin state un
conditions where the spin degeneracy is lifted, for any ty
of spin splitting. Elliot41 considered the spin relaxatio
mechanism under conditions such that the spin splitting
greater than the elastic scattering energy (\/t,D) ~see also
Ref. 42!. There is a linear relation between the spin rela
ation rate and the elastic scattering rate. D’yakonov a
Perel’43 considered the case when the impurity scatter
energy is greater than the spin splitting (\/t.D). Scattering
leads to ‘‘randomization’’ of the spin states, and the sp
relaxation rate turns out to be proportional to the elastic s
tering time.

From the carrier kinetic characteristics found for the h
erostructure under study we can conclude that the m
mechanism of spin relaxation is the D’yakonov–Perel’ on
The value oft obtained by us means that the inequal
\/t.D holds up toD'4.8 meV. The spin–orbit relaxation
time tso can be used to determine the value of the spin sp
ting from the relation43

1

tso
'V0

2t, ~6!

where the precession frequencyV05D/2\. The value of the
spin splittingD calculated from Eq.~6! is 2.97 meV for the
heterostructure under study.

Our results show that heterostructures based on the
ovalent semiconductors Si and Ge can be of interest for
ating electronic devices with controllable spin transport.44

*E-mail: komnik@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!The sample was grown by the advanced Semiconductors Group, Un

sity of Warwick, Coventry, UK.
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Low-temperature thermal expansion of pure and inert-gas-doped fullerite C 60
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The low-temperature~2–24 K! thermal expansion of pure~single-crystal and polycrystalline! C60

and polycrystalline C60 intercalated with He, Ne, Ar, and Kr is investigated using a high-
resolution capacitance dilatometer. The investigation of the time dependence of the sample length
variationsDL(t) on heating byDT shows that the thermal expansion is determined by the
sum of positive and negative contributions, which have different relaxation times. The negative
thermal expansion usually prevails at helium temperatures. The positive expansion is
connected with the phonon thermalization of the system. The negative expansion is caused by
reorientation of the C60 molecules. It is assumed that the reorientation is of a quantum
character. The inert gas impurities affect the reorientation of the C60 molecules very strongly,
especially at liquid-helium temperatures. A temperature hysteresis of the thermal
expansion coefficient of Kr– and He–C60 solutions is revealed. The hysteresis is attributed to
orientational polymorphous transformation in these systems. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1542477#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Here we report the results obtained in a series of inv
tigations of the low-temperature~2–24 K! thermal expansion
of pure C60 and C60 doped with inert gases.

Earlier1,2 we detected a negative and very large coe
cient of linear thermal expansion of polycrystalline a
single-crystal C60 in the region of liquid-helium tempera
tures. This unusual effect has stimulated our further resea

One of the characteristic features of fullerite C60 is the
substantial influence of the orientational states of its m
ecules on the physical properties of the crystal. A molec
of fullerene C60 is shaped as a truncated icosahedron wh
surface forms 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons. The nonce
interaction between the globular molecules of C60 is much
weaker than the central one, and fullerene molecules s
reorientational motion over a wide temperature range.
condensation, fullerite C60 forms a face-centered cubic~fcc!
lattice. As is shown by experimental studies~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 3!, the rotation of molecules in this phase
weakly hindered. On decreasing the temperature to ab
260 K, a structural-orientational phase transition occurs i
3241063-777X/2003/29(4)/9/$24.00
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a low-temperature phase ofPa3 symmetry. This transition is
accompanied by partial orientational ordering of the rotat
axes of the C60 molecules. The almost free rotation of mo
ecules changes into rotation around the space diagonal^111&.
On a further decrease in temperature in thePa3 phase, the
rotational motion of the molecules around the^111& axes
slows down. NearT'90 K the rotation of molecules aroun
the ^111& axes is hindered almost entirely, and an orien
tional glass is formed.

Initially, our goal was to clear up the nature of the neg
tive thermal expansion of C60. In this context it was inter-
esting and important to find out how impurities could infl
ence this effect. It seemed natural to start with inert gase
impurities, which, being comparatively simple atoms, wou
hopefully facilitate the interpretation of the results. By intr
ducing different inert gases~He, Ne, Ar, and Kr! into the
fullerite lattice, we intended to find how the sizes of th
impurity atoms may influence the negative thermal exp
sion.

In the course of these investigations of C60 doped with
inert gases, new effects have been revealed, which ap
worthy of special and independent consideration.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The linear thermal expansion coefficient was measu
using a capacitive dilatometer4 with a resolution of 2
•1029 cm, specially modified for measuring fullerit
samples. The dilatometer was constructed so that all
ments capable of affecting the measured results on acc
of their own thermal expansion were in a bath of liquid h
lium at constant temperature. The scheme of the measu
cell of the dilatometer, the procedure for mounting t
sample in the dilatometer, and the measurement proce
have been described elsewhere.1,2 The thermal expansion o
fullerite C60 was measured by a step change technique,
scribed as follows. With the sample at a constant tempera
T1 , the temperature of the objective table~containing the
sample! was then changed to a temperatureT2 , which from
this moment was kept constant. Changes in temperature
sample length were registered once a minute and proce
by a computer in real time. When the temperature drift of
sample was no more than 0.01 K in 10 minutes, we de
mined the change of its length due to the change in temp
ture fromT1 to T2 . During the measurements the steps fro
T1 to T2 were 0.1–1 K, depending on the temperature ran

The change in the sample length was determined du
both a temperature increase and decrease. The linear the
expansion coefficienta was obtained by differentiation with
respect toT of the temperature dependence of the relat
elongationDL/L of the samples.

The low-temperature thermal expansion of C60 fullerite
should be isotropic because it has a cubic lattice. Thus
principle, both single-crystal and polycrystalline C60 can be
used in studies of the thermal expansion.

Our polycrystalline samples were produced by compa
ing C60 powder under a pressure of 0.1 GPa. The stres
thus induced could affect the results of the subsequent dil
metric measurement. Gas molecules adsorbed at g
boundaries could also influence the results. In order to as
tain the presence of such effects, we also investigated C60 in
the form of a single crystal. In the preparation of the ine
gas–C60 sample the single crystal was not subjected to
compression and mechanical treatment as in the polycry
line samples.

Four samples of pure C60 were used—three polycrysta
@C60(I!,C60(III !,C60(IV) #, and one single crystal@C60(II) #.
In the subsequent experiments the samples C60(III) and
C60(IV) were saturated with inert gases. Information p
taining to the pure C60 samples is given below.

C60„I …. The sublimated C60 powder for sample prepara
tion was supplied by Term USA, Berkeley, CA, and had
nominal purity of better than 99.98%. No traces of solve
were found by Raman analysis within its accuracy~0.1% by
mass!. The room temperature powder x-ray diffraction pa
tern of the material displayed sharp peaks from the fcc st
ture (a514.13 Å). In an atmosphere of dry argon the C60

powder was loaded in a small piston-cylinder device used
the sample preparation. After subsequent compacting of
powder at about 0.1 GPa, the sample~pellet 6 mm in diam-
eter and about 2.4 mm in height, with grain sizes of 0.1–
mm! was immediately transferred into a glass tube and d
under dynamic vacuum of 1026 Torr for about 16 hours. The
compacting procedure was done in air and did not excee
d
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minutes. Finally, the sample was sealed in a vacuum
1026, shielded from light, and kept in that state for 3 mont
until the beginning of the dilatometric measurements.

C60„II …. A very large C60 single crystal~'6.534.333.1
mm! was obtained from Dr. M. Haluska, Vienna. This crys
was grown by the sublimation method in an ampoule un
vacuum from Hoechst ‘‘Super Gold Grade’’ C60. The crystal
was never exposed to air or oxygen after growth was co
pleted, and it was transferred from its growth tube wh
under Ar, into a glass ampoule, which was then evacua
before sealing.

C60„III …. The sample was a cylinder 9 mm high and
mm in diameter. The sample characteristics and the prep
tion conditions are similar to those for the sample C60(I).

C60„IV …. The C60 powder was supplied by the SES r
search company and had a nominal purity of 99.99%. T
conditions of compacting for the sample C60(IV) were simi-
lar to those for the sample C60(I). The sample was 6.5 mm
in height and 10 mm in diameter. The average grain size
0.1 mm. The powder and the sample prepared were kep
the air. Immediately prior to measurement of the therm
expansion, the sample was evacuated dynamically for
days.

It is important to note that all of our fullerite sample
had a purity better than 99.98%.

The procedure for mounting the samples in the dilato
eter were as follows. Prior to sample mounting, the gl
ampoule containing the sample was opened in an argon
mosphere at with an overpressure of around 200 Torr. Du
the process of mounting the sample in the measuring ce
the dilatometer, the sample was exposed to the air for
more than 20 minutes and then was evacuated. During
measurements the vacuum in the dilatometer cell was m
tained at a level of 1026 Torr. The measurement procedu
was the same for all samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Pure C60

The typical time dependence of the change in the60

sample lengthDL after a fast increase in the temperature

FIG. 1. The characteristic time dependence of the sample length varia
DL(t) on heating byDT.
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the objective table~with the sample! by DT is shown in Fig.
1. At each temperature the sign of the total thermal exp
sion is determined by two competing mechanisms resp
sible for expansion and contraction of the sample.

The temperature dependence of the thermal expan
coefficient for the four pure C60 samples is shown in Fig. 2
In the same figure the open circles show the linear expan
coefficients measured dilatometrically by Gugenber
et al.5 on single-crystal C60. Note that until the studies re
ported here, the thermal expansion of C60 had not been in-
vestigated below 5 K.

Above 7 K the results obtained are all in good agre
ment. However, considerable discordance is observed fo
different samples in the region of liquid-helium temper
tures. In this region the thermal expansion coefficient
samples I, II, and III have unusually high negative values
such low temperatures, while, that of sample IV, in contra
always has a positive value. The discrepancy in thea values
for different samples will be discussed in the next Secti
Here we shall attempt to explain the nontrivial effect
negative thermal expansion of C60.

A possible mechanism responsible for the negative th
mal expansion of fullerite C60 might be rotational tunneling
of molecules. Sheard6 was the first to call attention to the fac
that rotational tunneling of molecules can lead to a nega
thermal expansion. This problem was considered in de
by Freiman7 as applied to the thermal expansion of so
methane.

The large moment of inertia of the C60 molecule is a
strong objection to the assumption of a rotational tunnel
mechanism as producing the negative thermal expansion
efficient of C60 fullerite below liquid-helium temperatures. I
the orientational glass, which evolves in the fullerite belo
90 K, the potential barriersUf impeding rotation of the mol-
ecules can vary over wide limits. The tunneling rotation c
be performed only by those molecules for which theUf

barriers are quite low. C60 molecules that experience suc
barriers are referred to as defects. If theUf barriers grow
upon a decrease in the crystal volume, the tunneling rota
leads to a negative thermal expansion of the crystal.6,7

In the case of tunneling rotation the absolute values

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficie
pure fullerite C60 : 1—C60 (I); 2—C60 (II); 3—C60 (III); 4—C60 (IV);
s—Gugenbergeret al., Phys. Rev. Lett.~1992!.
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the Grüneisen coefficient can be very high.2,8 In Fig. 3 ~Ref.
2! the temperature dependence of the Gru¨neisen coefficient is
shown for the samples C60(I) and C60(II).

It should be noted here that the Gru¨neisen coefficients
for the phonon and libron spectra of molecular crystals
usually of the order of one.9 The unusually large negativ
values ofg testify in favor of the assumption of the tunnelin
nature of the negative thermal expansion of fullerite C60.

The different factors that might cause the negative th
mal expansion of fullerite C60 were analyzed in Refs. 10 an
11. Since the C60 molecules have fivefold symmetry axe
they cannot be entirely orientationally ordered; hence, c
tain defects are inevitable at low temperatures. The nega
thermal expansion was explained qualitatively11 by assuming
the coexistence of different orientational domains in t
simple cubic lattice of C60. The potential relief is much
smoother in the interdomain space~domain walls! than in-
side the domains, and theUf barriers impeding rotation o
the molecules are noticeably lower in the domain walls. A
result, the molecules in the domain walls~unlike those inside
the domains! can overcome the barriers through tunneli
down to much lower temperatures.

3.2. C60 doped with Ar and Ne

We investigated the thermal expansion coefficienta of
C60(III) samples doped with Ar and Ne.12,13The penetration
of gas atoms into the fullerite lattice was expected to cha
the Uf barriers and hence effect rotation of the neighbor
C60 molecules. The impurity atoms could thus influence t
probability of rotational tunneling of these molecules and
tunneling-induced contribution to the thermal expansion
theUf barrier height and~or! width increase, the total nega
tive thermal expansion*adT should decrease and shift to
wards lower temperatures. Recall that in the low-tempera
phase each C60 molecule is associated with two tetrahedr
and one octahedral interstitial cavities, whose average lin
dimensions are about 2.2 and 4.2 Å, respectively.14,15 Ac-
cording to x-ray and neutron diffraction data,16–19the Ne and
Ar atoms, with gas-kinetic diameters 2.788 and 3.405 Å20

respectively, occupy only the octahedral cavities.
The C60(III) sample was doped with neon and argon

room temperature under atmospheric pressure. The do
lasted for 340 hours for neon and 460 hours for argon.

of

FIG. 3. Grüneisen parameter of fullerite C60 .
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these experiments we did not measure the Ne and Ar c
centrations in the fullerite. According to Ref. 16, on C60 satu-
ration with Ne at room temperature under atmospheric p
sure, the Ne concentration in C60 reaches 20 mole%.

Figure 4 shows the measured thermal expansion co
cients of fullerite before doping~curve 1! and after doping
with neon~curve 2! and argon~curve 3!. It is seen that the
doping has strongly affected the thermal expansion of C60:
the introduction of the doping gas has reduced the posi
coefficient considerably and has strongly suppressed the
fect of negative thermal expansion and shifted it towa
lower temperatures. To explain the effects observed, it se
natural to assume that the impurity atoms impede rotation
the C60 molecules and thus enhance the noncentral for
acting upon the C60 molecules. With the noncentral force
enhanced, the libration frequenciesv i of the C60 molecules
should increase, and atT,\v i /k the contribution of libra-
tional excitations to the heat capacity and thermal expan
of the crystal should decrease. AtT.6 K the tunneling ef-
fects are no longer important. In this temperature range
translational lattice vibrations and the molecule librations
responsible for the thermal expansion. In Refs. 21 and 22
librational excitation contribution to the heat capacity of C60

was described using two libration frequencies with energ
equivalent to 30 and 58 K. Thus, the inequalityT,\v i /k
holds for the temperature interval 5–12 K, and the assu
tion of a decrease in the librational excitation contribution
the thermal expansion at these temperatures seems to b
sonable. As the noncentral forces increase, theUf barriers
impeding rotation of the molecules become higher. This
minishes the probability of rotational C60 tunneling and the
tunneling splitting of the energy levels. As a result, the ne
tive thermal expansion decreases, and the region of tu
effects shifts towards lower temperatures.

We should remember that the librational excitation co
tribution is made by all C60 molecules, while the negativ
contribution is made only by the molecules which we c
‘‘defects.’’

An interesting feature was exhibited by the linear th
mal expansion coefficient of Ne- and Ar-doped C60 ~see Fig.
4!. At 6–12 K thea(T) values practically coincide for Ar-
and Ne-saturated samples. Let us assume that doping wi
and Ne increases the libration frequencies of the C60 mol-
ecules to such an extent that the contribution of libratio
excitations to the thermal expansion is negligible up to 12

FIG. 4. Linear thermal expansion coefficients: pure fullerite~1!, fullerite
doped with neon~2!, fullerite doped with argon~3!.
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Besides, it is natural to expect that the Ar and Ne impurit
have negligible effect on the translational vibration of t
lattice and their contribution to the thermal expansion. If th
is correct, the thermal expansions of the Ne–C60 and Ar–C60

solutions and the contribution of the translational vibratio
to the thermal expansion of pure C60 should coincide in the
6–12 K region, where the contributions of librational exc
tations and tunneling toa(T) are not observable. We tried t
describe the contribution of translational vibrations as

Da trans5gC~T/QD!/BV, ~1!

whereg is the Grüneisen coefficient,V is the molar volume
of C60, B is the bulk modulus of C60, C(T/QD) is the Debye
heat capacity, andQD is the Debye temperature of C60. The
calculation was done usingV5416.7 cm3/mole ~Ref. 23!
and B510.3 GPa.24 QD and g were fitting parameters
Da trans can be described well by the above expression~1!
taking g52.68 andQD554 K. The fitting parameterg is
close to the corresponding values for rare-gas solids.20 The
published data forQD of C60 show a large scatter. Analysi
of the temperature-heat-capacity dependences yieldsQD

537,22 50,25,26 60,27 80,28 and 188 K.29 A value QD

5100 K was obtained in studies30 of elastic properties on
single-crystal C60. Even if we disregard the too-high value
Q05188 K29 and QD5100 K, where the error is quite
appreciable,30 the scatter ofQD values is still wide. The De-
bye temperatures obtained by the calorimetric method
highly sensitive to the impurities present in fullerite and t
technique employed to separate the contributions to the
capacity. TheQD results calculated from ultrasound veloc
ties are more reliable, since they are mainly determined
the translational vibrations of the lattice and are not ve
sensitive to impurities. The ultrasound data for single-crys
C60 at T5300 K give QD566 K.31 In Ref. 23 previously
published data on ultrasound velocities of polycrystalline C60

were analyzed and extrapolated to low temperatures.
Debye temperature thus calculated atT50 is 55.4 K, which
is very close to our result.

The above consideration suggests that ourg andQD are
quite realistic and thus strengthens the assumption
curves2 and3 in Fig. 4 describe the contribution of transla
tional vibrations to the thermal expansion coefficient of pu
C60. Proceeding from this assumption, we can take the
ference between curve1 and curves2, 3 ~Fig. 4! at 6–12 K
as the contribution of librational excitationsDa lib to the ther-
mal expansion coefficient of pure C60; Da lib is well de-
scribed by the Einstein term with the characteristic Einst
temperatureQE539 K. This value does not conflict with th
above results.22 Note that the idea of the impeding effect o
the impurity gas molecules upon the rotational motion of
C60 molecules was put forward earlier in Ref. 32. The idea
supported by the fact that at low temperatures (T515 K) the
lattice parameter of a saturated ArxC60 solution is 0.006 Å
smaller than that of pure fullerite.18

To obtain more information, we studied how the therm
expansion coefficient changed when the doping atoms w
removed from the sample. For this purpose, the measu
cell with the sample was warmed to room temperature
evacuated to 1•1023 Torr. The gas evacuation at room tem
perature lasted for 3 days. The thermal expansion was
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measured at low temperatures. The results are shown in
5 ~curve3!. It is seen that the thermal expansion coefficie
changes only slightly above 5 K, but below 3.5 K the neg
tive thermal expansion now again has the minimum typi
for undoped C60. The measuring cell with the sample wa
warmed again to room temperature, and gas evacuation
continued for 42 days. The thermal expansion coefficie
measured thereafter are shown in Fig. 5~curve4!. Note that
after evacuation of argon for a total of 45 days the ‘‘hig
temperature’’ part of the thermal expansion coefficient w
restored completely. The negative thermal expansion in
range 2.5–5 K was, however, still different from the val
for the initial pure sample. Similar experiments were done
a sample saturated with neon. After a 45 days’ exposur
the sample to room temperature and vacuum, the results
tained before and after doping coincided in the whole te
perature interval. We can thus conclude that the C60 sample
was completely free of neon. A desaturation of this durat
was not sufficient to remove all argon from the sample.

The changes ina(T) after removal of argon from the
sample may be explained as follows. The molecules
called ‘‘defects’’ in Sec. 3.1 become permanently displac
with respect to the lattice sites. As a result, the octahe
voids surrounding such molecules are not identical, and
potential wells that they form for the impurity are differen
too—deeper or shallower than the octahedral potential w
adjacent to most of the C60 molecules. At the initial stage o
evacuation, the Ar atoms first leave the shallow poten
wells near the defects, and this causes faster changes i
negative part ofa(T). The removal of the Ar atoms from th
deeper wells proceeds more slowly than in most of the c
tal volume. That is why at the completing stage, the posit
part of a(T) is restored faster atT.5 K.

This consideration leads us to assume that the dist
tions in the behavior ofa(T) for different pure C60 samples
~see Fig. 2! can be attributed to different amounts of ‘‘re
sidual’’ impurity, particles of which are still present in th
deep potential wells near the defects. The negative ther
expansion should therefore be particularly sensitive to
pre-history of the sample.

We believe that the absence of the negative contribu
to the thermal expansion for pure C60 ~sample IV! down to 2
K is connected with saturation of the sample with air gas

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficients:
fullerite ~1!, Ar-doped fullerite~2!; fullerite after evacuation of Ar for 3~3!
and for 45~4! days.
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The results of the TGA analysis are also evidence that ap
ciable amounts of gas are present in sample.

3.3. C60 doped with Kr and He

It was noted above that on doping with Ar the mol
volume of C60 decreased atT,60 K.18 Like Ar atoms, the
introduced Ne atoms occupy only octahedral interstitial p
sitions, but their gas-kinetic diameter is smaller. It is natu
to assume that at low temperatures the doping with Ne a
leads to a decrease in the average distance between th60

molecules in the lattice. The above discussion agrees w
the conclusion that Ar and Ne impurities impede the ro
tional motion of C60 molecules.

Our next goal was to investigate how impurities th
increase the volume of fullerite affect its thermal expansi
The impurities chosen were Kr and He. When admixed,
Kr atoms occupy the octahedral interstitial cavities, and
cause of the rather large gas-kinetic diameter of Kr atoms
volume of the solid C60 increases.18 When He impurity is
added,33 the volume of C60 increases presumably because t
He atoms occupy not only the octahedral interstitial cavit
but the much smaller tetrahedral ones as well.32,33

3.3.1.C60–Kr . The C60(IV) powder was saturated with
Kr at T5500 °C and a Kr pressure of 170–200 MPa for
hours. The Kr concentration was found from a thermal gra
metric analysis18 to be 60 mole%. The compaction of th
powder, the procedure of mounting the sample in
dilatometer, and the measurement procedure were simila
those applied to C60(I).

The thermal expansion of C60 doped with Kr was mea-
sured in six experimental runs. The temperature depende
of the thermal expansion coefficienta(T) is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The measurement was made on heating~solid circles
and triangles! and cooling~open squares and the smooth
solid curve! of the sample. Note two important features
the behavior of the thermal expansion coefficient.

First, there is a hysteresis of the temperature depende
a(T). Let us recall thata(T) hysteresis was not observe
for pure C60 and C60 doped with small amounts of Ne and A
The results obtained in different measurement runs on
sample being cooled down from the highest measurem
temperature~24 K! exhibit good agreement. The deviatio
from the smoothed curve is not large. However, the agr

ure
FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficien
Kr-doped fullerite.
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ment is much worse for the sample being heated from liqu
helium temperatures. The scatter in the data is quite ap
ciable even within one measurement run. To avoid ex
complexity of Fig. 6, the results of only two measureme
made on heating the sample are shown in the figure.
emphasize, however, that in all the cases thea values mea-
sured on cooling are higher than thea values obtained on
heating and exceed the thermal expansion coefficient of
initial C60(IV) sample atT.10 K. The excess increase
with temperature and reaches 15% atT522 K. Another im-
portant point should be noted. To change froma measured
on cooling toa measured on heating at the lowest expe
mental temperature~2 K!, we had to keep the sample atT
'2 K for no less than three hours. Let us detail the pro
dure as an example. On cooling the sample down from 2
we reachT52.4 K and start measuring the thermal expa
sion on heating. The values of the first two measurements
close to the results of extrapolation from thea(T) depen-
dence for the cooling case followinga(T);T3. On the sub-
sequent measurement the thermal expansion coeffic
changed abruptly to the value indicated by the vertical arr
in Fig. 6.

Now we discuss the other feature in the temperature
pendence of the thermal expansion coefficient for
Kr–C60(IV) solution. Thea values obtained on heating th
sample in the region of liquid-helium temperatures beco
negative. Their absolute values are several times higher
those for the pure C60(I), C60(II), and C60(III) samples and
for C60(III) doped with Ne and Ar. It is interesting that th
C60(IV) sample itself~we used it for doping with Kr! has no
negative thermal expansion in the whole temperature inte
~2–24 K!.

No negative contribution to the thermal expansion w
detected on cooling the C60(IV) 1Kr sample from the high-
est temperature~24 K! to 2 K. However, if the sample wa
previously kept atT52 K over three hours and then cycle
in the interval 2–5 K, noa(T) hysteresis was observed. Th
negative contribution to the thermal expansion exists both
cooling and on heating. Let us analyze the behavior of
negative contribution to the thermal expansion of the sam
The characteristic time dependence of the sample len

FIG. 7. The relation between negative and positive contributions to
thermal expansion of Kr-doped C60 .
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variationsDL(t) on heating byDT is shown in Fig. 1. We
describe this dependence as:

DL~ t !5A@12exp~2t/t1!1B@exp~2t/t2!21#, ~2!

where the first term describes the positive contribution a
the second term stands for the negative one;A andB are the
absolute values of the corresponding contributions att→`;
t1 and t2 are the characteristic relaxation times for the
contributions.

The B/A value is the ratio between the negative a
positive contributions to the thermal expansion. The av
aged temperature dependence of theB/A ratio calculated
from the data obtained on heating the sample is shown
Fig. 7. The negative contribution prevails at liquid-heliu
temperatures and remains significant up to 20 K.

The temperature dependences of the relaxation timet1

andt2 are illustrated in Fig. 8. Thet1 values were calculated
on both heating~n! and cooling~3! of the sample.

We propose the following explanation of the featur
observed in the thermal expansion of the Kr–C60 solution.
The hysteresis and the jumplike change in the thermal
pansion coefficient of C60 doped with Kr show evidence tha
this orientational glass undergoes polymorphous transfor
tion, and two orientationally disordered phases coexist in
interval 2–24 K. The phenomenon of polymorphism h
been known for the case of structural glasses, though it is
completely clear yet. For orientational glasses it seems to
found here for the first time. Below we use the term ‘‘pol
morphism,’’ which was introduced in analogy with polymo
phism in34 and then was reintroduced by others.35 Note that
when the sample is heated from 2 to 24 K and cooled ag
to 2 K, its volume decreases byDV50.017% because of the
thermal expansion hysteresis.DV can be treated as the lowe
limit for the difference between the molar volumes of t
glasses mentioned.

For the future we are planning more detailed investig
tions of polymorphism in this type of orientational glasse

At the lowest temperatures of the experiment, the gl
with the larger molar volume is more advantageous therm
dynamically. The thermal expansion of this glass is de
mined by two contributions~see Fig. 1.! The lattice excita-
tions ~phonons and librons! make a positive contribution to
the thermal expansion, while the molecular reorientatio

e

FIG. 8. Characteristic relaxation times of positivet1 ~n,3! and negativet2

~m! contributions to the thermal expansion of Kr-doped C60 .
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contribute negatively. Earlier, we attributed the negative th
mal expansion of pure C60 to the tunnel reorientation of its
molecules. The Kr atoms occupying the octahedral inter
tial sites of C60 increase the volume of the crystal and t
degree of disordering in it. This should suppress the barr
impeding the rotation and increase the probability of ro
tional tunneling. As a result, we can expect that the nega
contribution to the thermal expansion would increase and
temperature interval in which this contribution exists wou
become wider. This is what we observe experimentally.

It is interesting that the difference between thea(T)
curves taken on heating and cooling~Fig. 6! coincides,
within the experimental error, with the value of the negat
contribution to the thermal expansion. Thus the contributio
of the lattice excitations to the thermal expansion of the t
types of glasses are practically equal. The difference in
thermal expansion of these glasses is due to the process
molecular reorientation by C60.

The increase in the molar volume of C60 on its doping
with Kr should suppress to some extent the frequencie
translational and orientational vibrations of the C60 lattice.
As a result, the contribution of the lattice excitations to t
thermal expansion of C60 should be larger in the temperatu
interval studied. We believe that this is the reason why
thermal expansion coefficient measured on cooling
C60(IV) 1Kr exceeds that of the initial C60(IV) sample.

The relaxation timest1 and t2 introduced in Eq.~2!
describe the equalizing of the temperature over the sam
~thermalization! and the orientational relaxation, respe
tively. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the process of orientatio
relaxation is slower. Commonly, in thermally activated pr
cessest2 does not increase with temperature. This is anot
argument in favor of tunnel reorientation in a portion of t
C60 molecules.

3.3.2.C60–He. The starting sample was C60(III). It was
previously used in different experiments and was theref
saturated with Ar, Ne, and D2. Employing prolonged evacu
ation of the sample at room temperature, we succeede
removing Ar and Ne nearly completely. The return of t
thermal expansion coefficients of the previously dop
sample to the values of pure C60(III) was taken as an indi-
cation that desaturation was completed. As to D2 , keeping
C60– D2 in vacuum at room temperature for 180 days was
sufficient to remove all dissolved gas, and we had to prolo
the procedure for 48 hours more atT5250 °C. But even
after this vacuum exposure the desaturation was not c
plete. The thermal expansion of the sample was still posi
at liquid-helium temperature. In the investigated interval
temperatures the thermal expansion of this sample practic
coincided with that of C60(IV), and no hysteresis was de
tected. To saturate it with He, the sample was kept in
dilatometric cell for 24 hours at room temperature unde
He pressure of 1 atm. The dilatometric cell was then coo
for 7 hours toT54.2 K. During cooling the He pressur
decreased in the closed volume of the dilatometer,
helium was added at 112 and 45 K to restore the pressu
1 atm.

At 4.2 K the He gas was evacuated from the dilatome
and during measurement of the thermal expansion
C60– He sample was kept in vacuum. No indications of t
r-
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sample desaturation were observed during the dilatome
measurements.

The temperature dependence of the linear expansion
efficient of C601He is shown in Fig. 9 for the heating~solid
triangles! and cooling ~open triangles! conditions. Along
with C60(IV) 1Kr, the thermal expansion of C601He has
some peculiarities, such as~a! the hysteresis,~b! the negative
contribution to the thermal expansion observed on heat
and~c! the a values measured on cooling, which exceed
coefficients for the initial C60 sample. In contrast to
C60(IV) 1Kr, for C601He the hysteresis is smaller in mag
nitude and appears only if the temperature range consid
lies above 5 K. The negative contribution to the therm
expansion of C601He is always smaller in absolute valu
than the positive one. The heating of the sample to the h
est temperature~20 K! and the subsequent cooling to 2
lead to a 4.6•1023% decrease in the volume of the samp
For C60(IV) 1Kr the decrease is 17•1023%.

Next the C601He sample was partially desaturated. T
do this, the sample was heated to 250 K for 11 hours dur
continuous dynamic evacuation and then cooled to 4.2 K
7 hours. The thermal expansion coefficients of C601He mea-
sured after the partial desaturation are shown in Fig.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficien
He-doped fullerite.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficien
He-doped fullerite after partial desaturation.
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~solid circles for heating and open circles for cooling!. After
the partial desaturation, the hysteresis became narrower
the relative change in the volume caused by heating
sample to 23 K and subsequent cooling to 2 K decreased to
3.2•1023%.

The temperature dependence of the absolute value o
ratio between the negative and positive contributions to
thermal expansion coefficient measured on heating
sample is shown in Fig. 11. As might be expected, after
partial desaturation the negative contribution, i.e., the con
bution made by reorientation of the C60 molecules, become
weaker.

The temperature dependences of the relaxation time
the positive (t1) and negative (t2) contributions to the ther-
mal expansion of C60 doped with He are shown in Fig. 12.
is seen that the partial desaturation does not have much
fluence ont1 andt2 . We have found no qualitative distinc
tions between the temperature dependences of the relax
times of the C601He and C60(IV) 1Kr solutions. At
T.12 K the orientational relaxation timest2 are larger for
C601He than for C60(IV) 1Kr.

FIG. 11. The ratio between the absolute values of the negative and po
contributions to the thermal expansion of C60 doped with He: before partia
desaturation~m!; after partial desaturation~d!.

FIG. 12. Characteristic relaxation timest of the thermal expansion of C60

1He: t1 ~n,3!, t2 ~m!—before partial desaturation;t1 ~s!, t2 ~d!—after
partial desaturation.
nd
e

he
e
e
e
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The detected features of the thermal expansion of ful
ite C60 doped with helium can be explained in the framewo
of the model that we proposed for C601Kr.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The low-temperature thermal expansion of the orien
tional glass of pure C60 and C60 doped with inert gases is
determined by the sum of positive and negative contri
tions. The analysis of their magnitudes, temperature dep
dences, and the related relaxation times has permitted u
assume that the positive contribution is made by the lat
excitations~phonons and librational excitations!, while the
negative contribution results from tunneling reorientation
a portion of the C60 molecules.

The implantation of Ar and Ne impurities decreasing t
molar volume of fullerite enhances the noncentral interact
between the C60 molecules. The change caused by the imp
rities in the thermal expansion of C60 was interpreted as evi
dence of lower probability of rotational tunneling and high
libration frequency of the C60 molecules in the fullerite lat-
tice.

The implantation of Kr and He impurities, increasing th
molar volume of C60, makes the noncentral interaction b
tween the C60 molecules weaker. This generates two effec
First, the probability of rotational tunneling of the C60 mol-
ecules becomes higher; hence, the contribution of rotatio
tunneling to thermal expansion increases and the tempera
interval in which this contribution exists becomes wide
Second, there is hysteresis of the thermal expansion of do
fullerite. The hysteresis may be due to the formation a
mutual conversion of two phases of this orientational gla
this permits us to extend the phenomenon of polymorph
to orientational glasses as well.

*E-mail: aalex@ilt.kharkov.ua
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Dispersion relations for cubic crystals with noncentral interactions. Cryocrystals
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A study is made of how the presence of noncentral interactions of molecules with their nearest
and next-nearest neighbors in crystals with cubic symmetry affects the dispersion relations.
For certain directions in simple cubic~sc! and body-centered cubic~bcc! crystals with nearest-
neighbor interactions the vibrational frequency depends only on the value of the noncentral
interaction. A relatively small noncentral interaction has an important influence on the dynamic
characteristics of a face-centered cubic~fcc! crystal. Quantitative estimates are made for
cryocrystals with bcc and fcc lattices. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Many properties of substances with short-range inter
tions between their particles can be estimated to a suffic
degree of accuracy by taking into account the interact
with the second coordination sphere. The majority of sim
molecular crystals fall into this category. Many of their cry
tals have cubic symmetry; this is characteristic, in particu
for the various phases of cryocrystals.

Dispersion relations for crystals of cubic symmetry w
allowance for the central interaction of particles with t
nearest and next-nearest neighbors in the crystal lattice w
established in Refs. 1 and 2. It was shown that a numbe
the fundamental features of the dispersion relations in sim
cubic ~sc! and body-centered cubic~bcc! lattices can be de
termined by taking into account the central interaction w
next-nearest neighbors. For example, in a number of di
tions the frequency of transverse oscillations depends o
on the value of the interaction with next-nearest neighbo
Furthermore, when only the interaction with nearest nei
bors is taken into account in sc and bcc lattices, the long
dinal and transverse vibrational branches coincide, so
thing that has never been observed in experiment. Taking
interaction with next-nearest neighbors into account remo
this coincidence. For many molecular crystals, even the s
plest ones, noncentral interactions have a very substa
influence on the behavior of many lattice characteristics.3

The goal of this study was to investigate the influence
noncentral interactions of particles with nearest and ne
nearest neighbors in the lattice on the dynamic propertie
crystals of cubic symmetry.

SIMPLE CUBIC LATTICE

Consider a simple cubic lattice. Many substances h
unit cells of the sc type. Such substances include TlBr,
NH4Cl, CuPd, and one of the phases of C60. The matrices of
force constants of the interactions with the nearest and n
nearest neighbors of the sc lattice4 have the form
3331063-777X/2003/29(4)/7/$24.00
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F ik~a~1,0,0!!52S a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 b
D ,

~1!

F ik~a~1,1,0!!52S b8 g8 0

g8 b8 0

0 0 a8
D .

Herea is the lattice constant,a(1,0,0) is the radius vector o
one of the nearest neighbors, anda(1,1,0) is the radius vec
tor of the one of the next-nearest neighbors. The remain
force-constant matrices are obtained from those given ab
by a transformation of the groupOh ~Ref. 4!. In the case of
a central interaction one hasb50, b85g8, and a850
~Ref. 4!.

In this paper we consider an interaction to be noncen
if its force constants differ from those for a central intera
tion. For example, let us give expressions for the force c
stants of the sc lattice if the interaction between atoms
described by an isotropic pair potentialf (r, r 8)5 f (ur
2r 8u). In that case

F ik52 f 9~ l !
xixk

l 2 1 f 8~ l !
xixR

l 3 2
f 8~ l !

l
d ik , ~2!

wherexi andxk are the components of the radius vector of
atom in equilibrium, andl is the distance between neighbor
In the case of a central interaction one hasf 8( l )50.

To illustrate the influence of a noncentral interaction
the dynamic properties of the sc lattice, let us give and a
lyze the dispersion relations for the high-symmetry dire
tions of the sc crystal.

1. Along the directionk5k(1,0,0) the dispersion rela
tions are described by the expressions

mv l
252a~12cosak!18b8~12cosak!,

~3!
mv t

252b~12cosak!14a8~12cosak!

14b8~12cosak!.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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Herev is the angular frequency of the oscillations,k is the
wave vector, andm is the mass of an atom. The subscriptl
and t correspond to longitudinal and transverse oscillatio
respectively. It is seen from the above expressions that in
case of only a nearest-neighbor interaction it is necessar
take the noncentral interaction between atoms into acco
since otherwisev t[0 and the lattice is unstable. It is clea
that in the case of a weak noncentral interaction with nea
neighbors stability of the sc lattice is brought about by
interaction with remote neighbors.

2. In the directionk5k(1,1,0) the dispersion relatio
has the form

mv l
252a~12cosak!12b~12cosak!

12b8~322 cosak2cos 2ak!14a8~12cosak!

14g8~12cos 2ak!, ~4!

mv t1
2 5~2a12b!~12cosak!12b8~322 cosak

2cos 2ak!14a8~12cosak!

22g8~12cos 2ak!,

mv t2
2 54b~12cosak!18b8~12cosak!.

In analogy with the directionk5k(1,0,0), one of the fre-
quencies of transverse oscillations is independent of
value of the central interaction with nearest neighbors
should be noted that a difference of the longitudinal a
transverse branches of oscillations arises only when the
teraction with non-nearest neighbors is taken into accou

3. For the directionk5k(1,1,1) the dispersion curve
are described by the expressions

mv l
25~2a14b!~12cosak!1~4b814g8!

3~12cos 2ak!12a8~12cos 2ak!,
~5!

mv t
25~2a14b!~12cosak!1~2g822a8!

3~12cos 2ak!.

We see that in order for all three branches not to coincide
is necessary to take into account the interaction with ne
nearest neighbors. In the sc lattice there are twice as m
next-nearest as nearest neighbors, and the distance t
next-nearest neighbors is larger than the distance to ne
neighbors by a factor of&.

The experimental study of dispersion relations is rat
complicated. However, in recent years some new experim
tal data on the elastic constants of cubic crystals have
peared~see, e.g., Refs. 5 and 6! which can also yield infor-
mation about the noncentral interaction between atoms
molecules.

The elastic constants can be expressed in terms of
force constants as

c115
a

a
1

4b8

a
, c125

4g8

a
2

b

a
2

2b8

a
2

2a8

a
,

,
he
to

nt,

st
e

e
It
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n-
.
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r
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c445
b

a
1

2b8

a
1

2a8

a
. ~6!

If the noncentral interaction with next-nearest neighbo
which is known to be small, is set equal to zero (b50, b8
5g8), one can use the system of equations~6! with the
experimental data on the elastic constants to determine
values of the three force constantsa, b, andb8.

Thus the noncentral interaction of nearest neighbors
termines the stability of the sc crystal lattice. For certa
crystallographic directions this type of interaction leads to
nonzero dispersion curve corresponding to one of the tra
verse acoustic modes. If the non-central interaction of ne
est neighbors is small, then for stability of the sc lattice it
necessary to take the interaction with non-nearest neigh
into account. Moreover, inclusion of the interaction wi
next-nearest neighbors removes the coincidence of the
gitudinal branch of oscillations with the transverse branch

BODY-CENTERED CUBIC LATTICE

The bcc lattice is found in a large number of crysta
e.g.,3He, 4He, SF6 , Fe, Nb, V, Na, and Cr. The matrices o
the force constants of the interaction with nearest and n
nearest neighbors in the bcc lattice have the form4

F ikS a

2
~1,1,1! D52S a9 g9 g9

g9 a9 g9

g9 g9 a9
D ,

~7!

F ik~a~1,0,0!!52S a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 b
D .

In analogy with Eq.~1!, (a/2)(1,1,1) is the radius vector o
one of the nearest neighbors, anda(1,0,0) is the radius vec
tor of one of the next-nearest neighbors. The remaining fo
matrices are obtained from those indicated above by a tr
formation of theOh group,4 and in the case of a centra
interaction one hasb50 anda95g9 ~Ref. 4!.

Let us analyze the influence of a noncentral interact
on the dispersion relations and elastic constants of the
lattice.

1. For the directionk5k(1,0,0) the dispersion relation
have the form

mv l
258a9S 12cos

ak

2 D12a~12cosak!,

~8!

mv t
258a9S 12cos

ak

2 D12b~12cosak!.

We see that the noncentral interaction with nearest neigh
affects only the shape of the dispersion curves, while
frequency difference between the longitudinal and transve
modes depends on the difference between the force cons
of the central and noncentral interaction with next-near
neighbors.

2. Along the directionk5k(1,1,0) the dispersion curve
are described by the expression
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mv l
254a9~12cosak!14g9~12cosak!

12a~12cosak!12b~12cosak!,

mv t1
2 5~4a924g9!~12cosak!12a~12cosak!

12b~12cosak!, ~9!

mv t2
2 54a9~12cosak!14b~12cosak!.

We see thatv t1 depends on the interaction with the near
neighbors only in the case when this interaction is nonc
tral, and in the case of a weak noncentral interaction w
nearest neighbors the stability of the lattice is determined
the interaction with non-nearest neighbors.

3. For thek5k(1,1,1) direction the noncentral intera
tion with nearest neighbors and the interaction with no
nearest neighbors affect only the shape of the disper
curves. The dispersion relations for this direction have
form

FIG. 1. Transverse vibrational branchesmv t1
2 /cB of the bcc lattice for the

direction k5k(1,1,0). The dashed lines show the dispersion curves co
sponding to the constantscB57.13102 dyn/cm,nB51.63102 dyn/cm, and
a52.13103 dyn/cm ~a! and cB54.63102 dyn/cm, nB563101 dyn/cm,
and a56.273102 dyn/cm ~b!. The solid lines are the dispersion curve
mv t1

2 /cB corresponding tocB57.13102 dyn/cm, nB50, and a52.1
3103 dyn/cm ~a! and cB54.63102 dyn/cm, nB50, and a56.27
3102 dyn/cm ~the case of a central interaction! ~b!. The force constants
were obtained from the elastic constants of SF6 ~Ref. 7! at T5100 K ~a! and
221 K ~b!.
t
-

h
y

-
n

e

mv l
258a9S 12cos3

ak

2 D116g9 cos
ak

2
sin2

ak

2

12a~12cosak!14b~12cosak!,
~10!

mv t
258a9S 12cos3

ak

2 D28g9 cos
ak

2
sin2

ak

2

12a~12cosak!14b~12cosak!.

The expressions relating the elastic constants with the fo
constants are

c115
2a9

a
1

2a

a
, c125

4g9

a
2

2a9

a
2

2b

a
,

c445
2a9

a
1

2b

a
. ~11!

As an example of the influence of a noncentral interaction
the dispersion relations of bcc crystals, we give the disp
sion curves obtained using the force constants determ
from the elastic constants of sulfur hexafluoride at tempe
tures of 100 and 221 K~Ref. 7! without allowance for the
orientational–translational interaction~Fig. 1!. The elastic
constants of sulfur hexafluoride at 100 K were obtained b

TABLE I. Deviations from the Cauchy relation for cryocrystals.

*Obtained from Ref. 7 by linear extrapolation.
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linear extrapolation. For comparison, Fig. 1 shows the cur
corresponding to an isotropic pair potential for the int
atomic interaction, in which caseb95g95cB . For the case
of an isotropic pair potential

1

3
f 9S)2 aD5cB ,

4 f 8S)2 aD
3)a

5nB . ~12!

We see that a noncentral interaction can have a substa
quantitative influence on the dispersion curves.

Thus the noncentral interaction with nearest neighb
and the interaction with next-nearest neighbors in the
lattice influence the dynamic properties in a manner an
gous to the case of the sc lattice.

FACE-CENTERED CUBIC LATTICE

The fcc lattice is found in solidified rare gases, in one
the phases of N2 , CO, CO2, N2O, CH4, NH3, and C60, and
also in Ag, Ni, and Cu. Unlike the sc and bcc lattices, wh
taking a noncentral interaction with nearest neighbors i
account leads to qualitative changes in the theoretical dis
sion curves, for the fcc lattice there are only quantitat
changes in the dispersion relations, although those cha
can be quite substantial. The value of the noncentral inte
tion can be inferred, in particular, from experimental data
the deviation from the Cauchy relationd5(2c121c44)/c12

~see Table I!.
With the central and noncentral interactions of the ne

est and next-nearest neighbors taken into account, the fo
constant matrices of the fcc lattice have the form4

F ikS a

2
~1,1,0! D52S b8 g8 0

g8 b8 0

0 0 a8
D ,

~13!

F ik~a~1,0,0!!52S a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 b
D .

For a fcc crystal (a/2)(1,1,0) is the radius vector of on
of the nearest neighbors, anda(1,0,0) is the radius vector o
one of the next-nearest neighbors. The remaining force
trices are obtained from those indicated above by a trans
mation of theOh group.4 For a central interaction one ha
b85g8, a850, andb50.

By analogy with Eq.~12! we introduce the notation

1

2
f 9S&2 aD5cF ,

&

2

f 8S&2 aD
a

5nF . ~14!

For certain high-symmetry directions the dispersion
lations take the forms:

1! for the k5k(1,0,0) direction

mv l
2516b8 sin2

ak

4
12a~12cosak!,

~15!

mv t
258b8 sin2

ak

4
12b~12cosak!;
s
-

tial

s
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-

f
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2! for the k5k(1,1,0) direction

mv l
258b8 sin2

ak

4
14b8 sin2

ak

2
18a8 sin2

ak

2

14g8 sin2
ak

2
12a~12cosak!

12b~12cosak!,

mv t1
2 58b8 sin2

ak

4
14b8 sin2

ak

2
18a8 sin2

ak

4

24g8 sin2
ak

2
12a~12cosak!

12b~12cosak!, ~16!

mv t2
2 516b8 sin2

ak

4
14a8 sin2

ak

4
14b~12cosak!;

3! along thek5k(1,1,1) direction the dispersion rela
tions are described by the expressions

mv l
258b8 sin2

ak

2
18g8 sin2

ak

2
14a8 sin2

ak

2

12a~12cosak!,
~17!

FIG. 2. Transverse vibrational branchesmv t1
2 /cF of the fcc lattice for the

directionk5k(1,1,0) ~a! andmv t
2/cF for k5k(1,1,1) ~b!. For the disper-

sion curves shown the values of the constantscf andnF were obtained for
d520.5 ~1!, 20.3 ~2!, and 0~the case of a central interaction! ~3!.
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mv t
258b8 sin2

ak

2
14a8 sin2

ak

2
24g8 sin2

ak

2

12b~12cosak!.

For fcc crystals the expressions for the elastic constant
functions of the force constants of the interactions with ne
est and next-nearest neighbors are

c115
4b8

a
1

4a

a
, c125

4g8

a
2

2b8

a
2

2a8

a
2

b

a
,

~18!

c445
b

a
1

2b812a8

a
.

To illustrate the influence of a noncentral interaction on
dispersion curves of fcc crystals for different values of t
deviation from the Cauchy relations, let us give the disp
sion curves ford1520.3 andd2520.5, with only the in-
teraction with nearest neighbors taken into account~Fig. 2!.
For comparison, Fig. 2 shows the dispersion curves obta
without the noncentral interaction~for nF50). We note that
the values chosen ford are close to those obtained expe
mentally for simple molecular crystals~see Table I!. It is
seen in Fig. 2 that, even though the contribution of the n
central interaction to the force constants is small at the c
sen values ofd (nF /cF'20.046 andnF /cF'20.11, re-
spectively!, there exist crystallographic directions for whic
the contribution of the noncentral interaction to the vib
tional frequencies is substantial.

The use of an isotropic pair potential, which, strict
speaking, is unsuitable for a quantitative description of
force constants, nevertheless permits estimation of the
tribution of the noncentral interaction to the dispersion re

tions for the directions chosen. By way of illustration we

temperature, andc11 , c12 , andc44 are elastic constants.
as
r-

e

r-

ed

-
o-

-

e
n-
-

note that by virtue of the symmetry of the fcc lattice, even
doubling of the force constants would only have a slig
influence on the curves shown in Fig. 2.

Thus in fcc crystals the inclusion of a noncentral inte
action leads to only quantitative changes of the dispers
relations, although these changes can be significant.

INFLUENCE OF NONCENTRAL INTERACTION ON THE
DISPERSION LAWS IN CRYOCRYSTALS

The results obtained in the present study are of inte
primarily for the simplest molecular crystals~molecular cry-
ocrystals!. First, the majority of these substances have pha
with lattices of cubic symmetry.5,6 Second, as a rule, th
forces of interaction in cryocrystals are short-range forc
and it is often sufficient to take only the nearest neighb
into account in estimating the behavior of the latti
properties.8,9 Third, noncentral interactions play a large ro
in molecular cryocrystals.3 It is of interest to calculate the
dispersion curves and to estimate the influence of a non
tral interaction on them at values of the force constants cl
to those realized in cryocrystals. We have already discus
the possibility of calculating the force constants from t
values of the elastic constants. Experimental studies of
sound velocities and Brillouin scattering in single-crys
samples of cryocrystals have been reported recently.6 Table
II gives numerical values of the force constants obtain
from the elastic constants in the nearest-neighbor approxi
tion for molecules crystals with the fcc lattice.

Table III gives the force constants of sulfur hexafluori
SF6 ~a bcc crystal!. The values were obtained from the ela
tic constants without allowance for the orientationa
translational interaction. The role of the noncentral inter
tion can be judged, in particular, from the deviation ofd(T)
from the Cauchy relation for the elastic constants.3,4 We re-
TABLE II. Force constants for cryocrystals with the fcc lattice.

*The values of the force constants were obtained from the experimental dispersion curves with the use of the Born–von Ka´rman model.24 Q is the Debye
D
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TABLE III. Force constants for cyrocrystals with the bcc lattice.

*Obtained from Ref. 7 by linear extrapolation.QD is the Debye temperature, andc11 , c12 , andc44 are elastic constants.
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call that this relation, which applies to cubic crystals, sho
hold for harmonic crystals with a central interaction. Anh
monic effects are substantial for quantum crystals at all te
peratures in their existence region and for classical crysta
high temperatures. Table I gives the values ofd for classical
atomic crystals~Ar, Kr, Xe! at T510 K, where the tempera
ture dependence of the elastic constants can be ignored
at high temperatures. Even for these fcc crystals with a c
tral interaction, in which case one would expect the b
conformity with the Cauchy relation,d has rather large val
ues at high temperatures. At 10 K the values ofd are close to
zero, within the experimental error. The data in Table I in
cate that to estimate the contribution to the force constant
cryocrystals from the noncentral interaction of their m
ecules, one should use experimental values of the ela
constants which have been obtained at sufficiently low te
peratures. It should be remembered that the choice of th
temperatures depends substantially on the substance. In
ticular, for solid CH4, CD4, CO, and N2 a temperature of 50
K is already high in this sense, while for solid CO2 or N2O it
can be considered low, and in the case of fullerite C60 the
anharmonicity can be neglected even at 300 K.

When the elastic constants obtained from ultraso
studies are used in calculations, one should be mindful of
renormalization of the sound velocities due to the interact
between the translational and orientational branches of
spectrum. As far as we know, order-of-magnitude theoret
estimates of this renormalization have been made only
the sc lattice with molecules of cubic symmetry.11,12 In a
number of cases, however, analysis of experimental dat
the sound velocities in cryocrystals permits drawing the c
clusion that this renormalization is small and, to a first a
proximation, may be neglected. As an example, we note
the a→b transition in solid nitrogen is accompanied by
decrease in the velocity of longitudinal and transverse so
by 8% and 3%, respectively.5,13 At the same time, the inter
action between the translational and orientational motion
the molecules in the crystal should be affected considera
by the vanishing of the long-range orientational order at t
transition. This suggests that the sound velocity in solid
trogen has only a weak dependence on this interaction.
important to note the following circumstance: in Ref. 24 t
force constants for solid CD4 were calculated from the ex
perimental dispersion curves with the use of the Born–v
Kárman model. The values ofb8 andg8 reported in Ref. 24
agree with our values to within the error limits. The discre
ancy in the values ofa8 is comparatively large. However
this constant is the least accurately determined. In view
what we have said above, the estimates made in the pre
study can be regarded as giving a realistic idea of the in
ence of a noncentral interaction on the dispersion curve
cryocrystals.
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In closing the author thanks E. S. Syrkin and V. G. Ma
zhelii for posing the problem and for a discussion of t
results.
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LOW-TEMPERATURE PHYSICS OF PLASTICITY AND STRENGTH

Quantitative analysis of the creep deformation jump stimulated by the superconducting
transition in b-tin

V. D. Natsik,* V. P. Soldatov, G. I. Kirichenko, and L. G. Ivanchenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine, pr. Lenina 47, 61103 Kharkov, Ukraine
~Submitted July 23, 2002!
Fiz. Nizk. Temp.29, 451–468~April 2003!

The detailed study begun earlier~V. P. Soldatovet al., Fiz. Nizk. Temp.27, 1421~2001! @Low
Temp. Phys.27, 1048~2001!#! on the kinetics of transient creep stimulated by then–s
superconducting transition in single crystals of pureb-Sn is continued. The samples are oriented
for slip in the ~100!^010& system. In that case the kinetics of creep is governed by the
motion of dislocations through the barriers of the Peierls potential relief. Experiments are carried
out at temperatures ofT151.6 K andT253.2 K, which are lower than the critical
temperature of tin,Tc53.72 K; then–s ands–n transitions are brought about by turning a
magnetic field off and on. The staged character of the creep curvesd«ns(t) after ann–s transition
is confirmed: atT151.6 K one can distinguish a transient, a dynamic, and a fluctuation
stage, and atT253.2 K, a transient and a fluctuation stage. The quantitative characteristics of
each stage are investigated as functions of the creep rate at the time of then–s transition
and the total prestrain of the sample. The method of small loads is used to construct the
macroscopic stress–strain diagram ofb-Sn for the temperatures indicated and the work-
hardening coefficients characterizing the intensity of the hardening on a macroscopic scale are
determined. In the Appendix a theory of low-temperature creep in metals is set forth
which involves the quantum~tunneling!, dynamic, and thermally activated motion of dislocations
in the Peierls potential relief. The features and characteristics of the dynamic and fluctuation
stages of the experimental creep curvesd«ns(t) of tin are compared with the theory. It is
established that the fluctuation stage of creep in tin is of a quantum character in the
temperature interval studied. An analysis of the creep curves allows estimation of the work-
hardening coefficient on the macro- and microscopic scales. It is found that the transient creep of
b-Sn at temperatures in the liquid-helium region is due to low-energy dislocation processes
involving a tunneling through effective potential barriers of the order of 1023 eV in
height. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542479#
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INTRODUCTION

The transition of a metallic superconductor from the n
mal to the superconducting state (n–s transition! during its
deformation in a creep regime substantially alters the kin
ics of the process: the strain rate increases sharply an
additional amount of creep deformation appears.1,2 Such a
reaction to a change of the electronic state is a manifesta
of the plastification effect, the disordering of a metal by
superconducting transition.3,4 It has been established that th
first cause of this effect is the sharp decrease of the elec
drag on dislocations owing to the Cooper condensation of
conduction electrons,4–6 and its study therefore provides
unique opportunity to elucidate the role of the conduct
electrons in various processes of low-temperature plast
of metals. In addition, experiment shows that the quantita
characteristics of the plastification effect are extremely s
sitive to the type, magnitude, height, and concentration of
barriers governing the mobility of dislocations in a deform
able superconductor.7–11This circumstance allows one to us
a study of the plastification effect to solve a number of m
3401063-777X/2003/29(4)/13/$24.00
-
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general problems of the dislocation physics of plasticity. O
such problem is to elucidate the relative role of thermal a
quantum fluctuations and also the role of phonon and e
tron viscosities in the processes by which the dislocati
overcome local and extended barriers of various types wh
are impeding their slip.

In Ref. 12 we studied the kinetics of the increment
creep deformation induced by then–s transition in single-
crystal samples of pureb-tin during their deformation along
the slip system~100!^010&. The experiment was done at
temperature of 1.6 K, which is below the critical temperatu
Tc53.72 K of the superconducting transition, and the dir
n–s and inverses–n transitions are brought about by turn
ing off and on an external magnetic fieldH.Hc (Hc is the
critical field of the transition!. The variation of the strain
incrementd«ns(t) after the n–s transition in the case o
coarse measurements has a jumplike character: a signifi
increase in the value of the strain is observed over short t
intervals ~Fig. 1a!. However, with the aid of a fast swee
system it was established that this ‘‘jump’’ consists of seve
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Characteristic form of the creep curve of single crystals ofb-tin at the transition from the normal to the superconducting state, for slow~a! and fast
~b! recording of the strain.
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stages~Fig. 1b!. In the first stage the creep rate«̇s(t) in the
superconducting state increases from its value«̇n(tns) in the
normal state at the timetns of the transition, to a maximum
value «̇s(tm) at some timetm . Subsequently, fort.tm the
creep rate«̇s(t) decreases monotonically, but in a number
cases this process can be divided into a staget f – tm of fast
change and a staget.t f of slow change of«̇s(t). The dura-
tions of the stages,tm– tns andt f – tm , turn out to depend on
both the value of the creep rate«̇n(tns) at the time of then–s
transition and on the value of the total plastic deformatio«
of the sample over the time preceding the transition; in so
cases the second stage vanishes, i.e.,t f→tm .

We have shown in a series of papers13–15 that the low-
temperature plastic flow of pureb-tin in the slip system
~100!^010& is governed by the thermal-fluctuational
quantum-fluctuational~tunneling! motion of dislocations in
the Peierls potential relief. On the basis of these ideas
can offer a quantitative interpretation of the staged nature
the growth of the creep deformationd«ns(t) with allowance
for the specifics of the motion of the dislocations through
Peierls barriers at temperatures of the order of 1 K and the
values of the effective stresst* .tP (tP is the Peierls
stress!. Under such conditions the sharp decrease of the e
tron viscosity coefficient of the dislocationsB at the n–s
transition (Bs!Bn) not only leads to a change of the flu
tuation regime of the the motion of dislocations through
Peierls barriers but can, over time, transfer a portion of
dislocation flow into regime of dynamic above-barrier m
tion. In the final analysis this leads to a staged characte
the creep ‘‘jump’’d«ns(t).

12

The experiments of Ref. 12 and their interpretation th
on the basis of the concepts set forth above have only
mitted us to obtain a qualitative description of the stag
character of the creep jump at then–s transition. In this
paper we make a more detailed experimental study of
effect of the staged character for samples of pureb-Sn; in
particular, we study its appearance at two substantially
ferent temperatures,T151.6 K andT253.2 K. A quantita-
tive analysis of the experimental data is also given, wh
permits obtaining additional estimates for the parameter
the dislocation flow that governs the creep and to refine
mechanism by which the dislocations move through
Peierls barriers under conditions of deep cooling.
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As we know, fort* ,tP the overcoming of the Peierl
barriers takes place as a result of the nucleation and mo
apart of pairs of kinks of a critical size. Whent* is close to
tP the value of the effective energy barrier preventing t
nucleation of kinks is extremely small, and forT<1 K this
process occurs by quantum tunneling, the probability
which depends substantially on the electron drag coeffic
B of the dislocations.15,16The decrease ofB at then–s tran-
sition not only exceeds the quantum-fluctuation~tunneling!
mobility of the dislocations but also promotes the appeara
of dynamic ~inertial! effects. Increasing the temperatu
leads to an increased role of thermal activation in the proc
of nucleation of dislocation kinks. One of the tasks of t
present study is to estimate the relative influence of quan
fluctuations, thermal activation, and inertial effects on t
kinetics of creep which is governed by the motion of dis
cations through barriers of very low height.

To interpret the experimental results obtained in a stu
of the influence of then–s transition on the creep of tin, we
attempted to further refine the theory of the low-temperat
creep of metals, according to which the process of pla
flow is governed by thermally activated, quantum, or d
namic motion of dislocations in the Peierls relief. The so
tion of this problem by the one of the authors~Natsik! is
presented in the Appendix.

In this paper we also consider an important topic in t
physics of plasticity: problems of work hardening of crysta
An increase of the plastic strain of a crystalline sample
ordinarily accompanied by the accumulation of defects in
and the growth of internal stresses which impede the slip
dislocations. Two levels of manifestation of this effect can
distinguished: in the recording of macroscopic stress–st
diagrams of the crystal~the macroscopic scale! the result of
hardening is a monotonic growth of the deforming stre
corresponding to a constant strain rate; in the initiation of
individual creep curve by an incremental load, a rap
change of the temperature or of the electronic state of
crystal~the microscopic scale!, hardening leads to a decrea
in the creep rate with time. In this connection there two wa
of empirical determination of the parameters characteriz
the hardening: analysis of the macroscopic stress–strain
grams, and analysis of individual curves of transient cre
However, strictly speaking, there are no grounds for ass
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ing that the values of the hardening parameters under
different conditions of deformation will be the same. Th
question is another topic of this paper.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

1.1. Samples, means of deformation, and recording
of the deformation

Single crystals ofb-Sn were grown for this study from
99.9995% pure stock by a modified Bridgman method
batches of 10 samples from a single seed.17 They had a
double-lobed shape in the jaws of the testing machine, wi
working part of rectangular cross section with dimensions
253531.5 mm. The longitudinal axis of the samples co
cided with thê 110& direction, which ensured the most favo
able conditions for slip in the system~100!^010&.

The samples were placed inside a superconducting s
noid and were drawn in the creep regime at temperature
1.6 K and 3.2 K, which are below the critical temperature
b-tin, Tc53.72 K. The state of the electronic subsystem
the sample was measured by turning on~normal state! or off
~superconducting state! the longitudinal magnetic field of a
solenoid with field strengthH.Hc5309 G.

The deforming stress on the sample was increase
small incrementsDt50.1– 0.4 MPa. Up until the yield poin
t0 ((Dt,t0) the sample was deformed in the normal sta
here the strain increments corresponding to the applied
increments led to elastic straining of the sample, and
creep curves had a characteristicG-shaped form. After the
yield point was reached ((Dt.t0) the creep curves corre
sponding to each successive load increment manifeste
pronounced stage of plastic flow with a decaying strain ra
In the normal state at the time when the strain rate reac
some specified value«̇n on the stress–strain diagram~the
time tns) the sample underwent a transition to the superc
ducting state, and the increment of creep deformat
d«ns(t)5«s(t)2«n(tns) was recorded. Then the norm
state was restored in the sample, and the measuremen
repeated at a higher degree of deformation of the sampl

The deformation incrementsD«(t) corresponding to
each stress incrementDt were registered by a highly sens
tive pickup and were recorded automatically on a KSP
recording potentiometer; here the relative deformation of
sample was measured to an accuracy of 531025. At the
same time, the signal from the pickup was sent to an N30
fast plotter, which provided a higher resolution in terms
the strain~by a factor of 2–16! and time~0.06 s!. The defor-
mation d«ns(t) accompanying eachn–s transition was re-
corded on both a ‘‘coarse’’ and a sensitive plotter. Examp
of the recordings corresponding to a singlen–s transition
are shown in Fig. 1.

The experiments were carried out at temperatures oT1

51.6 K andT253.2 K. We studied how the value of th
total strain« of the sample and the value of the starting ra
«̇n(tns) affect the characteristics of the creep jump at then–s
transition. Multiplen–s transitions were brought about a
the strain was varied in the range 2%,«,9% for four ref-
erence values of the starting creep rate«̇n @1025 s21#: 0.6,
1.3, 2.5, and 7. These values practically spanned the e
range of transient creep rates for which correct meas
ments could be made.
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1.2. Measurement of the creep jump at the n – s transition
and its division into stages

The transient creep induced by then–s transition con-
tinues for quite a long time, and it is hard to establish t
time at which it stops. Therefore, as an integral characteri
of the plastification effect it is convenient to consider t
increase of the strain«ns in the time intervalte– tns over
which the creep rate«̇s(t) in the superconducting stat
reaches the starting value«̇n(tns) ~see Fig. 1!:

«̇s~ te!5 «̇n~ tns!,

«ns5«s~ te!2«n~ tns![d«ns~ te!. ~1!

Here and below it is assumed that the growth increm
d«ns(t) is measured in relation to the strain at the start
time tns . It is seen in Fig. 1a that the graphical determinati
of «ns by the method of tangents does not present any p
ticular difficulties.

One of the important tasks in the processing of expe
mental data is to divide up the creep curvesd«ns(t) regis-
tered in experiments into stages. A procedure for precise
vision into stages and the justification for this procedure
described in Ref. 12. This procedure reduces to a graph

FIG. 2. Kinetics of the creep ofb-tin after the n–s transition at T1

51.6 K for a total strain«50.06 and a starting creep rate«̇n51.3
31025 s21: the time dependence of the strain incrementd«ns ~a!; the de-
pendence of the creep rate«̇s in the superconducting state on the stra
incrementd«ns in the coordinates«̇s versusd«ns ~b! and in the coordinates
ln «̇s versusd«ns ~c!.
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differentiation of the creep jumps]/]t@d«ns(t)#[«̇s(t) and
construction of the creep curves in the coordinates«̇s versus
d«ns and ln«̇s versusd«ns . Figures 2 and 3 show example
of the implementation of this procedure for the temperat
values used in the experiment,T151.6 K and T253.2 K,
but at the same starting values of the creep rate«̇n(tns)
51.331025 s21.

It is shown in Ref. 12 that a protracted transient cre
can in general be the result of two modes of plastic flow
regimes of motion of the dislocations: dynamic~above-
barrier! and fluctuational~occurring by quantum or therma
activation!. These regimes~modes! correspond to differen
creep equations, which relate small increments of the st
d«(t) and the strain rate]/]t@d«(t)#5 «̇(t):

for the dynamic regime

«̇~ t !5 «̇~ t0!2Cdd«~ t !; ~2!

and for the fluctuation regime

ln «̇~ t !5 ln «̇~ t0!2Cfd«~ t !. ~3!

Here t0 is the time at which the corresponding regime
creep begins, andCd andCf are constants whose values a
determined by the characteristics of the dislocations and
barriers they must overcome, the temperature of the cry
etc.

The experimental creep curvesd«ns(t) or fragments of
them ~stages! should also be described by Eqs.~2! and ~3!
~this question is discussed in more detail in the Append
see formulas@~A14! and ~A19!#!. In addition, the strain in-
crement after then–s transition should have a certain tra
sient stage I, over the course of which which the dynam
equilibrium in the motion of dislocations, which had be
disrupted by the sharp change in the electron viscosity at
time tns , is restored~a detailed discussion of this stage c
be found in Ref. 12!.

We see in Fig. 2 that forT151.6 K the creep curve
d«ns(t) exhibits all three stages: the transient stage I,
dynamic stage II, and the fluctuation stage III. At the high
temperatureT253.2 K the dynamic stage is absent, and on
the transient stage I and fluctuation stage III remain~see Fig.
3!. From these figures it is easy to determine the maxim
value of the creep rate«̇s(tm) and the strain increment«ns

i

( i 5t,d, f ), corresponding to the three different stages~i.e.,
individual components of the total jump!:

«ns
t 5«s~ tm!2«s~ tns!, «ns

d 5«s~ t f !2«s~ tm!,

«ns
f 5«s~ te!2«s~ t f !. ~4!

Since the items of main interest from the standpoint
the problems stated in the Introduction are the dynamic«ns

d

and fluctuational«ns
f components of the jump, the analys

below is restricted to an analysis of only these stages
their relative contribution to the total value of the jump
«ns .

1.3. Kinetics of the jump d«ns „t … at temperature 1.6 K

In experiments at the temperatureT151.6 K the samples
were deformed in the creep regime under multiple increm
tal loadsDt until their destruction. Multiplen–s transitions
were brought about at different degrees of total strain«
e
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5(D« and for different values of the starting strain rate«̇n .
The whole set of recorded creep curvesd«n,s(t) was pro-
cessed in accordance with the procedure described in
1.2. To reveal the dependence on« of the total value of the
jump «ns and its constituents«mn

i , these quantities have bee
divided into groups pertaining to four comparatively narro
intervals of«̇n values, with a spread of a factor of 1.5–2. T
reveal how the characteristics of the jump depend on«̇n , the
values obtained were averaged over intervalsD«;1%.

Figure 4 shows the total jump«ns and its constituents
«ns

d and«ns
f as functions of the total plastic deformation« of

the samples prior to then–s transition for several narrow
intervals of values of the starting strain rate«̇n . One notices
the following details of those curves:

— the characteristics of the effect are monotonically d
creasing functions of the strain« with maximum values nea
the strain corresponding to the yield point of the sample, a
for «.6 – 7% these curves go to saturation;

— the total jump and its constituents retain finite valu
throughout the strain interval, up until destruction of t
crystal;

— in slightly deformed crystals («,5%) the dynamic
mode of the jump is predominant at all values of«̇n ;

FIG. 3. Kinetics of the creep ofb-tin after the n–s transition at T2

53.2 K for a total strain«50.06 and a starting creep rate«̇n51.3
31025 s21: the time dependence of the strain incrementd«ns ~a!; the de-
pendence of the creep rate after then–s transition on the strain incremen
d«ns in the coordinates«̇s versusd«ns ~b! and in the coordinates ln«̇s versus
d«ns ~c!.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the total jump«ns ~j! and its constituents«ns
d ~d! and«ns

f ~m! on the value of the total strain« prior to then–s transition and on
the value of the starting creep rate«̇n for T151.6 K; panels a1 , b1 , c1 , andd1 show the relative values of the dynamicmd and fluctuationmf constituents
of the modes.
a
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o

nd

ip
,
the
— the fluctuation mode of the jump is less sensitive th
the dynamic mode to deformational distortions of the crys
and at high rates«̇n it becomes practically insensitive t
them.

A clear picture of the relationship of the dynamic a
fluctuation modes in the jumpd«ns(t) at different values of
the total strain of the crystal gives the curves presented
n
l,

in

Fig. 4a1– d1. A quantitative characteristic of this relationsh
is the ‘‘specific weight’’ mi of the corresponding mode
which is equal to the ratio of the absolute increments of
strain of each mode to the total jump in the strain:

md5
«ns

d

«ns
, mf5

«ns
f

«ns
.
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The values of the parametersmi were calculated from
the averaged values of«ns

f , «ns
d , and«ns , which are shown

in Fig. 4a–d. It is seen in Fig. 4a1– d1 that for small values of
the starting rate («̇n,1025 s21) the contributions of the two
modes to the total jump of the creep«ns are comparable in
size; here the dynamic mode is prevalent in the initial st
of the deformation, while the fluctuation mode is predom
nant before destruction of the sample. For relatively la
values«̇n.1025 s21 the main role in the development of th
jump is played by the dynamic mode of plastic flow, but
contribution is diminished somewhat at high degrees of
formation.

More-detailed information about the influence of t
starting rate«̇n on the kinetics of the jump atT151.6 is
given in Fig. 5, which shows the data for degrees of def
mation«.6%, where the total jump«ns is practically inde-
pendent of«. A principal feature of the curves obtained is th
presence of two intervals along the axis of strain rates«̇n : a
comparatively narrow interval of high rate sensitivity and
wide interval of low rate sensitivity of the jump. The seco
important result that can be extracted from the data prese
is that the dynamic and fluctuation modes of the jump h
opposite tendencies in response to changes in the rate«̇n : the
contribution of the dynamic mode to the disordering effe
increases with increasing«̇n , while the fluctuation contribu-
tion falls off ~Fig. 5b!.

1.4. Features of the kinetics of the creep jump d«ns „t …
at 3.2 K

The parameters characterizing the plastification effec
T253.2 K are determined at several strictly fixed values

FIG. 5. Dependence of the total jump«ns ~j! ~a! and its dynamic«ns
d ~d!

and fluctuation«ns
f ~m! constituents~b! on the value of the starting cree

rate «̇n at T151.6 K.
e
-
e
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ed
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f

the starting creep rate«̇n @1025 s21#: 0.6, 1.3, 2.5, and 7.
For these measurements a simple methodological device
used which permitted a rather accurate determination of
point along the creep curve at which the strain rate reach
given value. For this purpose a dense network of para
straight lines, corresponding to the chosen strain rate,
drawn on the tape of the N307/1 chart recorder. The giv
value of «̇n was reached when the creep curve touched
of these lines, and that served as a signal for turning off
magnetic field of the solenoid in which the sample was be
strained~this determined the timetns at which the sample
went from the normal to the superconducting state!. In the
given series of experiments the starting creep rates were
sen so as to partially overlap the range of«̇n values used in
the measurements forT151.6 K.

Analysis of the creep curvesd«ns(t) recorded atT2

53.2 K showed that at all values of the starting rate«̇n the
dynamic stage is absent from the curves, and the value o

FIG. 6. Dependence of the total jump«ns ~j! and its and fluctuation con-
stituent«ns

f ~m! on the total strain« and the starting creep rate«̇n at T2

53.2 K.
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jump in creep is determined solely by the transient and fl
tuation stages. The main results of these experiments
given in Fig. 6. On a qualitative level these results reduce
the following:

— increasing the temperature of the experiment to 3.2
which is close to the critical temperature of the superco
ducting transitionTc , does not alter the character of th
strain dependence of the total jump and its constituents
leads only to an increase in its absolute values;

— the influence of the value of the starting rate of cre
on the value of the jump nearTc persists, but it is very weak

— with increasing temperature the relative contributi
of the fluctuation mode to the disordering effect increas
while the dynamic mode vanishes.

The quantitative characteristics of the results of the
periment described are the values of the ratios of the ra
«̇s(t f)/ «̇n(tns). Table I gives the dependence of this para
eter on« for one of the intermediate values of the startin
rate «̇n51.331025 s21, and Table II gives the dependenc
on «̇n for «5631022.

1.5. Stress–strain diagrams and work-hardening coefficient
obtained by the creep method in b-Sn single crystals

One of the most important parameters of the dislocat
theory of plastic flow is the work-hardening coefficientk.
This parameter characterizes the growth of the inter
stressest i in the investigated slip planes of a crystal as t
total plastic deformation« increases; this growth of the in
ternal stresses is due to the accumulation of defects in
course of the process. It is usually assumed that the effec

TABLE I. Dependence of ln@«̇s(tf)/«̇n(tns)# on « at T53.2 K for «̇n51.3
31025 s21.

TABLE II. Dependence of ln@«̇s(tf)/«̇n(tns)# on «̇n at T53.2 K for «50.06.
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stresst* 5t2t i(«) acting on a dislocation increases by a
amountt i as a result of a small strain incrementd«:

dt i5kd«. ~5!

We note that the existing dislocation theories of creep
not consider the microscopic mechanisms of wo
hardening—the coefficientk is introduced as a phenomeno
logical parameter of the theory. Therefore the theoreti
interpretation of the experimental data on the depende
of the creep parameters on the temperatureT, strain «,
etc. requires additional effort to obtain experimental me
surements of the corresponding dependences
k5k(T,«,...).

Most often for measuringk one employs experiments i
which the stress–strain diagramt(«,«̇) is recorded at a fixed
constant strain rate«̇5const. In terms of dislocation physic
this condition corresponds to a constant value of the effec
stress along the strain curve,t* 5const, if it is assumed tha
the plastic deformation does not affect the value and den
of the localized potential barriers impeding the slip of t
dislocations but that only the magnitude of the long-ran
internal stresses changes. In these cases one can obta
value of k by graphical differentiation of the diagram
t(«,«̇):k(«,«̇)5@dt(«,«̇)/d«#«̇ .

However, it was found recently18 that in the low-
temperature region the work hardening of the majority
crystals depends weakly on the strain rate. This make
possible to use the method of additional incremental load
for recording the stress–strain diagrams and determining
work-hardening coefficient: one constructs a smoothed cu
representing the relationship between the total strain«
5(D« and the total loadt5sDt applied to the sample in
small incrementsDt. Experience shows that in low
temperature straining thet~«! diagram obtained in this way
is quite insensitive to both the value and the frequency w
which the incremental loadsDt are applied over a wide
range of their values.

The stress–strain diagrams of pureb-Sn in the slip sys-
tem ~100!^010& in the normal state atT151.6 K and T2

53.2 K are shown in Fig. 7a, while Fig. 7b shows th
k(«,T) curves obtained from them. One notices a rather h
sensitivity ofk to both growth of the strain« and to a change
of temperature.

It was mentioned in the Introduction that there also e
ists a possibility of determining the work-hardening coef
cientk by analysis of individual transient creep curves. Th
is the subject of the next Section.

2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

In this Section we propose a theoretical interpretation
the experimental results presented above on the kinetic
the creep jumpsd«ns(t) caused by then–s transition: the
experimental results are compared with the conclusions
the theory set forth in the Appendix. Empirical estimates
the parameters of the theory are also obtained which sup
ment and refine the results of Refs. 12 and 15.

Empirical estimates for a number of parameters of
Peierls relief and of the dislocations in the investigated s
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system ofb-tin were obtained earlier in Ref. 15 on the bas
of an analysis of the temperature and velocity dependenc
the yield stress:

tP51.2•107 Pa, Hc52•10220 Jk,

Bn52•1025 Pa•s, Q055•102,
~6!

QP53.3 K, QBn50.4 K,

n0.5•1011 s21, a53.2 10210 m, b55.8•1010 m.

The values of the energy gapD(T) for b-tin at the two
temperatures used were taken from Refs. 19 and 20:

FD~T!

kT G
1.6– K

54.26, FD~T!

kT G
3.2– K

51.32. ~7!

2.1. Jump in the creep deformation at 1.6 K

At the temperatureT151.6 K the increase~‘‘jump’’ ! in
the strain after the sample is brought to the superconduc
state, d«ns(t), has pronounced stages: after the transi
stage I comes a dynamic stage II, which is followed by
stage III ~see Fig. 2!. The durations of the stages,tm– tns ,
t f – tm , and te– t f , and also the corresponding increases
the strain,«ns

t , «ns
d , and«ns

f , depend on the strain rate«̇n at
the time of the transitiontns and on the value of the tota
strain preceding the transition~see Fig. 4!. It is seen from
Fig. 4 that the parameters of the jump depend only wea
on the strain at values«>631022, and we shall therefore

FIG. 7. Macroscopic stress–strain diagram ofb-tin single crystals in the
normal state, constructed by the method of incremental loading~a!, and the
strain dependence of the hardening coefficientk~«! ~b! at 1.6 K and 3.2 K.
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discuss the results obtained for this value of the strain an
starting value of the strain rate«̇n51.331025 s21.

According to the concepts set forth in the Appendix, t
transient stage I and the dynamic stage II involve change
the regimes of dynamic motion of the dislocations, and
the time intervalt f – tns the value of the internal stresst i can
be assumed constant. Since the external stresst also remains
unchanged at then–s transition, the force parameterdt on
this time interval retains the value that it had at the timetns ,
i.e., dt5dtn . Adopting this assumption, let us compare t
experimental data shown in Fig. 2 with the theoretical e
pressions~A19! and ~A14!, the first of which describes the
kinetics of creep in stage II, and the second, in stage
From Fig. 2 we obtain the following empirical values of th
parameters appearing in the kinetic relations~A14! and
~A19!:

«̇s~ tm!51.2•1022 s21, «̇s~ t f !51.3•1023 s21,

Cd58.2 s21, Cf58.0•103. ~8!

Using formulas~A3! and ~A19! and also the numerica
values given above for the parameters of the theory, we
tain the following empirical estimates for the parametersq
andrd0 which characterize the dynamic creep regime:

q56.8•102, rd051.5•103 m22. ~9!

Let us now consider the fluctuational creep stage III
T151.6 K, a temperature considerably lower than the ch
acteristic temperatureQP separating the regions of quantum
activated and thermally activated motion of the dislocatio
In this case stage II is described by formulas~A12a!, ~A14!,
and~A16a!. Using formula~A12a! and the numerical value
of the parameters in~6!–~8!, we can obtain an empirica
estimate of the force parameterdtn characterizing the effec
tive stress acting on the dislocation at the timetns of the
superconducting transition:

dtn.4•1022. ~10!

Substituting this value of the parameterdtn into formula
~A1!, we obtain an estimate for the value of the effecti
potential barrierEc that the dislocations must overcome
order to become mobile in the Peierls relief:

Ec~tn* !5Hcdtn
5/4.2•1023 eV. ~11!

The analysis given above suggests that at temperat
of the order of 1–2 K the fluctuational creep ofb-tin is
determined by the tunneling motion of dislocations throu
effective potential barriers of very low height. Essential
we are talking about a tunneling transition of small parts o
dislocation line through an individual barrier of the Peie
relief, i.e., about the nucleation of a pair of kinks on t
dislocation. The probability of tunneling depends on t
electron drag coefficient of the dislocations and increa
substantially as a result of its change fromBn to Bs , and this
is ultimately the microscopic mechanism for the creep ju
at then–s transition.

Knowing the value of the spin parameterdtn , we can
estimate the characteristic value of the density of mobile d
locationsr, the motion of which determines the fluctuation
creep ofb-tin under the given conditions. Formulas~A5a!
and ~A9! imply the relation
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r5
«̇~ tns!

a2bn0vkn
1/2expS Q0dtn

2s0
D . ~12!

At low values of the spin parameterdtn ~10! the width of
a dislocation kink l .a, and the kink velocityvkn.7
3103 m/s @see formula~A11!#. Using the numerical value
of the other parameters from~6!, we obtain the estimate

r.107 m22. ~13!

We see that this value is much greater than the dislo
tion densityrd0 ~9! that governs the dynamic stage of cree

2.2. Jump of the creep deformation at 3.2 K

At 3.2 K the strain increased«ns(t) after then–s tran-
sition has only the transient stage I and the fluctuation st
III ~see Fig. 3!. The dependence of the main parameters
stage III on the total strain« and on the value of the startin
rate« ṅ(tns) can be obtained by using Fig. 6 and Tables I a
II. In addition, Fig. 3c permits estimation of the values
two more parameters, corresponding to the values of
starting rate «̇n51.331025 s21 and total strain «56
31022:

«̇s~ t f !54.5•1025 s21, Cf51.2•103. ~14!

The temperatureT253.2 K falls in an intermediate tem
perature interval separating the regions of tunneling and t
mally activated motion of dislocations, and this to some
gree complicates the interpretation of the experimental d
Using the numerical values of the parameters from~6!, ~7!,
and ~14!, one can establish a discrepancy between the a
vational formula~A12b! and the experimental data. Indee
by substituting the data obtained into~A12b!, one obtains an
equation for the force parameterdtn which does not have
solutions:dtn,1. At the same time, those values agree qu
tatively with the tunneling asymptotics~A12a! for reasonable
values of the force parameterdtn and of the corresponding
barrier heightEc :

dtn.1.4•1022, Ec~t* !.0.6•1023 eV. ~15!

We note that even such small values of the force par
eterdtn and effective barrier do not violate the condition
quasiclassicality of the tunneling process,Q0dtn@1, which
was assumed to be satisfied in the calculation of the a
ment of the exponential function in formula~A4! in the
quantum limit.15

Another test of the applicability of the quantum asym
totics for describing the experimental results obtained at
K can be proposed. It is based on analysis of the depend
of the creep rate«̇s(t f) at the start of stage III on the value o
the starting rate«̇n(tns) ~see Table II!. In the quantum limit,
equations~A5a!, ~A9! and ~A12a! imply the relation

g4/3~T!5g0
4/3~T!@ ln «̇0n2 ln «̇n~ tns!#, ~16!

in which we have used the notation

g~T!5 lnF S 2

11exp
D~T!

kT
D 1/2 «̇s~ t f !

«̇n~ tns!G , ~17!
a-
.

e
f

d

e

r-
-
a.

ti-

i-

-

u-

-
.2
ce

g0~T!5S Q0

2s0
D 1/4QBn

QP
tanh

D~T!

2kT
, ~18!

«̇0n5~a2bn0vku!
1/2r. ~19!

The data of Table II on the dependence of«̇s(t f) on «̇n(tns)
are plotted in Fig. 8 in the coordinatesg4/3 versus ln«̇n . It is
seen that in these coordinates this relation is approxima
rather well by a straight lineg4/35A12A2 ln «̇n , which
agrees with Eq.~16! if we introduce the notation

A15g0
4/3 ln «̇0n , A25g0

4/3~T!. ~20!

Calculatingg0(T) at 3.2 K using formula~18!, we get
the valueA25g0

4/3(3.2 K)>0.2, which is close to the slop
of the straight line in Fig. 8.

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that the transient cr
of b-tin at the characteristic rates«̇51025– 1024 cm21 at
«5631022 is governed by the quantum motion of disloc
tions at all temperaturesT,QP53.3 K. This creep proces
differs from the active deformation process near the yi
point, for which, at strain rates«̇ of the order of 7
31025 s21, quantum plasticity is observed at lower tem
peraturesT,0.5QP.1.6 K.15 It must be said, however, tha
the samples studied here and in Ref. 15 were single crys
grown at different times from different seeds, and we ha
no assurance that the initial defect structure of the sam
was identical~for example, they could have substantially d
ferent levels of internal stress!.

FIG. 8. Dependence ofg in Eq. ~16! on the starting creep rate«̇n in the
coordinatesg4/3 versus ln«̇n at a temperature of 3.2 K and the value of th
total strain«50.06: j—experimental values; solid curve—a rectilinear e
trapolation according to the equationa4/35A12A2 ln «̇n with the coeffi-
cientsA1521.22 andA250.17.
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2.3. Intensity of work hardening during low-temperature
creep

The macroscopic stress–strain diagrams ofb-tin shown
in Fig. 7, which were obtained in the normal state by t
method of successive incremental loads, give the follow
values of the work-hardening coefficientk(T,«) at values
«50.06:

k~T51.6 K; «50.06!51.3•108 Pa,
~21!

k~T53.2 K; «50.06!50.9•108 Pa.

As was mentioned above, analysis of the transient cr
curves also enables one to obtain empirical estimates for
hardening coefficient. In the case of quantum creep this
pendence is obtained by the use of formula~A16a!, which
determines the logarithmic creep coefficienta f5Cf

21 :

k f5
2s0tP

Q0
Cf . ~22!

The experimental values ofCf from ~8! and ~14! give
the following values for the coefficientk f s which character-
izes the hardening in the process of quantum creep in
superconducting state ofb-tin at the two temperatures use

k f s~T151.6 K; «50.06!.3.4•108 Pa,
~23!

k f s~T253.2 K; «50.06!.0.6•108 Pa.

Comparing~21! and ~23!, we arrive at the conclusion
that, generally speaking, the work-hardening processes
the macroscopic and microscopic scales take place with
ferent intensities.

The causes of such a difference are not completely c
at present. In particular, we are not sure whether the in
mental loadsDt used in constructing thet~«! diagram were
small enough and that the creep curves caused by these
at T151.6 K did not contain rather prolonged transient a
dynamic stages in addition to the fluctuation state. It mi
also be that the intensity of the hardening in the final flu
tuation stage III of the creep curved«ns(t) depends on the
presence and significance of the dynamic stage II.

We note that the conclusion stated above is of a preli
nary nature, and a more detailed study of this question
come later. We propose to take one more circumstance
account—the presence of random inhomogeneities of the
fect structure and the resulting statistical scatter of the p
ticity and hardening parameters. Therefore the parame
obtained in the analysis of the individual concrete cre
curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are in need of some statis
processing.

APPENDIX. THEORY OF LOW-TEMPERATURE CREEP
OF A METAL DUE TO THE MOTION OF DISLOCATIONS
IN THE PEIERLS RELIEF „V. D. Natsik …

1. PREMISES AND BASIC RELATIONS

The rate of low-temperature plastic deformation of
number of pure, impurity-free single crystals is controlled
the Peierls potential relief.21 In particular, this is the case fo
single crystals ofb-tin oriented for predominant slip in th
system~100!^010&.
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At comparatively low values of the effective stresst*
5t2t i(«),tP (tP is the Peierls stress,t is the external
deforming stress, andt i is the internal stress! the plastic
deformation in these cases occurs as a result of process
nucleation, dynamic expansion, and annihilation of ki
pairs on the dislocations. The kink mechanism brings ab
the motion of dislocations from one trough of the Peie
relief to another under the influence of the effective str
t* . This regime of plastic flow will be called fluctuationa
At higher values oft* .tP the dislocations move in the
above-barrier regime, and the plastic flow takes on a
namic character.

The general regularities of the motion of dislocatio
strings in the Peierls relief at low and very low temperatu
are described in Refs. 15 and 16. The theory is based
taking into account the combined influence exerted on
process by quantum tunneling, thermal activation, and e
tron viscosity. In Ref. 15 this theory is applied to the descr
tion of the plastic flow of metals under conditions of defo
mation at a constant rate~active deformation!, and
expressions are obtained for the jump in the deforming st
at then–s transition under those conditions. Here the ge
eral concepts and relations of the theory will be used
describing the plasticity of a metal under conditions of cre
A detailed analysis of the influence of ann–s transition on
creep will also be carried out.

The kink mechanism of dislocation motion involve
overcoming an effective potential barrier equal to the ene
of a critical kink pairEc(t* ). For t* 2tP!tP the value of
the barrier is described by the expression

Ec~t* !5Hcdt
5/4, dt512

t*

tP
, ~A1!

where Hc is a characteristic energy whose value is det
mined by the parameters of the Peierls relief and the lin
tension of the dislocations~empirical estimates forb-Sn give
a valueHc.0.13 eV; Refs. 13 and 15!. At temperatures of
the order of 1 K and the creep rates«̇<1025 s21 observed in
experiment, extremely small values of the parameterdt (dt

!1 s21) are realized, and the effective energy barriers t
have to be overcome by the dislocations is extremely sm
Ec(t* )!Hc . Under these conditions the mobility of dislo
cations is largely determined by the combined action a
competition of thermal activation, quantum fluctuations, v
cous drag, and inertial effects.

As a set of dislocations of the same type moves in
Peierls relief in an established fluctuation or dynamic regim
the average velocityV(t* ,T,B) of an individual dislocation
or sufficiently long segment of a dislocation line depends
the effectively stresst* , the temperatureT, and electron
drag coefficientB. The plastic deformation rate«̇ corre-
sponding to such motion is given by the equation

«̇5rbV~t* ,T,B!, ~A2!

wherer is the density of mobile dislocations, andb is the
value of their Burgers vector. The cause of the plastificat
effect at then–s transition is a sharp change of the coef
cient B from the valueBn to the valueBs ~Ref. 4!:

Bs5
2Bn

11exp@D~T!/kT#
, ~A3!
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whereD(T) is the energy gap of the superconductor, andk is
Boltzmann’s constant.

The use of Eq.~A2! for describing the creep process a
the influence of then–s transition on the creep is possib
only in those cases when the explicit form of V(t* ,T,B) as
a function of its arguments is known. It was shown in Ref.
that the velocityVf of fluctuational motion of dislocations
for tP2t* !tP and at low temperatures is given by the fo
mula

Vf~t* ,T,B!5S a2n0vk

b D 1/2

expF2
Hcdt

5/4

2kT* ~dt ,T,B!
G .

~A4!

The argument of the exponential function in Eq.~A4!
contains the effective temperatureT* (dt ,T,B), for which
one can write the following asymptotic expressions:

T* .s0~QPdt
1/42QB!, T!QP ; ~A5a!

T* .TS 11
s1

Q0dt
ln

QS

T D2
s1QB

Q0dt
, T>QP . ~A5b!

In formulas~A4! and ~A5! we have used the following
notation:a is the period of the Peierls relief,n0 is the char-
acteristic vibrational frequency of a dislocation in a trough
the Peierls relief,QP and QB are, respectively, the charac
teristic temperatures associated with the zero-point vib
tions of the dislocation string in a trough of the Peierls rel
and with the damping of these vibrations by electron dr
Q05Hc /kQP is the quasiclassicality parameter for the pr
cess of tunnel nucleation of a kink pair,QS is the character-
istic temperature of a free dislocation string,vk is the veloc-
ity of kinks along the dislocation line, ands0>0.9 ands1

.5.4 are numerical parameters.
We note that the effective temperatureT* in formula

~A4! describes the intensity of the quantum motion of a d
location string in the Peierls relief in the limitT→0 and the
intensity of its thermal motion in the classical limitT@QP

and Q0→`. The influence of electron drag on the fluctu
tional motion of a dislocation is determined by the depe
dence onB of both the effective temperatureT* and the kink
velocity vk in the pre-exponential factor in~A4!.

The motion of kinks along a dislocation occurs in t
dynamic regime, and their velocityvk is determined by the
relationabt* 5bvk , where on the left-hand side is the forc
due to the stresst* ~Ref. 22! and on the right is the electro
drag force. The electron drag coefficientb for a kink is pro-
portional to the drag coefficientB of a rectilinear dislocation:
b5a2B/ l , wherel is the width of the kink.4 As a result, we
have

vk~t* , B!5
lbt*

aB
. ~A6!

In individual cases where the external stresst acting on
a crystal or the internal state of the crystal~temperatureT,
drag coefficientB, etc.! are rapidly changing for all of the
dislocations or for sufficiently long individual segments
dislocation lines, a steady-state regime of dynamic mot
can be realized which is described by a formula analogou
~A6!:
f

-
f
,

-

-

-

n
to

Vd~t* ,B!5
bt*

B
. ~A7!

Temperature can influence the dynamic plasticity o
through temperature dependence ofB. Here it is especially
easy to understand the cause of the plastification effect a
n–s transition: a sharp decrease ofB @see formula~A3!#
leads to a sharp increase in the dislocation velocity~A7! and
in the plastic deformation rate~A2! at constant values of the
effective stresst* and dislocation densityr.

Our proposed dislocation description of the kinetics
the creep jump at then–s transition relies on several pre
mises:

— on an individual creep curved«ns(t) the internal
stress incrementt i is proportional to the strain incremen
@see formula~5!#, and therefore the change of the effecti
stress is described by the formula

t* ~ t !5tn* 2k~«!d«ns~ t !, ~A8!

where« andtn* 5t2t i(«) are, respectively, the value of th
total deformation and the value of the effective stress in
normal state prior to then–s transition;

— before the timetns of the superconducting transitio
the plastic deformation in the normal state takes place i
fluctuation regime at valuest* .tP ~Refs. 12 and 15! and is
described by formulas~A2! and ~A4! with t* 5tn* , B
5Bn , dt5dtn512tn* /tP!1;

— in the course of the transient stage I, i.e., in the tim
interval tm– tns , a transition occurs from the regime of dis
location motion corresponding to the valueB5Bn to a new
regime withB5Bs , but the value of the effective stress do
not change substantially at this transition, i.e.,t* (tm)
.t* (tns)[tn* .

2. FLUCTUATION CONSTITUENT OF THE CREEP JUMP
AT THE n – s TRANSITION

Turning to a theoretical description of the kinetics of t
creep jumpd«ns(t), let us first consider the simpler case
which the fluctuation regime of dislocation motion prior
then–s transition persists after the transition as well, i.e., t
dynamic stage is absent, andtm5t f . In that case the starting
creep rate«̇(tns) and the maximum rate«̇(t f) corresponding
to the time at which the fluctuation stage begins,t f5tm , will
be given by the expressions

«̇n~ tns!5r~a2bn0vkn!
1/2expF2

Hcdtn
5/4

2kT* ~dtn ,T,Bn!
G ,

~A9!

«̇s~ tns!5r~a2bn0vks!
1/2expF2

Hcdtn
5/4

2kT* ~dtn ,T,Bs!
G ,
~A10!

wherevkn andvks are the velocities of the dynamic motio
of dislocation kinks under the influence of the effective stre
t* .tP in the normal and superconducting states, resp
tively. According to formulas~A3! and ~A6! we have

vkn.
lbtp

aBn
, vks.

vkn

2 F11exp
D~T!

kT G . ~A11!
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Using formulas~A9!–~A11!, it is easy to obtain an ex
pression for the ratio of creep rates«̇s(tm)/ «̇n(tns). In writ-
ing this expression we make use of the smallness of
parameterQB /QP<1021 ~Ref. 15!, which describes the in
fluence of the electron drag on the quantum tunneling
dislocations through the Peierls barriers, and we restrict c
sideration to the linear approximation in this parameter.
the quantum limitT!QP we obtain

ln
«̇s~ t f !

«̇n~ tns!
.

1

2
ln

11exp
D~T!

kT

2

1
Q0

2s0
S VBn

QP
D dtn

3/4 tanh
D~T!

2kT
. ~A12a!

The expression which is valid in the region of interm
diate and high temperaturesT>QP is

ln
«̇s~ t f !

«̇n~ tns!
.

1

2
ln

11exp
D~T!

kT

2
1

s1

2 S QBn

Qp
D S QP

T D 2

dtn
9/4

3S dtn1
s1

Q0
ln

Qs

T D 22

tanh
D~T!

2kT
. ~A12b!

The temporal variation of the strain incrementd«ns(t)
can be described by assuming that on an individual cr
curve the variation of the parameterdt , in accordance with
~A8!, is proportional tod«ns(t):

dt5dtn1
k

tp
d«ns~ t !. ~A13!

Calculating the argument of the exponential function
~A4! in the linear approximation in the strain increme
d«ns(t), we can write the equation of plastic flow~A2! in a
form corresponding to the empirical relation~3!:

lnF d

dt
d«ns~ t !G5 ln «̇s~ t f !2Cfd«ns~ t !. ~A14!

The creep curve determined by this equation is descri
by the logarithmic expression

d«ns~ t !5a f lnF «̇s~ t f !

a f
t11G . ~A15!

The value of the coefficient of logarithmic creepa f

5Cf
21 depends, generally speaking, on the temperatureT,

the parameterdtn , and the drag coefficientBs or the tem-
peratureQBs proportional to it. However, this last depen
dence can be neglected in view of the small value of the r
QBs /QP,1021. As a result, for the coefficienta f in the
quantum limit (T!QP) we obtain the expression

a f.
2s0tP

kQ0
. ~A16a!

In the region of intermediate and high temperatureT
>QP) the value of this coefficient depends in a complica
way on the parameterdtn and temperatureT:
e

f
n-
n

p

d

io

d

a f5
8tp

5kQ0
S T

Qp
D S dtn1

s1

Q0
ln

Qs

T D 2

3S dtn1
9s1

5Q0
ln

Qs

T D 21

dtn
25/4. ~A16b!

We note that the empirical values of the coefficienta f

can be obtained in two ways, by plotting the experimenta
recorded curves of the creepd«ns(t) initiated by then–s
transition in the coordinates«̇s versusd«ns or in the coordi-
nates ln«̇s versusd«ns .

3. DYNAMIC CONSTITUENT OF THE CREEP JUMP
AT THE n – s TRANSITION

It can be expected that the case described above
which the fluctuational creep regime persists after then–s
transition, will be realized at temperatures close to the cr
cal temperatureTc , where the transition-induced jump of th
drag coefficientB is not too large. At lower temperatures th
appreciable decrease ofB at then–s transition under condi-
tions wheret* is close to the Peierls stresstP can lead to the
transition of individual segments of the dislocation strings
the dynamic regime of motion.

This possibility, which was analyzed in Ref. 23, is due
the inertial properties of a dislocation string, the role
which increases in the superconducting state as a co
quence of the small value of the electron drag coefficientBs .
After completion of the transient stage I, these dislocat
segments acquire a velocityVd determined by the relation

BsVd.btp . ~A17!

In describing the contribution of such segments to
increment of the creep deformation one should, of cou
take into account the decrease of their total number with t
~the ‘‘exhaustion’’ process! due to the linear tension of th
dislocation strings and the presence of regions in the cry
with locally high values of the internal stress,t i.t2tP . We
note that the influence of the ‘‘exhaustion’’ of the density
fast dislocations~moving in the dynamic regime! on the
creep kinetics is qualitatively equivalent to the influence
work hardening on the dislocations moving in the fluctuati
regime: both of these factors lead to a decay of the creep
with time.

The process of ‘‘exhaustion’’ of the fast dislocations c
be taken into account in the equations of the theory of cr
by analogy with the incorporation of the work hardening. W
denote by the symbolrd the total length of dislocation seg
ments moving in the above-barrier regime per unit volume
the crystal~the density of fast dislocations!. If rd0 is the
initial density of such dislocations, its decrease on an in
vidual creep curve can be assumed to be proportional to
strain incrementd«(t):

rd5rd0@12qd«~ t !#, ~A18!

whereq is the exhaustion coefficient. The role played by t
phenomenological parameters of the theory,rd0 andq, in the
description of dynamic creep is the same as the role of
parametersr andk in the description of fluctuational creep
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Their values for each particular situation that can be reali
in an experiment can be obtained from an analysis of
experimental data.

Using formulas~A2!, ~A17!, and ~A18!, it is easy to
obtain an equation describing the contribution of the d
namic mode of plastic flow to the creep deformation inc
mentd«(t) initiated by then–s transition. This equation ha
the form corresponding to the empirical relation~2!

d

dt
@d«ns~ t !#5 «̇~ tm!2Cdd«ns~ t !; ~A19!

«̇s~ tm!5
rd0b2tP

Bs
, Cd5q«̇s~ tm!.

The strain incrementd«ns(t) in the dynamic creep re
gime is described by the solution of equation~A19!, which
has the form

d«ns~ t !5q21@12exp~2q«̇s~ tm!t !#. ~A20!

Under conditions of a specific experiment, even at a l
density of fast dislocations (rd0!r) the contribution of the
dynamic mode~A20! to the increment of the creep deform
tion d«(t) can turn out to be considerably larger than t
fluctuation contribution~A15!.

In those cases when a sufficiently long fragment of
creep curved«(t) becomes a straight line in the coordinat
«̇ versusd« ~see, e.g., Fig. 2b!, it becomes possible to obtai
empirical estimates of the parametersrd0 andq. It must be
taken into account, however, that the values of these par
eters depend very substantially on the details of the partic
experimental situation at the time of then–s transition: on
the values of the parameterdt , the ratioBn /Bs , the total
dislocation densityr, the characteristic magnitude and dist
bution of the internal stresses, etc. For this reason the
pirical values ofrd0 andq have a large scatter.

We note one more important circumstance that should
taken into account in an interpretation of the creep cur
recorded in experiments. The dynamic creep stage II
present, is governed, as a rule, by the dynamic motion
comparatively small number of dislocation segments (rd0

!r) and should not be accompanied by any signific
change of the total dislocation densityr and the internal
stressest i due to the dislocations. It can therefore be a
sumed that at the end of this stage and the start of the
tuational creep stage III, the value oft i and the related pa
rameterdt still have the values which they had at the time
d
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ar
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e
s
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t
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f

the n–s transition. This assumption makes it possible to u
formulas~A14! and~A15! for the description of stage II both
in those cases when it arises immediately after the trans
stage I and in the presence of a dynamic stage II betw
those stages.
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Electron diffraction study of the rms displacements of the atoms in free clusters
of krypton
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The size dependence of the rms amplitude^u2&1/2 of the atoms in free clusters of krypton is
determined for the first time, by an electron diffraction technique. The mean sizeN̄ of the clusters
formed in supersonic jets of krypton varied from 13103 to 23104 atoms/cluster. It is
found that̂ u2&1/2 increases with decreasing cluster size. A comparison of the dependence observed
in experiment with that calculated with allowance for the fractional contribution of surface
atoms shows that for clusters withN̄>43103 atoms/cluster the increase of^u2&1/2 with decreasing
N̄ is due solely to the growth of the relative number of surface atoms. The correlation
between the calculation and experiment vanishes whenN̄<43103 atoms/cluster. In that case the
experimental values are considerably higher than the calculated value, a circumstance which
indicates that in small aggregations there are other factors besides the surface which contribute to
the growth of^u2&1/2. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1542480#
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Clusters, which are small complexes of microparticl
occupy a middle ground between isolated atoms~or mol-
ecules! and bulk samples. This makes for distinctive prop
ties of nanocomplexes, which are of interest both for ba
physics and for technical applications. Of particular scient
significance is the study of rare-gas clusters. This is beca
of the relatively simple character of the forces of interm
lecular interaction in these objects, which makes them
extremely convenient tool for the critical verification of th
different theoretical models describing the properties of cl
ters.

In this paper we present the results of an electron
fraction study of the size dependence of the rms displa
ments^u2&1/2 of the atoms in krypton clusters which are fre
of substrates. Such studies have been done previously
argon clusters.1 The studies on krypton will yield more
complete information about the size dependence of^u2&1/2

for rare-gas clusters, will expand the size region of atom
complexes that can be investigated and will shed some l
on the features that have been observed on the size de
dence of^u2&1/2 in argon and which are characteristic f
clusters of heavier rare gases. Another important goal of
study is to establish the contribution of the cluster surface
the experimental value of the rms amplitude of the atom

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS

Observations were made by the electron diffraction te
nique on an apparatus with the following basic compone
an ultrasonic cluster beam generator, a liquid-hydrog
cooled cryogenic condensation pump for removing the
jet, and a standard E´MR-100M electron diffraction unit. A
detailed description of the apparatus is presented in Re
3531063-777X/2003/29(4)/3/$24.00
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The generator of the ultrasonic cluster beam is describe

detail in Ref. 2. The mean sizeN̄ of the clusters~i.e., the
average number of atoms in a cluster! was varied by varying
the gas pressureP0 at the entrance to the nozzle, which w
held at a constant temperatureT0 . The average characteristi
linear dimensionsd @Å# of the crystalline clusters was dete
mined from the broadening of the diffraction peaks by t
well-known Serlyakov–Sherrer relation with allowance f
the additional smearing of the peaks on account of the p
ence of stacking faults. A statistical processing of the res
of the observations showed thatd was determined to a rela
tive error of610%.

For finding the lattice parameteraKr of the crystalline
clusters we made photographic recordings of the diffract
patterns. The relative error inaKr was 6(0.1– 0.3)%, de-
pending on the degree of smearing of the diffraction pe
on account of the cluster size. We determined the temp
ture of the clusters with the aid of data on the lattice para
eter and its temperature dependence which were obtaine
Ref. 3 for Kr island films with a coherent scattering regio
with a characteristic linear dimension of 40–60 Å.

The intensityI of the diffraction peaks was establishe
by processing diffraction patterns that had been obtained
ing electrometric registration. The relative error of determ
nation of the intensity was usually not more than63%.

The techniques used to determine the device cons
2Ll (L is the distance from the diffraction region to th
recording device, andl is the electron wavelength! and the
instrumental width of the diffraction peaks are described
Ref. 1.

For finding the value of the rms displacements of t
atoms of the cluster we used the dependence of the temp
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ture factor of the intensity of the diffracted rays exp(22M)
on the diffraction angleu. In the case of the fcc lattice4 one
hasM58p2^u2&sin2 u/3l2, where^u2& is the mean square
value of the total displacement of an atom from its equil
rium position.

Thus the integrated intensity of the diffracted rays
flected by the system of planes$hkl% can be written in the
form

I hkl5I 0Ahkl expS 2
16p2 sin2 u

l2

^u2&
3 D , ~1!

or

I hkl5I 0Ahkl expS 2
Shkl

2 ^u2&
3 D , ~2!

where Shkl54p sinu/l is the magnitude of the diffraction
vector,Ahkl is the product of all the intensity factors~which
are constant for the given system of reflecting planes! except
the temperature factor, andI 0 is the intensity of the primary
electron beam. SinceI 0 can vary noticeably from run to run
it is advisable to normalize the intensity of the diffractio
peaks by one of the prominant peaks, e.g., the~220! peak.
Thus we determined̂u&2 using the relation

lnS I hkl

I 220

A220

Ahkl
D5

^u2&
3

~S220
2 2Shkl

2 !, ~3!

which establishes the connection between the logarithm
the normalized intensity of the diffraction peak and the d
ference of the diffraction vectors.

As we see in Fig. 1, the slope of the experimen
straight lines increases with increasing mean cluster s
Since the slope is proportional to the mean square ampli
of the atoms@see Eq.~3!#, the observed behavior attests to
increase in̂ u2& as the cluster size decreases. The size
pendence of the rms displacements of the atoms is show
Fig. 2. Here the values ofN̄21/3}1/d are plotted on the hori-

FIG. 1. Logarithm of the normalized intensity of the diffraction peaks v
sus the difference of the squares of the diffraction vectors,S220

2 2Whkl
2 , in

the case of clusters with mean sizesN̄ @atoms/cluster#: 1450~j!; 2900~h!
12500~s!. The following reflections were used in constructing the grap
~111!, ~200!, ~220!, and~311!.
-

-

of
-

l
e.
de

e-
in

zontal axis (N̄5Vm/v, whereV is the volume of a cluster,v
is the volume of the unit cell, andm is the number of atoms
in the unit cell; for the fcc lattice we havem54 and N̄
52pd3/3a3, wherea is the lattice parameter!, and along the
vertical axis are the values of^u2&1/2, normalized to the rms
displacement of the atoms in the volume. The values
^u2&1/2 obtained from experiment are denoted by circle
The solid line corresponds to a calculation taking the surf
contribution into account and which was done as follows.
assume that the clusters have a spherical shape. In the ca
free clusters formed under conditions of isentropic expans
of a gas jet, this assumption is completely correct. We ler
be the radius of the spherical cluster, and thend52r . We
denote the thickness of the surface layer asDr . In this case
the volume of a cluster isV5(4/3)pr 3, and the volume of
the surface layer isv54pr 2Dr . The relative fraction of at-
oms in the surface layer is equal to

n5
v
V

5
3Dr

r
. ~4!

The mean square amplitude of the atomic vibratio
measured in experiment is given by the relation

^u2&5n^u2&s1~12n!^u2&V , ~5!

where^u2&V and^u2&s are the mean square amplitudes of t
atoms in the volume and in the surface layer, respective

If we consider only the surface layer, assuming that i
monoatomic, and ignore the much weaker contribution of
next two subsurface layers, then in accordance with
theory of Refs. 5 and 6 we can write^u2&s52^u2&V . Sub-
stituting this value of̂ u2&s into Eq. ~5! and taking Eq.~4!
into account, we obtain

^u2&5^u2&VS 11
3Dr

r D . ~6!

The thicknessDr of a monoatomic surface layer is take
equal to the distance between the centers of two nea
neighbor atoms. Then in the case of crystalline clusters w
the fcc lattice we have

-

:

FIG. 2. Size dependence of the rms displacements of the atoms, norma
to the value in the volume. The solid line corresponds to a calculation ta
the fractional contribution of the surface into account; the results of
observations are denoted by circlets~s!.
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Dr 5
a&

2
, ~7!

wherea is the lattice parameter. According to our data, t
lattice parameter of krypton clusters isaKr55.683
60.005 Å and, consequently,Dr 54.1860.005 Å.

From the value of the parameteraKr and its temperature
dependence we determined the temperature of the clus
which is needed in order to find̂u2&V

1/2. It was found to be
5563 K. The mean square atomic amplitude for the volu
of the cluster was calculated using the relation4

^u2&V5
9h2

4p2mkuD

T

uD
F1

4

uD

T
1wS uD

T D G , ~8!

whereh andk are Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants,m is
the mass of an atom,T is the temperature of the cluster,uD

is the Debye temperature for a bulk crystal, andw(uD /T) is
the Debye function.

If Ma is the atomic mass in a.m.u. and the amplitude
the atomic vibrations is expressed in a˚ngstroms, then Eq.~8!
takes the following numerical form:

^u2&V5
424

MauD

T

uD
F1

4

uD

T
1wS uD

T D G . ~9!

In accordance with the x-ray data, a Debye tempera
uD565 K was used in the calculations. The value of t
factors in square brackets has been tabulated as a functi
uD /T in the monograph by Guineir.4

From the discussion above we were able to find the
pendence of̂ u2&1/2 on N̄21/3 with allowance for the contri-
bution of surface atoms. As we see in Fig. 2, in the case
large clusters the experimental points are in rather g
agreement with the results of the calculation. It follow
that for clusters with a mean size greater th
43103 atoms/cluster, the increase of^u2&1/2 with decreasing
rs,

e

f

re

of

-

of
d

N̄ is due solely to growth of the relative number of surfa
atoms. However, the correlation between the calculation
experiment vanishes whenN̄<33103 atoms/cluster. In this
case the values of̂u2&1/2 determined from experiment ar
substantially larger than the calculated values. Thus the
served effect indicates that in small aggregations there
other significant factors acting besides the growth of the fr
tional surface contribution whose identification will requi
additional theoretical analysis. Such an analysis will be do
in the future.

We should mention in closing that the experimental s
dependence of̂u2&1/2 for krypton turned out to be qualita
tively similar to that observed previously for argon.1 The
quantitative difference lies only in the fact that for sma
clusters the amount by which the experimentally obser
mean square amplitude exceeds the calculated value is s
what less for krypton than for argon.

The authors thank E´ . T. Verkhovtseva and V. N. Samo
varov for a helpful discussion of the results of this study.
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Anomalous diamagnetism in the intermetallic compounds CaPb 3 and YbPb 3
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A theoretical study is made of the features of the band structure and orbital magnetic
susceptibilityx of the intermetallic compounds CaPb3 and YbPb3 . It is shown that the anomalous,
strongly temperature-dependent diamagnetism observed earlier in experiments on these
compounds is of an interband origin and is due to the presence of degenerate electronic states in
the immediate vicinity of the Fermi level. The characteristics of the degenerate states for
the two compounds are determined by reconciling the calculatedx(T) dependence with
experiment in the temperature range 5 K<T<300 K. © 2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1572412#
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Electronic topological phase transitions upon passag
the Fermi levelEF through critical points of the spectrum1 in
a system of slightly split bands are usually accompanied
sharp features in the behavior of the orbital components
the magnetic susceptibilityx of the electrons.2,3 In some
cases of degeneracy of the bands the theory gives a form
divergent result for the orbital magnetism atT50 if the
Fermi level coincides with the energy at the point
degeneracy.4–6 It has been shown6,7 that the divergence inx
is due to the interband contribution to the orbital magne
susceptibility. In real systems, in the presence of impu
scattering and at finite temperatures, such a situation co
sponds to the ‘‘giant’’ diamagnetic anomaly~so called be-
cause of the ratio of the scale of the effect to the volume
the states participating in it!. It has been observed i
graphite,4 beryllium,5 certain bismuth-based alloys,7,8 and
aluminum.9

Band degeneracy and the susceptibility anomalies a
ciated with it occur not only in simple metals and semimet
of thesp type but also in intermetallic compounds of tran
tion and rare-earth metals. For example, there is reaso
assume10 that the diamagnetic anomalies in the quasibin
alloys LaIn32xSnx with a cubic lattice of the AuCu3 type11 is
of just such a nature. The amplitude of the anomalies wh
are observed at concentrationsx.0.3 andx.2 exceeds the
total spin paramagnetism of thesp- andd-electron bands.10

Of particular interest in this connection are the structura
analogous isoelectronic compounds CaPb3 and YbPb3 ,
where Yb is found in the same divalent state as Ca. The t
number of valence electrons in the unit cell of these co
pounds and in that of the alloy LaIn32xSnx is the same pre-
cisely atx52, and they should also have anomalous diam
netism at low temperatures; this has indeed been observ
experiment.12,13 However, unlike the LaIn32xSnx system,
this diamagnetism is not smoothed out by the disorder in
lattice of the concentrated alloy and is not masked by
spin paramagnetism, since the contribution of thed electrons
to the density of states at the Fermi level in the these c
pounds is small. It remains to check whether the anoma
diamagnetism and its temperature dependence in the c
3561063-777X/2003/29(4)/3/$24.00
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pounds CaPb3 and YbPb3 correspond to the presence of ba
degeneracy near the Fermi level and to the theory of orb
susceptibility. That is the subject of this paper.

The electronic structure of the compound CaPb3 is cal-
culated from first principles with the use of the method
linearized MT orbitals with the total potential.14 The
exchange–correlation potential is examined in the fram
work of the local approximation to the theory of the electr
density functional.14 Scalar relativistic effects and the spin
orbit coupling is taken into account at every variational s
of a self-consistent calculation of the crystalline potent
and band structure.

Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum obtained for Ca3

in the vicinity of the Fermi level for theXR direction in the
Brillouin zone of the simple cubic lattice. It is seen that ev
with a strong spin–orbit coupling, the crossing of th
branches of the spectrum on theXR line is preserved becaus
of the presence of the heavy element lead. The point of
generacy of the bands is indeed very close to the Fermi le
and the structure of the spectrum in the vicinity of the Fer
level can be approximated by the expression

E~k!5«d1ak36Ab11k1
21b22k2

21b33k3
2, ~1!

where«d is the energy of the degeneracy point,ki are the
components of the wave vector drawn from the point of d
generacy in the directions parallel to@100#, @1211#, and
@011#, respectively. The values of the coefficientsa, b11,
b22, and b33 and of the local chemical potential leve
z5EF2«d for CaPb3 are given in Table I.

Because of the tendency for Yb to change its valen
state, a band structure calculation for the compound YbPb3 is
a separate, rather complicated problem and will not be
ried out here. As an initial approximation for the analysis
the susceptibility of YbPb3 we have used the calculated ban
spectrum parameters of CaPb3 .

The magnetic susceptibility of crystals having a point
degeneracy of the bands nearEF can be written in the form
of a sumx5xd1xg , wherexd is the main contribution, due
to the band degeneracy, andxg is the background suscept
bility of the sample, which includes all the remaining cont
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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butions and is assumed to be independent of temperatur
Ref. 6, on the basis of the general theory of orbi
susceptibility,15 the appearance of different types of band d
generacy in the susceptibility was analyzed, and a uni
model of the spectrum was found which is consistent w
the giant anomalies ofx. The spectrum~1! is a particular
case of it. The corresponding expression for the b
susceptibility6 with allowance for the symmetry of the Bril
louin zone~Fig. 1! has the form

xd5AF~z,T!, ~2!

where

A5
1

6p2 S e

\cD 2 4

Ab11b22b33

3@b11b221b11b331b22b332a2~b111b22!#, ~3!

F~z,T!5E
0

z0 d«

« F 1

11expS 2«2z

T D 2
1

11expS «2z

T D G .

~4!

Here z0 is the so-called ‘‘cutoff parameter,’’ which restrict
the domain of application of the model spectrum and wh
satisfies the conditionz0@T,uzu. The scale coefficientA for
CaPb3 is found from the data in Table I is given there
well.

For calculating the susceptibility, formulas~2! and ~4!
were supplemented by the temperature dependence o

FIG. 1. Electronic spectrum of the compound CaPb3 in the vicinity of a
point of degeneracy of the bands. The inset shows the Brillouin zone
simple cubic lattice.
TABLE I. Parameters of the energy spectrum for the compounds CaPband Y

Note:An asterisk (* ) denotes parameters obtained by a calculation from
In
l
-
d

h

k

h

the

chemical potentialz5z(T), which is determined by a nu
merical method from the density of states curve found w
allowance for the Fermi distribution function. To avoid man
festations of mechanisms other than single-particle ther
excitations for the influence of temperature on the electro
states and susceptibility~see, e.g., Ref. 5!, we restricted the
analysis of the functionx(T) to the temperature range 0–30
K ~Fig. 2!. The only exception to this was the choice of th
cutoff parameterz0 , which has practically no effect on th
character of the functionx(T) but regulates the backgroun
part xd . For the sake of definiteness a valuez0.10 mRy
was taken, which, with allowance for the calculated Pa
spin susceptibility, equal to 431025 e.m.u./mole, produces
agreement with the experimental value ofx(T) near the
melting temperature.

In a calculation of the susceptibility a defining role
played by the band parametersA andz~0!. The accuracy of
determination ofz~0! in a band calculation from first prin
ciples is usually a few millirydbergs, and this parameter
the first to be refined in reconciling the calculated and m
sured susceptibilities. Furthermore, the features ofx are sub-
stantially influenced by the scattering of conduction electro
on different kinds of imperfections of the crystal lattice. Th
influence of defects on the magnetic susceptibility was ta
into account as in the calculations of the orbital susceptibi
of alloys,9,16,17 through the introduction of an additional pa
rameter: the effective scattering temperatureTsc. It is analo-
gous to the Dingle temperatureTD in the quantum oscilla-
tions of the susceptibility (Tsc.pTD ; Ref. 17! and serves as

a

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of the c
pounds CaP3 ~d; Ref. 13! and YbPb3 ~s; Ref. 13!. The solid curves are the
results of the theoretical calculation.
bPb.
3 3
first principles.
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a second adjustable parameter for reconciling the calcula
with experiment.

The results of a calculation of the temperature dep
dence ofx for the compounds CaPb3 and YbPb3 , presented
in Fig. 2, corresponds to the optimal choice of parametez
andTsc ~and alsoA in the case of YbPb3) given in Table I.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the calculatedx(T) curves for both
compounds achieve good agreement with the experime
data13 for a minimal correction of the band parameters o
tained from first principles. For example, the difference
the parameterA in these compounds is not more than 15
even though the ions Ca and Yb belong to different classe
metals, and the corrections to the calculated value oz
amount to fractions of a millirydberg. The values found f
the scattering temperature~see Table I! are quite realistic for
ordinary samples prepared without special care for th
perfection.13

Thus we have obtained proof that the anomalous d
magnetism in the compounds CaPb3 and YbPb3 is linked to
band degeneracy in the vicinity ofEF and to the correspond
ing singularity of the orbital susceptibility. It can be assum
that analogous points of band degeneracy near the F
level exist in other related compounds and pseudobinary
tems RM3 having structures of the AuCu3 type ~definitely
including LaInSn2 alloys!. The diamagnetic anomalies ca
be used to monitor the position of the Fermi level relative
these energy benchmarks with an accuracy to a fraction
millirydberg and can yield valuable information about t
reaction of the bands in these systems to different perturb
influences.
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